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Izvlecˇek
Zracˇno lasersko skeniranje (lidar) postaja cˇedalje bolj uporabna tehnologija daljinskega zazna-
vanja za pridobivanje prostorskih podatkov. Kljub temu, da razlicˇni rigorozni modeli napak
zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja zˇe obstajajo in so zˇe bile izvedene terenske meritve dosezˇene
natancˇnosti, sˇe ne obstaja enostavna mera za a-priori izracˇun natancˇnosti laserskega skeni-
ranja zˇe pred njegovim narocˇilom. Preko podrobnega opisa virov napak laserskega skeniranja in
poenostavitve Schenkove geolokacijske enacˇbe smo v tej doktorski dizertaciji zapisali enostaven
a-priori model napak laserskega skeniranja. Ob tem je podan sˇe podroben opis napak pridobljen
s pregledom literature. Napake laserskega skeniranja delimo na: osnovne sistematicˇne napake,
napake pridobljene zaradi parametrov leta, napake pridobljene zaradi znacˇilnosti odbojnika.
S spreminjanjem razlicˇnih geometrijskih parametrov je bila narejena simulacija razlicˇnih virov
napak in njihov vpliv na skupno velikost napak. Tako pridobljen poenostavljen model napak
omogocˇa hiter izracˇun a-priori napak in poda verjetne vrednosti za povprecˇne in najvecˇje vred-
nosti skupne napake laserskega skeniranja. Poenostavljen model napak je neodvisen od kota
skeniranja, kota pozibavanja nosilca laserskega skenerja ter podrobnih tehnicˇnih specifikacij
posameznega sistema za lasersko skeniranje.
Izvrednotenje prostorskih podatkov iz podatkov laserskega skeniranja je omejeno tudi s tocˇnostjo
izvrednotenja. Zahtevana tocˇnost izvrednotenja je pogojena s geometricˇno locˇljivostjo prostorkih
podatkov (v nasˇem primeru geometricˇna locˇljivost prostorskih podatkov za lokalno prostorsko
planiranje). Tocˇnost izvrednotenja definira minimalno sˇtevilo laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine.
Minimalno sˇtevilo laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine izracˇunamo s pomocˇjo Nyquistove frekvence,
cˇe uporabimo lasersko skeniranje kot samostojno tehnologijo izvrednotenja. Z izmero delezˇa
prodiranja laserskega zˇarka skozi razlicˇno vegetacijo na testnem oblaku laserskih tocˇk, smo
definirali tudi koncˇno uporabno sˇtevilo laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine za razlicˇne vegetacijske
razrede.
V nalogi je opisana tudi zakonska osnova ter trenutna metodologija priprave razlicˇnih geodetskih
podatkov, ki se uporabljajo kot prostorske podlage za lokalno prostorsko nacˇrtovanje v Sloveniji.
A-priori natancˇnost laserskega skeniranja in tocˇnost izvrednotenja prostorskih podatkov nam
povesta, v katerih primerih lahko vpeljemo lasersko skeniranje kot enakovredno tehnologijo
izmere trenutnim metodologijam izmere. Z uvedbo laserskega skeniranja lahko metodologijo
obdelave nekaterih geodetskih podatkov optimiziramo.
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Abstract
Aerial laser scanning (lidar) has become a widely used technique for spatial data production.
Although various rigorous error models of aerial laser scanning already exist and examples
of a-posteriori studies of aerial laser scanning data accuracies verified with field-work can be
found in the literature, a simple measure to define a-priori error sizes is not available. In this
work the aerial laser scanning error contributions are described in detail: the basic systematic
error sources, the flight-mission-related error sources and the target-characteristic-related error
sources. A review of the different error-source sizes is drawn from the literature in order to define
the boundary conditions for each error size. Schenk’s geolocation equation is used as a basis
for deriving a simplified a-priori error model. By changing different geometrical parameters the
simulation of error sizes is made and the influence of different error sources is studied. This
simplified error model enables a quick calculation and gives a-priori plausible values for the
average and maximum error size, independent of the scan and heading angles as well as being
independent of any specific aerial laser scanning system’s characteristics.
Spatial data production by aerial laser scanning is also limited by acquisition precision. The
acquisition precision is defined by spatial data products (in our case: geodetic data for local
spatial planning). The acquisition precision of spatial data products also defines the minimum
point density of aerial laser scanning. The minimum point density when applying aerial laser
scanning as a stand-alone-technique is defined through minimal sampling density or Nyquist
frequency. Through measuring penetration rate for different vegetation classes in the test area
the total usable point density is defined.
The a-priori aerial laser scanning accuracy and spatial data product precision defines when the
aerial laser scanning can be applied in data extraction process in Slovenia. Through this the
acquisition methodology for different geodetic data for local spatial planning production can be
optimized. The review on legal acts defining the local spatial planning is given. The current and
proposed data processing methodology for different geodetic data used for local spatial planning
is described.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 General considerations and motivation
Aerial laser scanning, also named LIDAR (light detection and ranging), is becoming a widely
used technique for acquisition of topographic or bathymetric data. It uses an active sensor which
measures the time interval between the laser pulse transmission and the pulse echo return to
the receiver. This time interval defines the distance from the transmitter to the target and back
to the receiver, which together with the scan angle define the location of the target in physical
space. Additional information to the location is the intensity or amplitude of the returning echo.
This can give us a lot of information on the material from which the echo reflected.
Aerial laser scanning technique can be used as a stand alone technique or in combination with
the multi- or hyperspectral photogrammetric data. Its advantage to other remote sensed tech-
niques is direct acquisition of 3D data points and its ability to extract data under the vegetation.
The ability to acquire data under the vegetation opens ways to automate contour line genera-
tion, production of exact digital terrain models, identification of creeks and other water bodies
delineations, identification of forest roads and mountain paths, etc.
The application of aerial laser scanning for different geodetic products is becoming broader every
year, as new laser scanners are employed, which give more accurate measurements. Therefore
the purpose of this work is to optimize data processing methodology for the production of the
geodetic data in large scales (1 : 500 to 1 : 5000) with the application of aerial laser scanning.
Geodetic data in large scales are mainly used for spatial planning or verification of current state
of physical space on local level. Therefore the intention of this work is to find minimal terms
defining which aerial laser scanning data can be applied for acquiring certain geodetic data. We
focused especially in geodetic data which is used for local spatial planning.
At the Geodetic institute of Slovenia I was involved in several projects where data acquisition of
different geodetic data was performed: different photogrammetric topographic data acquisition
and quality control, different infrastructure objects acquisition for Cadaster of public infrastruc-
ture, etc. I was involved also in the Interreg IIIA project HarmoGeo1 where we ordered and
worked on high-resolution aerial laser scanning data. Through these practical examples, I re-
alized that some simple measures would help a lot (e.g. a-priori accuracy assessment), when
deciding which aerial laser scanning data are appropriate for certain geodetic product.
1see Appendix E on page 201
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The accuracy of aerial laser scanning depends strongly on the accuracy of the laser scanner flying
platform positioning. The coordinates of the laser points are calculated by direct georeferencing.
Unfortunately, direct georeferencing reduces the possibilities for a-posteriori correction of the
data, which is possible when applying aerophotographing. Therefore good knowledge about
different error sizes of aerial laser scanning a-priori to the ordering is of great importance.
1.2 Research background
Local spatial planning and the supporting geodetic data are defined in legal acts. Spatial plan-
ning is an interdisciplinary science, which defines how the physical space on the national, regional
or local level should develop. It provides guidelines and legal recommendations for directing the
development of urban and rural areas (Pogacˇnik, 1992). For spatial planning, well prepared
geodetic data for the description of the current state of physical space are of great importance
as they ease the decision-making process. Different cartographic representations and geodetic
databases used for spatial planning are based on different data acquisition methodologies, as
they describe the physical space in different scales. When wide areas in Slovenia have to be
measured, in most cases mainly photogrammetry is still applied.
The methodology of data acquisition is not defined in legal acts. Therefore the acquisition of
geodetic data can be subject to acquisition methodology optimization by applying aerial laser
scanning to the current acquisition methodology. This means that aerial laser scanning can
replace/supplement other remotely sensed technics, field work or a combination from different
sources. In order to know which geodetic data acquisition methodology can be optimized by
aerial laser scanning, the a-priori accuracy assessment and the level of detail to be presented
should be known.
The a-posteriori accuracy assessment of aerial laser scanning depends on different error contrib-
utors. The total achievable aerial laser scanning planimetric accuracy is in the range of 30-50 cm
and in height accuracy in the range 5-15 cm (Baltsavias, 1999b; Maas, 2003). Different rigorous
aerial laser scanning error models already exist (Schenk, 2001; Beinat and Crosilla, 2002; Friess,
2006; Skaloud and Lichti, 2006) and different a-posteriori studies of lidar data accuracies with
field-work have already been conducted (Alharthy et al., 2004; Ahokas et al., 2005a; Burman,
2000; Crosilla and Beinat, 2005; Schenk, 2001; Schnurr et al., 2004; Maas, 2003; Thoma et al.,
2005; Turton, 2006). However, a simple measure to define a-priori error sizes is not available.
One of the purposes of this thesis is to develop a simple a-priori aerial laser scanning error
model, applicable without the need for a thorough search through the literature and the knowl-
edge about a specific laser scanning system, to estimate the size of different errors contributing
to laser scanning measurements. The a-priori aerial laser scanning error model should not be
scan-angle dependent, as the suppliers of aerial laser scanning usually deliver just the X, Y , Z
coordinates of ground points and not the raw data (range and scan angle).
When describing an analytical model of aerial laser scanning errors it is common to use as a
base the Schenk’s geolocation equation (Schenk, 2001). Therefore we used it as a base too.
All the influences on aerial laser scanning error sources can be divided in three types of error
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contributions: basic systematic errors, errors resulting from the flight mission, and errors caused
by the nature of the target (Ahokas et al., 2005b; McKean and Roering, 2005). A review of
different error sizes and theirs behaviour have been made from the literature.
In addition to the knowledge on the a-priori error assessment, the needed precision of the geodetic
data extraction is of great importance. Different purposes (e.g., detailed 3D models of urban
areas, flood-risk maps, vegetation-cover analysis) dictate the desired number of points per unit
area, as this value defines the level of detail that can be extracted from the aerial laser scanning
data. The needed level of detail defines also the extractable precision of geodetic data.
Aerial laser scanning can be divided in three groups while evaluated by the number of points per
unit area (Kraus (edt.), 2005; Crosilla and Beinat, 2005). Low-resolution aerial laser scanning
data with at most 1 point per m2 enables the production of a general DTM comparable to DTMs
made by photogrammetrical stereorestitution. Medium-resolution aerial laser scanning data of
1–10 pt/m2 enables the production of a detailed DTM for use in flood mapping. The most
useful is the high-resolution aerial laser scanning data with 10 or more pt/m2, which enables
the production of detailed DTMs for use in detailed 3D city reconstruction, with a detailed
representation of roads, contours and other details. High-resolution aerial laser scanning with
more than 10 pt/m2 enables the production of topographic charts in scales of 1 : 5000 and even
1 : 1000.
1.3 Research objectives and scope
Different geodetic data used for local spatial planning are available in Slovenia. Aerial laser
scanning is a relatively new but fast-evolving remotely sensed technique which can be effectively
implemented in the production of geodetic data used in local spatial planning. Traditionally,
photogrammetric and geodetic methods have been applied for local spatial data acquisition, so
the existing processing methodology is based upon these methods.
Considering the technical and technological features and advantages of the aerial laser scanning
technology, we believe that acquisition of geodetic data with the aerial laser scanning can increase
quality and up-to-date status of geodetic data used in local spatial planning. Consequently, the
process of decision making in local spatial planning can be easier and faster.
To optimize the data processing methodology by applying laser scanning technology we first
need to do some research. Based on our experience (e.g. Interreg IIIA project HarmoGeo,
topographic data acquisition and quality control) and a thorough study of relevant literature,
we defined our research hypotheses:
• A simplified a-priori analytical error model of aerial laser scanning can be developed from
rigorous error models, which returns comparable values to those computed by rigorous
error models. This simplified a-priori error model must give basic constraints that can be
applied in aerial laser scanning ordering.
• The requested precision of geodetic data for local planning is highly dependent on the
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density (spatial resolution) of laser scanning data. Studying different configurations, a
minimum density of laser scanning data that allows to achieve the requested precision for
different geodetic products can be found out and recommendations for general purposes
can be specified.
• Knowing a-priori error assessment and required aerial laser scanning point density, a pro-
posal for implementation of laser scanning data, specifically for each geodetic data used in
local spatial planning, can be developed. This proposal should direct towards optimization
of the existing data acquisition methodology.
This thesis presents the local spatial planning regulations of Slovenia. The acquisition method-
ology optimization of geodetic data for local spatial planning is performed on the Slovenian
example. Minimal terms for aerial laser scanning ordering are defined on a theoretical example
of a typical aerial laser scanner. Therefore the derived minimal terms are applicable also for
other geodetic data used for other purposes, not just for local spatial planning and not just in
Slovenia.
1.4 Organization and methodology of the thesis
This work is divided in four parts:
1. Legal and methodological frame of geodetic data used for local spatial planing in Slovenia:
Chapters 2 and 3.
2. Detailed analysis of different aerial laser scanning error sources and the development of
the simplified analytical a-priori error model:
• Description of physical background of aerial laser scanning in Chapter 4.
• The detailed review of literature on the topic of different aerial laser scanning error
sources and their sizes, and definition of boundary conditions2 in Chapter 5.
• Analytical derivation of simplified a-priori error model in Chapter 6.
3. Through knowledge on requested precision of certain geodetic data and test of the pene-
tration rate in different vegetation classes the total aerial laser scanning point density is
defined in Chapter 7. This Chapter is divided in two parts:
• Theoretical derivation of minimal aerial laser scanning point density needed for cer-
tain precision demands.
• Definition of the optimal point density on the basis of the penetration rate testing
for different vegetation classes, performed on Nova Gorica test sample. This optimal
point density enables the achievement of minimal point density under canopies.
4. Proposal for acquisition methodology optimization of geodetic data used for local spatial
planning in Chapter 8.
2Detailed graphical presentation of error behaviour is presented in Appendix C.
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An overview of thesis is given in: Conclusions (Chapter 9), Extended summary in Slovene
(Chapter 10), and also Summaries in English and Slovene on the end.
The connection between different parts of the thesis can be seen on the processing scheme of
the thesis (Figure 1.1).
Figure 1.1: Processing scheme of the thesis.
Slika 1.1: Diagram poteka naloge.
The first two parts are mainly dedicated to the literature overview. At the end of the second
part, the simplified a-priori error model is developed as an analytical derivation of the already
existing Schenk’s error model. Simulations of the original and the simplified error models are
performed using the program Matlab. The deduction from analytical derivation and practical
testing on real aerial laser scanning data is used to define the optimal point density needed for
certain geodetic data. In the final part, the acquisition methodology optimization is proposed,
made as a synthesis of minimal terms derived from the simplified a-priori error model, optimal
point density and precision requirements of geodetic data used in local spatial planning.
Our contributions to the science are: the simplified a-priori error model of aerial laser scanning,
the equations for definition of optimal point density depending on precision of geodetic data
and proposal for acquisition methodology optimization for geodetic data used in local spatial
planning.
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2 LEGAL BASIS FOR PRODUCTION OF GEODETIC DATA
USED IN LOCAL SPATIAL PLANNING IN SLOVENIA
2.1 Introduction
Spatial planning is an interdisciplinary science, which defines how the physical space on the
national, regional or local level should develop. It provides guidelines and legal recommendations
for directing the development of urban and rural areas (Pogacˇnik, 1992). Spatial planning of
Slovenia is mainly regulated by the spatial planning act. This act define possible geodetic
data used for spatial planning, spatial planning stakeholders, legal procedures how the spatial
planning has to be conducted, and the intention of spatial planning. Spatial planning has to
be a base for the sustainable development and steady urbanization, therefore a well prepared
spatial plans are required. Spatial plans are based on the current physical space usage, therefore
a detailed geodetic data should be used as theirs base.
In this chapter we will present the legal acts defining the spatial planning in Slovenia. Details
on the history of the Slovenian spatial planning legislation can be found in Appendix A.1 on
page 165.
2.2 Geodetic data used in spatial planning
For Slovenian spatial planning different state topographic maps are manufactured under the
supervision of the municipalities and the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of
Slovenia (SMA). These maps represent mainly 2D data, unless stated differently (Petrovicˇ et
al., 2005; Petrovicˇ, 2007):
state-level: National general maps of different scales: National general map 1 : 250 000 (DPK
250) was completed in 2005, National general map 1 : 400 000 (DPK 400), National general
map 1 : 750 000 (DPK 750) and National general map 1 : 1 000 000 (DPK 1000). These
maps are available only in raster format.
regional-level: National topographic map 1 : 25 000 (DTK 25) and National topographic map
of 1 : 50 000 (DTK 50). The later represents more up-to-date spatial information as it is in
a constant process of updating. Some layers of these maps are available in vector format,
more for DTK 50.
local-level: National topographic map 1 : 5000 (DTK 5) is maintained and available in vector
format and presents a 3D product. Up to 2008 around 60% of Slovenia, mostly urban
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areas, was covered with it.1
Geodetic surveying provides also many other topographic and real estate data for local spatial
planning. Some are under the supervision of Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic
of Slovenia (SMA) (e.g. land survey plans, Land cadastre, Building cadastre...) other are under
supervision of the Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning, the Directorate for Spatial
Planning (e.g. the instructions for spatial data system) (Petrovicˇ et al., 2005; Petek, 2005).
Other geodetic data for presentation of the cartographic part of spatial planning documents
are: land survey plans in scale 1 : 1000 or 1 : 500, ortophotographies, digital elevation model,
land cadastre maps2 and also data in other geodetic records concerning streets, railways, relief,
hydrography, buildings, public infrastructure3, geographic names, land use and spatial units
(Pravilnik ...prostorski red..., 2004; Priporocˇila ...strokovne podlage..., 2005; Pravilnik ...obcˇinski
nacˇrt, 2007; Pravilnik ...obcˇinski podrobni nacˇrt, 2007).
2.3 Current spatial planning acts
STRATEGICAND EXECUTING DOCUMENTS
regional spatial documents
municipal spatial documents
national documents
2002 Spatial planning and managing act
Spatial planning act2007
ZPNa rt,UL RS 33/2007č
ZureP-1,UL RS 110/2002 STRATEGIC DOCUMENTS
2001 Strategy of regional development of Slovenia 2002-2006
2008 Strategy of regional development of Slovenia 2007-2013
2005 Promotion of balanced regional development act
ZSRS-1,UL RS 93/2005
1999 Promotion of balanced regional development act
ZSRS,UL RS 60/1999
2007 Decree on the documents of development planning
bases and procedures for the preparation of the central
and local goverment budgets UL RS 44/2007
1999 Public finance act
ZJF, 79/1999
2000 Decree on the criteria and procedures for preparing
2002 the draft national budgets UL RS 56/2000
UL RS 45/2002
2001 National development programme 2001-2006
2008 National development programme 2007-2013
Planned
INFLUENCING ACTS
1993 Local self-government act
ZLS, 72/1993
Figure 2.1: Spatial planning acts and strategies in Slovenia after 1991.
Slika 2.1: Zakoni in strategije, ki vplivajo na prostorsko nacˇrtovanje v Sloveniji po 1991.
Spatial planning in Slovenia was enacted in the Spatial planning and management act –
ZureP-1 (ZureP-1, UL RS 110/2002 and 8/03) and its regulations, where the competences of
the state and local spatial planning stakeholders (municipality or several municipalities together)
1for more information see the description of DTK 5 on page 22
2informative layer of the Land cadastre, see section 3.3.4 page 22
3data from the Cadastre of public infrastructure (utility system)
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are described. The Spatial planning and management act was succeed by the Spatial planning
act – ZPNacˇrt (ZPNacˇrt, UL RS 33/2007) where the spatial planning is described in detail
and is in line with Directive 2001/42/ES of European parliament which regulates judgement of
land use influences on the environment. Until the relevant regulations of ZPNacˇrt are enacted4,
some regulations of ZureP-1 stay in operation. Therefore both acts will be described.
The Spatial planning and management act (ZureP-1, UL RS 110/2002 and 8/03) and the Spatial
planning act (ZPNacˇrt, UL RS 33/2007) define spatial planning stakeholders which prepare
different spatial planning documents (see Figure 2.25):
• national – spatial development strategy of Slovenia, spatial order of Slovenia and detailed
plans of national importance
• municipal – spatial development strategy of the municipality with the concept of urban
and landscape development and protection, spatial order of the municipality and municipal
spatial plan
• common spatial planning documents – regional spatial development
nationaldocuments
2002 Spatial planning and managing act
Spatial planning act2007
ZPNa rt,UL RS 33/2007č
ZureP-1,UL RS 110/2002
2004 Spatial planning strategy of Slovenia
2004 Spatial order of Slovenia
municipal spatial plan
Detailed plans of national importance
municipal strategic spatial plan as an independent document
UL RS 122/2004
regional spatial development plans
regional spatial documents
municipal spatial documents
municipal detailed spatial plans
OdSPRS, UL RS 76/2004
Figure 2.2: Spatial planning documents in Slovenia as proposed by current legislation.
Slika 2.2: Dokumenti, ki naj bi opredeljevali prostorsko nacˇrtovanje po trenutni zakonodaji.
Spatial planning documents for different levels (national, regional and municipal) depend on
executional subacts of ZureP-1 or ZPNacˇrt. Executional subacts define in detail procedures
how to prepare different spatial planning documents. As spatial planning documents are legal
4some regulations can be enacted also 24 months after the ZPNacˇrt enaction, which was enacted on April 2007
5this diagram in Slovene is on Figure A.4 on page 168
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documents, they come into force with subacts called decrees (e.g. Decree on spatial order of
Slovenia, Decree on national location plan, Decree on the regional spatial plan). Decrees with
relating spatial planning documents, become official when published in Official gazette of the
Republic Slovenia6.
nationaldocuments
2002 Spatial planning and managing act
Spatial planning act2007
ZPNa rt,UL RS 33/2007č
ZureP-1,UL RS 110/2002
2004 Spatial planning strategy of Slovenia
2004 Spatial order of Slovenia
municipal spatial plan
Detailed plans of national importance
municipal strategic spatial plan as an independent document
regional spatial development plans
regional spatial documents
municipal spatial documents
municipal detailed spatial plans
Rules on the detailed content, format and method of drawing up
the Strategy of Slovenia for spatial development and the types of
expert bases for it UL RS 38/2003
Programme for the drawing-up the Spatial planning
strategy of Slovenia
UL RS 50/2003
Ordinance on Spatial planning strategy of Slovenia
OdSPRS, UL RS 76/2004
Rules on the detailed content, format and method of drawing up
the Strategy of Slovenia for spatial development and the types of
expert bases for it UL RS 38/2003
l s on the detailed content, format and method of
drawing up the Spatial order of Slovenia on the relevant
background documents 42 4
Programme for the drawing-up the
Spatial order of Slovenia
UL RS 60/2004
Decree on Spatial order of Slovenia
UL RS 122/2004
Rules on the detailed content, format and method of drawing up
the Strategy of Slovenia for spatial development and the types of
expert bases for it UL RS 38/2003
Decree on the types of spatial pl ning of
national signifigance UL RS 95/2007
UL RS 54/2 03
Rules on the content, format and drawing-up of national
and municipal location plans and types of
their background documents UL RS 86/2004
Programme for drawing-up of detailed plan of national
importance
Rules on the content, format and drawing-up of national
spatial plan and on drawing-up of alternative solutions
for its spatial arrangements, their evaluation and compartison
UL RS 86/2004
Decision on the public display of the proposal of
detailed plan of national importance
Decree on the detailed plan of national importance
Programme for drawing-up amendments to the
detailed plan of national importance
Decree on amendments of detailed plan of national
importance
SUBACTS
DOCUMENTS
Figure 2.3: Subacts regulating national spatial planning.
Slika 2.3: Podzakonski akti, ki definirajo drzˇavno prostorsko planiranje.
Spatial planning documents are composed of:
• obligatory part which is the legal part of the document and
• spatial planning maps on which the solutions of the act are presented.
For the production of spatial planning maps different kinds of geodetic data are used. These
geodetic data have to be official, confirmed by the state or municipality. Geodetic data for
spatial planning can be divided in data for presentation of the cartographic part, and geodetic
data for the legal part of the spatial planning document (Pravilnik ...prostorski red..., 2004;
Priporocˇila ...strokovne podlage..., 2005).
6Uradni list Republike Slovenije — UL RS.
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National spatial documents can be divided in strategic documents (Spatial development strategy
of Slovenia and Spatial order of Slovenia) and spatial planning documents (different detailed
plans of national importance). Detailed plans of national importance are prepared for the
following purposes (Uredba ...drzˇavnega pomena, 2007):
• traffic infrastructure: road infrastructure for highways, main roads of the first and the
second order, railway infrastructure on main railway lines, airport infrastructure of in-
ternational/national importance, sea and river ports of international importance, traffic
infrastructure on border crossings, traffic terminals of international or national importance,
mixed traffic crossings of national importance
• energy infrastructure: for electrical (powerplants of 10 MW or more), gas and other energy
infrastructure (pipelines which cross more than one municipality or cross the state border,
refineries)
• public communication systems: GSM network
• natural environment protection: for managing the hazardeous waste
• meteorology: national network of meteorological stations
• water and sea infrastructure for preventing natural disasters
• natural and cultural heritage: for the most important monuments
• military infrastructure
• protection against natural and other disasters: objects of professional radio networks, sites
for destruction of explosive bodies, spatial plans for areas affected in natural or technical
disasters
As it can be seen from Figure 2.37, before a detailed plan of national importance comes in force,
at least three decrees have to be published in Official gazette of Republic of Slovenia. This enables
an active involvement of the whole interested public. Even after a decree is published, legitimate
remarks and suggestions are being collected so that the spatial plan of national importance can
be amended if necessary.
Strategy for regional development (Figure 2.1) demands that the planing of spatial arrangements
of regional importance is done on regional level. Therefore regional spatial plans (Figure 2.48) are
drafted by participating municipalities in the region (ZPNacˇrt, UL RS 33/2007). The procedure
how they come into force is the same as for Detailed plans of national importance. Therefore
at least three decrees have to be published before the regional spatial plan comes into force.
Unfortunately since publishing the decrees of programme for drawing-up of regional spatial plan
in Official gazette of Republic of Slovenia in 20059, no additional decrees have been written. The
7this diagram in Slovene is on Figure A.5 on page 169
8this diagram in Slovene is on Figure A.6 on page 170
9published decrees of Programme for drawing-up of regional spatial plan: Savinjska statisticˇna regija (SKTE3)
(UL RS 10/2005), Korosˇka (UL RS 10/2005), Juzˇna Primorska (87/2005) and Jugovzhodna Slovenija (UL RS
106/2005)
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reason is that Slovenia still did not have defined regional borders, which is still a hot political
topic.
nationaldocuments
2002 Spatial planning and managing act
Spatial planning act2007
ZPNa rt,UL RS 33/2007č
ZureP-1,UL RS 110/2002
2004 Spatial planning strategy of Slovenia
2004 Spatial order of Slovenia
municipal spatial plan
Detailed plans of national importance
municipal strategic spatial plan as an independent document
regional spatial plans
regional spatial documents
municipal spatial documents
municipal detailed spatial plans
Rules on the detailed content, format and method of drawing-up
the Regional concept of spatial development and on the
relevant background documents UL RS 24/2004
Programme for drawing-up of Regional spatial plan
Rules on the detailed content, format and method of
drawing-up the Regional spatial plan
UL RS 99/2007
Decision on the public display of the proposal of
Regional spatial plan
Decree on the Regional spatial plan
Programme for drawing-up amendments to the
Regional spatial plan
Decree on amendments of the Regional spatial plan
DOCUMENTS
SUBACTS
Figure 2.4: Subacts regulating regional spatial planning.
Slika 2.4: Podzakonski akti, ki definirajo regionalno prostorsko planiranje.
2.3.1 Local spatial planning
Local spatial planning under the authority of municipality must take into account national and
regional (if existing) spatial planning documents. It deals with spatial arrangements of local
importance and determines conditions for the alocation of buildings into space (ZPNacˇrt, UL
RS 33/2007).
Municipal spatial planning should:
1. define the aims and guidelines for spatial evolution of the municipality physical space,
especially areas of settlement
2. define current and future physical space usage
3. plan spatial arrangements in the physical space of the municipality
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The subacts that influence the local spatial planning are presented in Figure 2.510. They can
be grouped in:
• subacts concerning planning — they define the content of local spatial planning documents
• subacts concerning managing — they define the participation of residents in municipal
budget through fees
• subacts concerning spatial data — which is used for decision making and presentation of
spatial planning documents
Finaly, subacts concerning spatial data influence also on the spatial planning documents, as
spatial planning cannot be done without geodetic data on which the physical space is presented.
ULRS 99/2007
national documents
2002 Spatial planning and managing act
Spatial planning act2007
ZPNa rt,UL RS 33/2007č
ZureP-1,UL RS 110/2002
2004 Spatial planning strategy of Slovenia
2004 Spatial order of Slovenia
municipal spatial plan
Detailed plans of national importance
municipal strategic spatial plan as an independent document
regional spatial plans
regional spatial documents
municipal spatial documents
municipal detailed spatial plans
Rules on the content, format and drawing-up of national and
municipal location plans and types of their backgroud
documents UL RS 86/2004
Rules on the content, format and drawing-up of municipal spatial
plan and on criteria for specifying dispersed-setlement areas in
needs of restoration and for specifying areas for new setlement
UL RS 99/2007
DOCUMENTS
SUBACTS CONCERNING PLANNING
Rules on the content, format and drawing-up of municipal
detailed spatial plan
Rules on the format of the planning information and on
the manner of its issuance UL RS 35/2004
Rules on public tenders for selection of the most appropriate
spatial management plans and construction works plans
UL RS 108/2004
SUBACTS CONCERNING SPATIAL DATA
Rules on the land register of the public communications network
and associated facilities UL RS 56/2005
Rules for assessing the building land development fee on the basis
of average costs of individual types of municipal infrastructure
UL RS 95/2007
Rules on the content and method of keeping a database on
actual land use UL RS 9/2004
Instructions on the content and management of the
spatial data system UL RS 123/2003
Decree on the content and management of
spatial data system UL RS 119/2007
Rules on land survey plan UL RS 40/2004
Rules on drinking water supply
UL RS 35/2006
Decree on the content of programme of supplying services
to construct land plots UL RS 80/2007
Rules on the criteria for assessment of the building land
development fee UL RS 95/2007
SUBACTS CONCERNING MANAGING
Figure 2.5: Subacts regulating local spatial planning.
Slika 2.5: Podzakonski akti, ki definirajo lokalno prostorsko planiranje.
10this diagram in Slovene is on Figure A.7 on page 171
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Subacts concerning planning define in detail the strategic and operational part of the municipal
spatial planning. It is divided in the following implementing documents:
1. municipal spatial order or municipal spatial order plan with the concept of urban
and landscape development — it is an implementing document
2. municipal spatial development strategy as an autonomous document by ZureP-1, or
as a part of municipal spatial order plan by ZPNacˇrt
3. local detailed plans — they are implementing documents
Similar arrangements are defined also for the physical space on the national and regional level
(Figures 2.3 and 2.4).
Municipal spatial plan should not contradict the spatial planning acts defined on national
level and should consider municipality direction of development and protection regulations.
It should specify in detail: orientation for settlement growth and renewal (also restoration of
degraded urban areas), location and development for different land use areas (landscape planning
for agricultural and forested land, water and other natural resources), definition criteria for the
building plots11 and conditions for planning permissions12, definition of areas or lines of public
infrastructure and the measures for the use of public infrastructure for newly built buildings or
settlements. The borders of individual planning zones should be defined in such a detail that
they can be transferred in physical space and can be shown on Land cadastre.
Municipal spatial development strategy defines the basic premisses and objectives of mu-
nicipal spatial development. It defines the priorities and guidelines for achieving the objectives
of the municipal spatial development.
Local Detailed Plans are a basis for preparation of planning permits. The area of a local
detailed plan is defined by its planning zone boundary. The planning zone should be based on
plots of land. It should specify in detail: the impacts and links of the plan on the neighbour-
ing zones, solutions and measures for environment protection and conservation of natural and
cultural heritage, the sustainable use of natural resources, the solutions and measures against
natural or other disasters.
2.3.2 Geodetic data used in local spatial planning
A municipal spatial plan (a plan of public infrastructure development, the plans for settlement
growth and development) should be based on:
• a strategic plan should be presented on geodetic maps 1 : 50 000
• a spatial plan should be presented on land survey plan in the scale 1 : 5000 to 1 : 1000 if
urban areas are dealt with; until the year 2010 the state topographic maps in scale 1 : 5000
11the plot of land on which building can be erected
12the legal document written by municipality, which enables the erection of a building on certain plot of a land
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(Pravilnik ...obcˇinski nacˇrt, 2007) can be used instead of land survey plans. Also a general
overview of the area in question should be presented on the national general map in scale
1 : 50 000.
• a detailed spatial plan should be presented on the land survey plan of scales from 1 : 5000
to 1 : 500.
• for general overview of the land use planning, defined by different detailed spatial plans,
also the topographic maps or ortophotographies in scale 1 : 10 000 can be used for general
overview.
The local spatial planning maps are a compilation of land survey plans, additional geodetic data
and spatial planning directions. It represents the future development of physical space by the
means of spatial planning doctrine.
2.3.3 Difference between the topographic map and the land survey plan
Under the ZureP-1 (ZureP-1, UL RS 110/2002 and 8/03) regulations the municipal spatial
plans can be presented on the topographic maps in the scale 1 : 5000 (e.g. state topographic
map 1 : 5000 — DTK5). The new ZPNacˇrt (ZPNacˇrt, UL RS 33/2007) and its subacts (Pravilnik
...obcˇinski nacˇrt, 2007, Pravilnik ...obcˇinski podrobni nacˇrt, 2007) enacted the land survey plan
as a substitution for the topographic map.
The content of the land survey plan is defined by a subact (Pravilnik o geodetskem nacˇrtu, 2004),
while the content of the state topographic map 1 : 5000 is defined by SMA technical regulations.
A land survey plan is composed of:
• a topographic map
• a certificate of the land survey plan
The topographic part of land survey plan has to obey SMA technical regulations for topographic
map representation (Hasˇaj et. al., 2006). The technical regulations for topographic map rep-
resentation define: the guidelines for production and use of topographic maps, the national
coordinate system and projection13 and the topographic symbol library. Land survey plan can
represent (Pravilnik o geodetskem nacˇrtu, 2004): relief, waters, vegetation, buildings, public
infrastructure objects, land use, topographical names, geodetic points, Land cadastre, adminis-
trative units, and other morphological structures and features. The actual content of a specific
land survey plan is based on its purpose. The Land cadastre data represented on land survey
plans — the Land cadastre maps — has to be adjusted in planimetry to the topographic content
(Petrovicˇ et al., 2005).
The land survey plans can be acquired by: field measurements, photogrammetric stereorestitu-
tion, aerial or terrestrial laser scanning, or taken from state topographic maps 1 : 5000 (DTK5)
13coordinate system D48 with Gauss-Kru¨ger projection
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and ortophotographies. (Petrovicˇ et al., 2005). The most prevalent method for data acquisition
in scales 1 : 5000 and 1 : 1000 in Slovenia is still photogrammetric stereorestitution. Although
some examples of aerial laser scanning application in land survey plan production already exist
in Slovenia. A differentiation census when to apply photogrammetry/aerial laser scanning or
field measurements is 20 ha (Hudnik, 2008).
The second obligatory part of the land survey plan is the certificate defining the contents and the
purpose of land survey plan. The certificate includes: subscriber, producer, identification num-
ber of the land survey plan, the production date and the statement of an authorized surveyor14
where the contents and purpose of land survey plan are written.
Land survey plans in scale 1 : 5000 must be produced with graphical accuracy of at least 0.2 mm,
which enables the geometrical accuracy of 1 m in physical space (Petrovicˇ et al., 2005; Hasˇaj et.
al., 2006).
2.4 Discussion
One of the most important roles of local spatial planning acts is to regulate settlement devel-
opment. This is achieved through study of current state of the planning zone, which gives the
base for guidelines of future development. Through morphology analysis of the physical space
the measures and conditions for spatial development are set. Especially the detailed spatial
plans should be as detailed as possible, they should give guidelines for building sizes, external
structure (e.g. fac¸ade, roof slope and division, roof ridge direction), the materials used, where
on the plot of land the building should stand, etc. When allowing new building erection in
certain plots of land, the knowledge on the location of different public infrastructure entities is
very relevant (how the house will be connected on sewage system, electricity, heating...).
The second important role of the local spatial planning is to regulate rural development, while
not allowing to much fertile land to be lost for other purposes (the urbanization).
Spatial planning acts regulate the spatial planning and define which geodetic data can be used
as a base for spatial planning. The most detailed local spatial planning documents are local
detailed plans, which are made in scale 1 : 5000 or even 1 : 1000. In the next chapter the geodetic
data which can be used for local spatial planning in Slovenia will be presented in detail. This
will enable our further discussion on possible acquisition methodology optimization of this data
by applying aerial laser scanning.
14To become an authorized surveyor one should pass an official state examination, where his knowledge of
geodesy and public administration is verified. After the verification he is registered in official list of authorized
surveyor.
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3 CURRENT ACQUISITION METHODOLOGY OF GEO-
DETIC DATA USED IN LOCAL SPATIAL PLANNING
3.1 Introduction
The main acquisition methodology for production and updating the spatial data in Slovenia is
still photogrammetry. The majority of geodetic data used in local spatial planning is still based
on it.
The main photogrammetric data sources in Slovenia are:
• Cyclic aerial survey (CAS) which is conducted by Surveying and Mapping Authority of
the Republic of Slovenia (SMA) on regular basis
• special photogrammetric aerial surveys are ordered by different customers (e.g. munici-
palities)
For some isolated events and studies also some other remotely sensed data sources (high resolu-
tion satellite sensing, InSAR, aerial laser scanning) have been ordered in Slovenia. But mainly
the costumers still use the before mentioned photogrammetric data sources, as the methodology
how to order and work with these data is well established, and its accuracy and data extraction
capability is already well known.
In this chapter we will present the photogrammetric data processing methodology and the basic
characteristics of geodetic data used in local spatial planning in Slovenia.
3.2 Photogrammetric data processing methodology
As the photogrammetric process is already well established, just short notes on the methodology
will be given in this section1. The main data processing parts how to derive from aerial surveys
the 2D or 3D end-product are given in Figure 3.1.
1for details see Kraus (2004).
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3.2.1 Aerial survey
The aerial survey results in aerophotographs acquired in stereo technique, they are named also
stereophotographs. They can be recorded by analog or digital sensor. Current digital orientation
procedures require photographs in digital format. The majority of aerophotographs made in
Slovenia after the year 2005 are already directly recorded by a digital sensor.
The aerial survey includes also the data on location of the aeroplane in the time of the pho-
tographing: GPS and INS measurements. They are not obligatory as the orientation can be
also performed without them. If these data are used, reduction of field work can be made,
because less ground control points are needed in the process of orientation. In ideal cases direct
georeferencing without the aerotriangulation can be made, if GPS and INS data of the platform
are accurate enough. In the case of CAS photographing the aerotriangulation is still required.
Figure 3.1: From aerial photograph to the final end-product.
Slika 3.1: Od aerofotografije do koncˇnega izdelka.
CAS
The Cyclic aerial survey (CAS) project started in 1975, and has been conducted by SMA. The
entire territory of Slovenia has been covered mainly in three to four-year cycles (Kosmatin-Fras,
2002; Osˇtir, 2006; Presˇeren, 2007). The large scale aerophotographs of 23 cm × 23 cm format
are made in scale approximately 1 : 17 000; since mid-nineties a constant scale of 1 : 17 500 has
been used (Osˇtir, 2006). This scale is ideal for a map production in scale 1 : 5000, where one
map sheet represents 2250 m × 3000 m in physical space.
Before the year 2005 classical photographs of CAS were mainly recorded on black-and-white
film2, with some exceptions already recorded on color film. The whole CAS was made on color
film for the first time in 2005. In 2006 the whole Slovenia was covered for the first time using
digital camera3 in color and near infrared (Presˇeren, 2007). SMA plans to conduct the next
CAS aerial survey of Slovenia in 2009.
2black-and-white film includes the spectral bands from 360 to 720 nm (Osˇtir, 2006)
3more information on the difference between classical and digital cameras can be found in 4.3.2 on page 33
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3.2.2 Field survey
Ground control points used for orientation procedures and quality control of the aerial survey are
measured by field survey. The ground control points should be measured with an accuracy 10 cm,
to enable precise aerotriangulation, which is needed for end-products of scales 1 : 1000 or 1 : 5000.
The accuracy of ground control points directly depends on the accuracy of GPS4 measurements.
Ground control points (planimetric and height) are needed to determine the scale, azimuth and
attachment of photogrammetric model to the reference frame (datum) (Kosmatin-Fras, 2002).
Additional control points are needed to determine the accuracy of photogrammetricaly derived
end-products.
3.2.3 Orientation procedure
The orientation procedure ties the stereophotographs to the physical space. The orientation
procedures can be divided in:
• interior orientation
• exterior orientation
– relative orientation
– absolute orientation
The purpose of interior orientation is to recover from the stereo-pair’s project cone of rays
the geometrically identical cone of rays entering the camera lens at the time of the exposure. It
is done by a detailed calibration protocol of the camera, with calibration data measured by the
manufacturer of the camera. It is advisable that the calibration data are checked every couple
of years. The calibration data of the camera are: position of the principle point, the calibrated
focal length, and image deformations defined by different errors of the optics.
The relative orientation reconstructs the same perspective conditions between a stereo-pair
which existed when the photographs were exposed. It is conducted by removal of the y-parallaxes
on six control points defined in the model space. These control points do not need to be measured
in physical space, as the relative orientation is performed in the model space. The result of this
procedure is the stereoscopic model, in which 3D relations between the objects can be seen
and measured in model space.
Transformation of the stereoscopic model from the model space to the physical space defined by
the local/global orthogonal reference frame is called absolute orientation. It is preformed by
linking the model and ground coordinates of identical control points. Ground control points are
measured by field survey and describe the physical space.
Complex computation of the exterior orientation of photogrammetric blocks (more than 2 pho-
tographs linked together) is done by aerotriangulation. Aerotriangulation reduces the number
4See description of GPS measuring techniques on page 61; for more detail see (Kozmus and Stopar, 2003).
Even though the GPS presents just one of the Global Navigational Satellite Systems (GNSS), at this moment the
GPS is the most commonly used systems and therefore in this thesis we will talk only about GPS.
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of control points with respect to exterior orientation of each stereo-pair. Further reduction of
the number of control points can be done by including DGPS and INS data of the flight.
Absolute orientation can be omitted if precise georeferencing of photographs is performed by
detailed DGPS and INS data of the flight. Relative orientation should still be performed to set
up the stereoscopic model from stereophotographs.
3.2.4 Data extraction
Data extraction from oriented stereophotographs is performed by stereo-restitution. Stereo-
restitution gives ground coordinates of the measured objects through movement of the floating
mark on object in 3D model space. It is performed using a stereo-digitizer, which can be analog
or digital. Today mainly digital stereo-digitizers are used. Specific hardware is needed, which
enables the presentation of 3D model space.
3.3 Current production methodology for geodetic data used in local spatial
planning
3.3.1 Digital elevation models
Digital elevation models (DEM) can be divided in:
• digital terrain models (DTM), describing the elevation of terrain without vegetation
and buildings and
• digital surface models (DSM), describing the elevation on the visible surface, e.g. tree
tops and roofs of buildings.
The first project which aimed to make digital terrain model for the whole Slovenia started in
year 1973 and was named DTM 100, meaning that the terrain is represented with a grid cell
of 100 m × 100 m. The project was completed in 1984, but the gross error deletion continued
until 1997.
In the year 1975 the first DTM which covered the whole Slovenia was produced – DTM 500,
which was unfortunately never greatly acknowledged because of its poor quality.
Since 1995 the DTM 25 has been produced as a side-product of ortophotography production
(Podobnikar, 2003). Its height accuracy for flat terrain is 1.5 m and for hilly terrain 6.5 m. The
whole Slovenia was covered by the end of 2001 (Kosmatin-Fras, 2002).
DTMs described in previous paragraphs were all produced with photogrammertric stereo-
restitution. First ”non photogrammetric” DTM was InSAR DTM 25 produced by radar in-
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terferometry in 2001 (Podobnikar, 2003). Its height accuracy for flat terrain is 1.9 m and for
hilly terrain 13.8 m.
Parallel to DTM 25 acquisition as a side-product of ortophotography production, a new trend
in DTM production is observed: DTM production as a blend of different already existing height
data. In the year 2001 DTM 20 for 1/8 territory of Slovenia was produced as a blend from several
different quality geodetic data sources (Podobnikar, 2003). This trend continued in the years
2003–2005, when DTM 12.5 was produced, again as a blend of several different sources which
contain height information and their quality could be defined (as a metadata). In this project the
whole Slovenia and its neighbourhood was covered. The following data was used: several already
existing DTMs from 1973 on, digitized contour lines and other height data from topographic
charts of scales 1 : 25 000 and 1 : 5000, geodetic points, cadastral points, the Slovenian border
line, points and building polygons from building cadastre and other data available for just a
part of Slovenian territory (e.g. DTM 10 for the City of Ljubljana). At the same time and from
the same data, DTM 25 and DTM 100 were also produced (Podobnikar and Mlinar, 2006).
The latest DTM 5 was again acquired by stereo-restitution in the project of CAS 2006 aerial
surveying by digital camera. In addition to stereo photographs, aerotriangulation and ortopho-
tography production, as a side-product the DTM 5 was derived by automatic matching. Its
height accuracy in unforested areas in under 1 m (Presˇeren, 2007).
3.3.2 Ortophotographies 1 : 5000
Ortophotographies are produced from CAS photographs by differential rectification, which geo-
metrically transforms the central projection of an aerial photograph into orthogonal projection.
This transformation occurs piecewise, taking into consideration the inclination of the photo-
graph and the radial deformations due to the relief (Kosmatin-Fras, 2002). Specific objects like
houses or trees are in general not taken into consideration therefore the derived ortophotography
is not true a ortophotography, as radial displacements of these objects (e.g. houses and high
vegetation) are left on it.
The input data for ortophotography production are: scanned or digital image, parameters of
exterior orientation from aerotriangulation and DTM. The resolution of the scanned/digital
image must be in correct proportion to the image scale and final ground resolution. For CAS
photograph of scale 1:17 500, the pixel size of scanning is 14-15 µm and the corresponding final
ground pixel resolution is 0.5 m (Kosmatin-Fras, 2002).
If the existing DTM (see section 3.3.1) does not meet the accuracy specification for ortophotog-
raphy production, if has to be measured by stereo-restitution from the same stereo photographs
that are used for ortophotography production. For the ortophotography production of 1:5000
scale the DTM 25 was used until CAS 2006. CAS 2006 requested the use of more dense DTM,
therefore DTM 5 delivered by automatic matching was used.
SMA started with production of ortophotographies in the scale 1:5000 in the year 1995 (Podob-
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nikar, 2003), it was planed that the whole Slovenia will be covered by ortophotographies in a
six-year cycle (Kosmatin-Fras, 2004).
The first digital CAS project of the whole Slovenia conducted in 2006 gave as a result color
ortophotographies, with ground pixel resolution of 0.5 m for the whole country and also 0.25 m
for urbanized areas. In addition ortophotographies in infrared color were made for the whole
country with ground pixel resolution 1 m (Presˇeren, 2007).
3.3.3 National topographic maps 1 : 5000 (DTK5)
The acquisition of topographic data represented on national topographic maps 1:5000 (DTK5)
is under the supervision of SMA and municipalities. SMA provides the next contents: buildings,
high objects, roads, railways, cable railways, land usage, water areas, axes of water bodies (rivers)
and water features (Brnot, 2006). Interested municipalities can order also additional contents,
e.g. the axes of electrical cables, vegetation borders, relief, characteristical lines, points, etc.
At the end of 2007 around 60% of Slovenian territory was covered with DTK5 (Petrovicˇ, 2007).
Data acquisition for DTK5 production is made by photogrammetric stereo-restitution of CAS
aerophotographs. Therefore DTK5 is not just a 2D product, but a topographical database with
3D data. It enables both the cartographic representation and 3D visualization.
DTK5 of scale 1 : 5000 must be produced with graphical accuracy of at least 0.2 mm (Hasˇaj et.
al., 2006).
3.3.4 Land cadastre
Land cadastre is managed under regional SMA units as 46 local land cadastre offices. In these
databases the following data are stored: the number of plot of land, boundary of plot of land
(defined by coordinates of boundary-stones), area of the land plot, owners, the land usage and
profit (for forests and agriculture areas). The Land cadastre data are stored in databases within
2700 cadastre municipalities and approximately 5 250 000 parcels (Rezˇek, 2008). The updating
of Land cadastre is performed centralized within the national SMA, on the basis of regional
SMA land cadastre databases.
Land cadastre is divided on:
• formal land cadastre data, stored in land cadastre plans and land cadastre data
• informative layer called land cadastre maps
On land cadastre maps only the boundaries and numbers of plots of land are represented.
The land cadastre maps are intended only for informative purposes, not for terrain survey (e.g.
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representation in geographical information systems, for planning) because they were subject of
different transformations to enable better fit of its contents on topography.
For field measurements only original formal land cadastre data with a legal status should
be used.
New data describing parcel divisions and commassations are measured by field geodetic measure-
ments with classical surveying measurements (theodolite, total station) or GPS. Since January
2008 all new land cadastre measurements should be delivered to regional SMA units in two
coordinate systems: old D46/Gauss-Ku¨ger and new D96/ETRS89/TM5(ZEN, UL RS 47/2006).
3.3.5 Building cadastre and Real estate register
Building cadastre
Building cadastre is a legal database of buildings and building parts. A building part (e.g.
apartment) is a part of a building which can be sold separately.
For each part of a building the following data exist in the Building cadastre: number of the
building part, owner of the building part and manager of the building6, location of the building,
location of the building part in a building, area of the building part, usage of the building part
(residential, non-residential). Data of the Building cadastre are linked to the Land cadastre,
Land register7 and Register of spatial units.
Building cadastre was set up by photogrammetric stereo-restitution from CAS stereo-
photographs, where 3D outlines of independent buildings or groups of linked buildings were
measured: ground height, roof top height, roof edge height. These data were a base to derive
the number of floors in the building and the ground plan of each floor. New data on old buildings
and building parts are delivered from the owners of building parts by their initiative. According
to the law newly erected buildings should be inscribed in the Building cadastre with location
measured by field measurements.
At the end of 2006 the database included more than 1 231 000 buildings and building parts
(Rezˇek, 2008), which presents around 65% of all buildings and building parts in Slovenia. Un-
fortunately the process of inscribing all building parts in the Building cadastre is slow, as it is
based on the need of owners to define their private property. Therefore a new database which
describes similar data was set up – the Real estate register.
5transformation of all spatial data of SMA into the new coordinate system is not planed before 2010.
6The manager of the building is in charge of dividing the bills for electricity, sewage, tap water... organizes
cleaning of joint areas in the building and upon instruction of the owners organizes larger renovation works (e.g.
roof renewal, renovating fac¸ade).
7Land cadastre describes the boundaries and area of a parcel in detail and is set by SMA. The Land register
describes the same parcels, but its intention is to follow legal status of the parcel (the owner, the servitude) in
detail and not its physical manifestation in nature. The Land register is set up under the Court of justice.
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Real estate register
Basic difference between the Building cadastre and the Real estate register is that the cadastre
data is totaly left to the initiative of the building part owners and its legal actions. On the
contrary the Real estate register was set up with questioning the owners and without legal
engagement of the owneres. It is managed by SMA.
Real estate register is defined in legal act ZEN (ZEN, UL RS 47/2006). First the inventory of
buildings and building parts was set up by interviewing the owners or building manages on the
status of buildings and building parts: the number of building parts, the owner, the building
part user if it is not the same as the owner, area of the building part, building part usage and
other data about the building part. The interviewing was performed on spot of the building
or building part with a uniform questionnaire. The field interviewing of owners was performed
in the first half of the year 2007 and when data on 1 689 941 buildings or building parts was
acquired. This represents 91.4% of all buildings or building parts in Slovenia (Petek, 2007). All
these data were inscribed in the Real estate register and linked with other data of SMA: Register
of population, Land cadastre, Building cadastre, etc. The Real estate register was set up in the
middle of 2008. Different users will be able to access its data from the end of 2008 on (Rotar,
2008).
Real estate register describes better (updated) status of buildings and building parts than Build-
ing cadastre and is therefore more suitable for spatial planning.
3.3.6 Register of spatial units
In the Register of spatial units legal data on spatial boundaries are stored: land cadastre mu-
nicipalities, municipalities, settlements, local communities, election units, school units, regional
SMA units and other administrative units. Also house numbers and street names are stored in
the Register of spatial units. In the Register of spatial units there are: 17 272 spatial units and
514 800 house numbers (Rezˇek, 2008).
Register of spatial units is connected to the Land cadastre spatial data.
3.3.7 Register of geographical names
Geographical names are stored in the Register of geographical names maintained by SMA. The
positional accuracy of these data is 2 m (Berk and Duhovnik, 2007).
3.3.8 The cadastre of public infrastructure (Utility system cadastre)
There exist two types of cadastre of public infrastructure in Slovenia:
• municipal cadastres of public infrastructure
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• national Cadastre of the public infrastructure
The Cadastre of public infrastructure on national level started with operation in the year 2006
(Mlinar et al., 2006) and is maintained by SMA. Its establishment was first defined in ZureP-
1 (ZureP-1, UL RS 110/2002 and 8/03). Both municipal and national cadastres of public
infrastructure are connected as municipalities are obligated to give the data from municipal
cadasters to the national one. The Cadastre of public infrastructure can be used for spatial
planning and even taxing (ZPNacˇrt, UL RS 33/2007). The Cadastre contains data contributed
from different managers of public infrastructure (e.g. electricity distribution companies) and
owners of public infrastructure (municipalities). By law contribution of data in this cadastre is
obligatory, but there are no fines for disobeying, therefore some missing data in some areas of
Slovenia still exist in 2008.
The main purpose of the establishment of the Cadastre of public infrastructure is to show the
coverage of physical space with public infrastructure entities.
In the list (Pravilnik ...dejanska raba prostora..., 2004) of public infrastructure the following
entities exist:
• traffic infrastructure: roads, railways, railway terminals, airports, harbors
• energy infrastructure: networks and objects of electricity, gas, oil, heating
• communal infrastructure: water supply, sevage, waste removal
• river and creek infrastructure: levees, objects needed for water monitoring
• other infrastructure for management and protection of natural environment
• other objects and networks in public use: telecommunications
Some entities of public infrastructure can be acquired using photogrammetric stereo-restitution
(roads, railways) others only by fieldwork following the construction of this type of public in-
frastructure (e.g. water supply, sewage). Underground objects can be also acquired using of
ground penetrating radar (georadar). Electricity lines can be easily identified by aerial laser
scanning (the acquisition of power-lines is the prime advantage of aerial laser scanning).
3.3.9 Database on land use
Database on land use is prepared for the whole country and renewal of data is planed to be
conducted every three years. It is defined by a subact (Pravilnik ...dejanska raba prostora...,
2004) and stored and maintained by SMA. In database on land use the following land uses
exist: agricultural areas, forest areas, water areas, built-up areas and arid areas. The database
is mainly designed for spatial planning.
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Database on actual land use was mainly acquired from CAS ortophotographs, with ordinary
photointerpretation without stereo-restitution. The data acquisition can be conducted also
from satellite high-resolution data. Database on land use is defined only in 2D.
SMA manages also Corine land cover databases, where land uses are divided in 44 classes. It was
first set up for the whole county in 1995/1996 (CLC1995) and again in 1999/2000 (CLC2000).
In both cases data was acquired on the basis of satellite data. The updating of this database is
intended on every 10 years.
The Ministry for agriculture established more detailed database on land use for the purpose
agriculture monitoring. It is connected to SMA’s database on land use. The database on land use
of agricultural and forest areas defines the following entities (Pravilnik ...kmetijskih in gozdnih
zemljiˇscˇ, 2006): field or garden, field of hops, permanent crops on fields, greenhouse, vineyard,
olive fields, permanent pasture, swamp pasture, intensive fruit garden, extensive fruit garden,
other permanent plantations, neglected agriculture area, uncultivated agriculture areas, forest
plantation, woods and shrubs, agriculture area grown with forest. This database uses the same
incoming data for its updating as the SMA’s database on land use — CAS ortophotographies
or high-resolution satellite data with photointerpretation.
3.4 Discussion
In Slovenia at the moment only legal databases which describe the ownership of land and build-
ings should be maintained by field measurements (Land cadastre, Building cadastre). The
other geodetic data used in local spatial planning are updated by the usage of photogrammetric
stereo-restitution or direct photointerpretation on the basis of ortophotographies delivered from
photogrammetric photographs or high-resolution satellite data. In subacts defining all these
databases the methodology how to acquire data for these databases is not prescribed. In most
cases only the planimetric and height accuracy are defined. This enables also the employment of
other acquisition methodologies (aerial laser scanning, terrestrial laser scanning, high-resolution
stereo data, etc). Therefore this work in the following chapters defines in detail which terms
should aerial laser scanning fulfill to enable the substitution of photogrammetric procedures with
the employment of aerial laser scanning.
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4 PHYSICAL BACKGROUND OF AERIAL LASER SCAN-
NING
4.1 Introduction
First airborne lasers were tested in 1960s; in the 1970s they were developed specifically for
bathymetric and hydrographic applications. First accurate ranging measurements were possible
with the use of GPS in late 1980s. In early 1990s laser profilers were gradually replaced by
scanners and GPS positioning was combined with INS (inertial navigational systems) (Wehr
and Lohn, 1999). Nowadays, precise kinematic positioning of the platform and referencing
to external coordinate system is possible by differential GPS (DGPS) and inertial attitude
determination by IMU (inertial measurement unit) (Ackermann, 1999).
As soon as lasers with high pulse repetition rates were available on the market, laser scanning
systems were released. Such systems are known as laser ranging systems, which are described
with two acronyms: LADAR — LAser Detection And Ranging and LIDAR — LIght Detection
and Ranging. LIDAR may also be built with xenon or flash lamps which are not laser sources
(Wehr and Lohn, 1999). Therefore we will call them laser scanners.
Laser scanners can be divided regarding the platform:
• airborne laser scanning systems (when the laser scanning unit is mounted on a helicopter
or an aeroplane)
• terrestrial laser scanning systems
Terrestrial laser scanning measurements are more simple than airborne, as the terrestrial laser
scanners are mounted on one usually known fixed standpoint for the whole period of the per-
formed measurements. On the contrary, we have to calculate for each laser range measurement
made by airborne laser scanner, a new position of the system.
With laser scanner measurements, predefined points on a certain object cannot be measured, as
this system is not capable of any direct pointing to a predefined location. One pulse can also
produce multiple returns from different objects lying on its path. This can be seen especially in
the forest areas or areas covered by other vegetation. In the European type of medium dense
mixed forests, 20-40% of the laser pulses penetrates to the ground in the leafed time of the
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year and nearly 70% in the winter time (Ackermann, 1999). The multiple echoes derived from
such types of the ground do not represent any particular surface, the ground surface has to be
mathematically modelled afterwards.
4.2 Airborne laser scanners
We can divide airborne laser scanners regarding the type of range measurement into (Baltsavias,
1999b; Wehr and Lohn, 1999; Wagner, 2005a):
• Pulse lasers – the laser energy is emitted in pulses. There are two possibilities (Figure
4.1):
– classical pulse laser, where the receiver registers only a few returns or echoes of one
pulse with its intensity additional information. In first generation laser scanners, the
receiver registered just the first and the last echo of one pulse. Nowadays, the last
generation receivers register up to four echoes of one pulse, eg. ALTM 3100 (Wagner,
2005a);
– the full-waveform laser receivers which record all returns of one pulse with am-
plitude and the width of returned pulse (in the test of Riegl laser LMS-Q560 at the
University of Vienna up to seven returns of one pulse were recorded (Wagner, 2005b).
The full-waveform lasers enable a more detailed analysis of the physical characteristics
of the reflectors – the ground points. At the moment the drawback of full-waveform
lasers is an enormous amount of data which has to be processed. Sometimes they are
named also just waveform lasers (Wehr and Lohn, 1999).
• Continuous wave lasers – the laser energy is emitted continuously. The range is obtained
by phase difference measured between emitted and received signal. They employ two
frequencies: the low and the high frequency what corresponds to λlong and λshort. The
smallest frequency – corresponding to wavelength λlong – defines the longest range, the
longest frequency – corresponding to λshort – defines the acquisition accuracy and ranging
precision.
On Figure 4.1 the y-axis represents the power in arbitrary units, the x-axis represents the time.
Shaded area represents the energy of the pulse or echo, τp is the time length of the emitted pulse.
The energy of the echo is always smaller than the energy of the pulse. On Figure 4.1A two pulses
and theirs transmitted power are presented. On Figure 4.1B power of the echo received back to
the receiver is shown, which triggers the counter of the receiver when a certain power threshold
is exceeded. The output of this echo on the classical pulse laser system is shown on Figure
4.1C and on full-waveform system on Figure 4.1D. The former digitizes only limited number of
returned echoes (max. four), the latter digitizes the whole representation of the received power
signature.
Regarding the medium in which laser light is produced and multiplied, the lasers can be divided
into gas (the first laser was He-Ne laser), liquid (organic pigments), solid-state (ruby, Nd:YAG1)
1Nd:YAG is yttrium aluminium garnet, doped with a few % of Nd3+
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and semiconductor diodes (Ga-As diodes) (Cˇopicˇ, 1995). For the remote sensing the semicon-
ductor lasers and Nd:YAG lasers are used which cover the optical band between 0.8 and 1.6 µm
(Wehr and Lohn, 1999). The solid-state Nd:YAG lasers emit pulses with duration of 10-15 ns,
with wavelength of 1.06 µm and peak power of several MW (Cˇopicˇ, 1995).
The detector at airborne laser scanners is InGaAs 2 avalanche photodiode (Wagner, 2005a).
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Figure 4.1: The laser pulse and its output representation in ordinary pulse and full-waveform format.
Slika 4.1: Laserski pulz in njegov odboj v navadni pulzni in obliki z opisom valovanja.
The laser scanner system can be subdivided into the following key units: laser ranging unit and
positional and orientation unit. Positional and orientation unit consists out of differential GPS
(DGPS) and inertial navigational system (INS).
4.3 Different types of products
As the laser scanning is a relatively new technology practically available on the market, the users
are not yet well informed of the products that fulfill their needs. A short description follows
about the basic possibilities among which the user of airborne laser scanners can choose.
Laser scanning data are not just numbers representing planar coordinates and height of ground
points, but every point also carries information about the intensity of the returned signal from
that point. If the data are presented in raster models, the intensity values are presented in pixels
(Wotruba et al., 2005).
2indium gallium arsenide
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Table 4.1: Typical characteristics of the ordinary and full-waveform laser scanners (Wagner, 2005a).
Tabela 4.1: Tipicˇne znacˇilnosti navadnega pulznega laserja in pulznega laserja z opisom oblike valo-
vanja.
Typical values of
commercial ALS
ALTM 3100 Full-waveform
example: LMS-
Q560
Wavelength 1.04 or 1.54 µm - NIR
Pulse duration 5 – 10 ns - 4 ns
Pulse energy 100 µm - -
Laser repetition rate 20 – 80 kHz 33 – 100 kHz < 100 kHz
Scan frequency 25 – 40 Hz max. 70 Hz 5 - 160 Hz
Max. scan angle 7 – 40◦ 25◦ ± 22.5◦
Beamwidth 0.2 – 2 mrad 0.3 mrad 0.5 mrad
Flight altitude 500 – 3000 m 80 – 3500 m < 1500 m
Laser footprint size 0.2 – 2 m 0.024 - 1 m 0.5 m at altitude
1km
Range capture / digitized bits 2 – 4 range mea-
surements
up to 4 pulses 16 bits
Commercial tenders usually offer already filtered data: divided into the first and last pulse; but
they rarely talk about the method of filtering, so it cannot be verified (McKean and Roering,
2005). As an normal end user one hardly gets real raw data. Usually the tender makes also the
transformation of the data in local coordinate system (the country’s legal or other coordinate
system). As the tender usually does know the detailed transformational parameters between
the WGS84 reference frame and the national one it is advisable that the end user of the laser
scanning data performs the transformation transformation into the national coordinate system
on his one.
Regarding the wavelength of airborne laser scanners they can be divided in:
• topographic lasers which employ only one wavelength in optical band between 800 nm
and 1600 nm (Wehr and Lohn, 1999; Wagner, 2005a). The first laser scanners operated
with a wavelength of 900 nm, which were still problematic for eye safety because of its
high energy density. Nowadays mainly wavelengths higher than 1000 nm are used. There-
fore topographic lasers typically operate at 1064 nm and 1535 nm (Wagner, 2005a). For
example TopoSys laser scanner operates at 1535 nm (Wehr and Lohn, 1999). These wave-
lengths suffer only from water vapor and aerosols in the atmosphere, therefore aerial laser
scanning becomes problematic when working in fog or smog (Wagner, 2005a)
• bathymetric lasers also named green lasers, are based on the same principles as topo-
graphic lasers, but emit pulses in two wavelengths, usually 1064 and 532 nm. The first IR
wavelength reflects on the water surface, the second visible wavelength – the green light
– penetrates the water and is reflected by the bottom or other objects in the water. It
penetrates up to 70 m of depth (Wehr and Lohn, 1999).
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Different wavelengths are employed also on other noncommercial satellite based laser systems.
For example on Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) on board of ICESat satellite uses
dual-beam laser: 1064 nm wavelength is used for measuring the height of the Earth’s surface
and dense clouds, additional 532 nm wavelength is used for measuring vertical distribution of
clouds and aerosols (Wagner, 2005a).
Additional products to laser scanning
Regarding the additional product which can be offered together with laser scanning, we can
purchase:
• laser scanning data (topographic or/and bathymetric)
• laser scanning data with additional ortophotography of the same area
• laser scanning data with additional hyperspectral ortophotographs of the same area
As it was already mentioned, we can get laser scanning data with black-and-white, color or
multispectral ortophotography. They can be acquired simultaneously from the same platform
as laser scanning. The photographs used for production of ortophotography are made with
full-frame or line digital cameras mounted on the same platform.
The number of points per unit area
The basic parameter when doing the acquisition of airborne laser scanning data is the number
of points per m2. If we summarize the experiences from Vienna and Udine universities (Kraus
(edt.), 2005; Crosilla and Beinat, 2005), we can distinguish data by the number of points per
m2 required for our purposes:
• In the first group there is at most 1 point per m2, which enables a production of a gen-
eral DEM (digital elevation model) and it is comparable with the data acquired from
photogrammetric stereopairs. It will be named a low-resolution aerial laser scanning.
• The second group with 1 to 5 points per m2 enables the production of a detailed DEM (for
example river basins for hydrological purposes). It will be named medium-resolution
aerial laser scanning.
• The third group, where more than 5 points per m2 are acquired, enables the production of
DEMs of cities, roads and other details (10 points/m2 is enough for the majority of such
needs). In some cases this group is named high-resolution aerial laser scanning.
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4.3.1 Bathymetric lasers
The bathymetric lasers mounted on airborne platform can be used for shallow waters of rivers
and coastal areas to acquire in same flight the river or see banks and the water bottom. They
are used for acquisition of depths, which can be acquired also with SONAR3.
The first bathymetric laser applying the full waveform digitalization was introduced in 1994
by Optech — SHOALS (Scanning Hydrographic Operational Airborne Lidar Survey) (Gutelius,
2002; Francis and Tuell, 2005). This system enables identification of fish, plankton, algae,
turbid materials (floating sand and other sediments) etc., which stand in the way of laser beam
propagating to the bottom (Gutelius, 2002).
The bathymetric laser SHOALS 1000T vertical accuracy in depths up to 20 m, when it is flown
at 200–400 m altitude, is totaly comparable to a SONAR acoustic multi-beam system. Both
systems achieve vertical accuracy of around 25 cm RMSE (Gutelius, 2002; Davis et al., 2005;
Millar et al., 2005; Lockhart et al., 2005). Laser measurements do not have the same accuracy
as multi-beam when searching for bigger depths on sharp objects, the reason for that is mainly
the footprint size. In such cases laser-reported depths are deeper than in reality (Lockhart et al.,
2005). The frequency of measurements of topographic and bathymetric lasers is not identical
(e.g. SHOALS 1000T10 has 1-kHZ bathymetric and 10-kHz topographic lasers), this means that
both systems cannot achieve the same number of points per unit area (Francis and Tuell, 2005).
The bathymetric lasers have been mainly used for costal maritime areas, while river measure-
ments are still dealing with problems. Compared to costal areas, rivers have more turbid material
in them and also they do not have uniform river bottom when checking its reflectance. A lot
of turbid material makes bathymetric laser scanning impossible, as the green laser cannot pene-
trate to the bottom (Davis et al., 2005; Millar et al., 2005). The next problem when measuring
rivers are large areas with very shallow water – water depths of less than 50 cm – which fall
already within the limits of bathymetric laser scanning precision. To extract such small depths
new algorithms for extraction have to be developed (Millar et al., 2005).
The next generation of Optech SHOALS bathymetric systems available from the year 2003 is
CHARTS (Compact Hydrographic Airborne Rapid Total Survey), which consists out of bathy-
metric and topographic laser and a digital camera, nowdays it includes also hyperspectral sensor
(Francis and Tuell, 2005). This integration of hyperspectral sensor to dual-beam laser provides
the ability to conduct 3D benthic habitat mapping or coral reef mapping and 3D coastal land-
cover mapping or change detection at the same time from a singe platform (Francis and Tuell,
2005; Tuell et al., 2005). All sensors are integrated in one body and are post-processed together.
3Measurements of maritime areas and river depths are mainly done with SONAR (SOund Navigation And
Ranging) which uses sound propagation under water. SONARs are mounted on water platforms; ships and boats.
There are single- and multi-beam SONARs, which differ on the number of beams used during measurement.
When using multi-beam SONAR, the area of interest can be measured quicker compared to single beam SONAR.
SONAR measures the time duration between the emitted and received sound wave, out of which the distance
is calculated. SONAR takes into account also the physical characteristics of the water (temperature, pressure)
which influence on the speed of the sound (Karnicˇnik, 2006).
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For spectral analysis normalized full waveforms from laser and spectrometer are used together
(Tuell et al., 2005).
4.3.2 Digital cameras
The first digital cameras which can compete with conventional film aerial cameras were intro-
duced to the market around the year 2000. Digital aerial cameras can be divided in two groups
as seen on Figure 4.2 (Vosselman, 2005):
• Three-line cameras (Figure 4.2A) which work on push broom technology. The linear-
array CCD-sensors, which share the same optical system, produce forward, nadir and
backward looking lines. This system requires GPS/INS system to determine the orientation
of all recorded scan lines.
• Multi-frame cameras (Figure 4.2B) use multiple frame CCD-sensors, each having its one
optical system. By combining either convergent or time-delayed recordings of these frame
sensors, large digital images of up to 8000 by 14000 pixels are composed. Multi-frame
sensors can be made of a different number of frames and optical systems.
Three-line cameras and multi-frame cameras are also used to construct multi- and hyerspectral
cameras.
An example of tree-line camera is ADS40 by Leica Geosystems and of multi-frame camera DMC
by Z/I Inc (Leberl et al., 2002).
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Figure 4.2: Digital aerial cameras: A) three-line sensor, B) multi-frame sensor.
Slika 4.2: Digitalni aero fotoaparati: A) trivrsticˇni senzor, B) vecˇslikovni senzor.
Image processing of digital camera needs different workflow and different analysis tools from
convenient film areal cameras, because picture production geometry is different (Figure 4.2).
Mainly the position of the platform in the time of picture exposure has to be known very
precisely, this is achieved with GPS/INS measurements (Leberl et al., 2002).
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For the purpose of the Cyclical Aerial Survey (CAS) the whole Slovenia was aerial surveyed for
the first time with digital aerial camera ADS40 in the year 2006.
4.3.3 Multispectral and hyperspectral sensors
Sensors which register different number of spectral channels in optical spectral band can be
divided in (Osˇtir, 2006):
• Multispectral sensors register several of spectral channels of visible wavelengths. For
example one sensor can register channels of panchromatic, red, green, blue, infra red light.
Multispectral sensors usually use different optical systems for each spectral channel.
• Hyperspectral sensors register a large number of narrow spectral channels, up to a few
hundred (Leberl et al., 2002). Therefore every object is presented with almost continuous
unique spectral signature and can be easily separated from other objects. Hyperspectral
sensors usually use one optical system for all spectral channels.
On Figure 4.3 the division of optical band usually presented on the film is made on theoretical
multispectral and hyperspectral sensor.
UV IRvisible
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spectralsignature
of the sunlight
mm
R G BUV IR
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Figure 4.3: Spectral signature of the sunlight. Spectral channels of A) multispectral sensor and B)
hyperspectral sensor.
Slika 4.3: Spektralni podpis soncˇne svetlobe. Razdelitev spektralnih pasov pri A) multispektralnih in
B) hiperspektralnih senzorjih.
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4.4 Basic physical characteristics of laser scanning
In this thesis only pulse lasers will be discussed, therefore the explanation of the basic physical
characteristics will be limited to pulse lasers. Details about continuous wave lasers can be found
in Baltsavias (1999b). The principles of range measurements are explained as well as factors
which influence the magnitude of received signal. For simplification of the equations we assume
only in this chapter that: the roll and pitch angle are zero, the laser scanner scans along a plane
perpendicular to the flight direction, and it scans in equidistant lines. Another assumption is
that the scanned terrain is flat.
4.4.1 Intensity of the received laser echo
Intensity of the received laser echo is not a physical quantity but a technical one. Intensity is
the raw measurement of the laser measuring unit – the receiver. The echo of the pulse hits the
surface of the receiver chip with a power of the echo. It is always smaller than the emitted
power of the pulse. As this power of the echo is distributed on the surface of the receiver chip
– the aperture of the chip D (Figure 4.4), the receiver measures the power density P/S. But
as the surface of the chip remains the same, we always talk about received power (emitting and
receiving apertures are usually 8–15 cm in diameter (Wehr and Lohn, 1999)). As a result of
power density gained by receiver, the output of receiver is certain voltage U measured in wats
(W ). After a normalization of voltage measurements, usually on a voltage that is produced
when measuring emitted power density, specified by industrial characteristic of certain receiver,
the final output is the intensity of the echo.
When Ur is received voltage of pulse echo, the Ut is voltage of emitted pulse, which produced
the emitted power density P/S, the intensity can be written:
Intensity ≈ Ur
Ut
≈ Pr
Pt
(4.1)
The power of the emitted pulse Pt is:
Pt =
Ep
∆τ
(4.2)
where τp is pulse duration and Ep energy of one pulse (see Figures 4.1 and 4.6). Typically
airborne laser scanners employ the lasers with a pulse energy in the order of 100 µJ, a pulse
duration in the order of 10 ns and consequently a pulse power in the order of 10 kW (Wagner,
2005a).
When talking about pulse lasers, one can talk about emitted and received package of energy (or
energy density), as the duration of echo is known and can be taken for granted. When talking
about continuous wave lasers we should strictly use the term power: emitted and received power,
as the laser emitter emits the energy continuously in time (equation 4.2).
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Figure 4.4: The emitter sends out a pulse which reflects back to the receiver extended because of
beam divergence. θ is the angle between the normal on the terrain and laser beam – incidence angle,
P/S is power density.
Slika 4.4: Oddajnik posˇlje laserski pulz, ki se vrne nazaj na sprejemnik sˇirˇsi zaradi divergence
laserskega zˇarka. θ je kot med normalo na teren in laserskim zˇarkom, P/S je gostota mocˇi.
Since the proportion of the received power depends on numerous factors, e.g. emitted energy,
reflectivity of the target, scanning angle, atmospheric conditions and also characteristics of
the receiver, and all cannot be exactly modelled, we talk about the intensity. Those affecting
factors will be described in detail in 4.4.3. The intensity is described in arbitrary units, usually
saying the emitted power would produce the intensity 1, therefore the received power produces
a proportionally smaller value.
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Figure 4.5: Laser beam divergence as defined with power density of returned echo. The theoretical
divergence is marked with γT , the measured with γ.
Slika 4.5: Divergenca laserskega zˇarka kot jo opiˇsemo na vrnjeni gostoti mocˇi. Teoreticˇna divergenca
laserskega zˇarka je γT , izmerjena pa γ.
The power density of the echo is distributed approximately by Gaussian 2D function. The
Gaussian function presented on Figure 4.4 is not monotonous because of the interferometric
influences seen as sidelobes, what is presented in detail on Figure 4.5. There the curve is
presented only in one dimension X, while in reality this is planar distribution. The echo of the
pulse releases the trigger in receiver when power density exceeds a certain value. Because of the
manufactural specifications (Baltsavias, 1999b) this threshold value is usually set on 1/e2 of the
maximal power density (the power density of emitted pulse) which can be received 4. This value
presents approximately the value at 2σ of the Gaussian function.
This threshold value also defines the measured divergence of the laser beam γ, which is smaller
4Where e is the basis of the natural logarithm ∼ 2.718
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than the theoretical one γT (Figure 4.5). The strength of the diffraction sidelobes defines a
measured divergence. If the sidelobes are powerful enough to exceed the threshold then γ is
close to γT .
4.4.2 Laser measurement of the distance
The range
The distance or range (d) between the emitter, the point on the ground and the receiver is
defined with the measured interval time (t), elapsing between sending pulse and receiving an
echo and the group velocity vg.
The range is:
d = vg
t
2
(4.3)
The time measurement of range is made when a specific point on the echo is noticed, in most
cases leading edge of the rising side of the pulse (Figure 4.6), because this side is more steep
(Thiel and Wehr, 2004). This specific point on the echo is defined with time when the signal
voltage has reached a predetermined threshold value (Figure 4.5 on page 36). A possible error
occurs if the voltage magnitudes of the transmitted and received pulses are not adjusted to the
same value before they are sent to the time interval counter. If the received pulse amplitude
threshold is too low, the measured time t will be too long, and vice-versa. To eliminate this
time difference caused by varying pulse amplitudes, instead of constant threshold discriminators,
constant fractions are generally used (e.g. 1/e2, as seen in Figure 4.5), which define the time
point as a constant fraction of the signal (Baltsavias, 1999b; Thiel and Wehr, 2004).
The time t is measured with the time interval counter. Usually the number of cycles or counts
(n) of an oscillator operating at frequency f is counted, from where the time is derived (Katzen-
beisser, 2003):
t =
n
f
+ te (4.4)
Where te is the error of time measurement, which can be taken as constant and depends on the
sensor characteristics. The nominal frequency is very high, of an order of 10 GHz, and has to
be adjusted very well (Katzenbeisser, 2003; Thiel and Wehr, 2004).
The elapsed time in visual and infrared part of the wavelength depends on the group velocity
(vg) of the travelling laser pulse in the air, which can differ from the speed of light in the vacuum
by at most 0.03% (Wagner, 2005a).
False frequency of the time interval counter or false group velocity result in scaling factor which
can be seen as widening (or narrowing) the swath width and the elevation shift (Katzenbeisser,
2003).
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The range resolution – vertical resolution
The time length of the emitted pulse τp has a major role in the capability of laser scanner to
discriminate two neighbouring targets (Figure 4.6), as it defines the smallest time resolution
of the system. The pulse length is 5–12 ns as defined with full width at half-maximum (see
Table 4.1) (Abshire et al., 2000; Thiel and Wehr, 2004; Wagner, 2005a; Hodgson et al., 2005).
If there are two points separated by distance (range) R, the two echoes will be separated by
time difference ∆t (Wehr and Lohn, 1999; Baltsavias, 1999b; Wagner, 2005a):
∆t =
2R
vg
(4.5)
The receiver enables detailed measurements between two echoes when the time difference be-
tween two echoes is bigger than the time length of the emitted pulse ∆t > τp. It is necessary
that ∆t > τp in order that two echoes do not overlap (Figure 4.6A), and two ranges can be
measured. If ∆t ≤ τp (Figure 4.6B) only one echo is measured and two targets are joint in the
perception that there is only one dispersed target. In this case, the range to the first target is
only measured.
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Figure 4.6: Vertical resolution. A) if ∆t > τp, two vertical details can be distinguished. B) if
∆t ≤ τp, two successive vertical details cannot be distinguished.
Slika 4.6: Vertikalna locˇljivost laserja. A) dva vertikalno zamaknjena detajla lahko locˇimo, B) dveh
vertikalno zamaknjenih detajlov ne moremo locˇiti.
The shortest separation ∆R, called range resolution, that can be measured unambiguously,
is (Baltsavias, 1999a; Wagner, 2005a):
∆d = vg
τp
2
(4.6)
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The spatial resolution – horizontal resolution
Minimal horizontal resolution between two points on the ground is defined with the footprint
size.
The size and structure of laser footprint depends on the divergence and diffraction of the laser
light. Therefore the laser echo is spatially distributed without uniform intensity (Figure 4.7).
As the peak of the intensity is not uniform, as theoretically drawn with diffraction pattern in
Figure 4.5, the definition of the center of the target – center of the laser point – is also difficult.
The transmitter and receiver are mounted on the laser system so that transmitting and receiving
paths share the same optical path. This assures that objects illuminated by laser are always
in the field of view (FOV) of the optical receiver. The narrow divergence of the laser beam
defines the instantaneous field of view (IFOV), which is the field of view of one laser beam.
Typically IFOV ranges between 0.3 mrad and 2 mrad (Wehr and Lohn, 1999). The theoretical
physical limit of the IFOV is defined by diffraction of the light. Therefore IFOV is the ratio
between the laser wavelength and the laser aperture diameter (D). IFOV defines the minimum
laser beam divergence (Baltsavias, 1999b):
γ ∼ IFOV = 2.44 λ
D
(4.7)
Figure 4.7: Spatial distribution of a laser beam intensity in dependence of scan angle (Wagner,
2005a).
Slika 4.7: Prostorska razporeditev intenzitete odbitega laserskega zˇarka v odvisnosti od kota snemanja
(povzeto po Wagner, 2005a).
The laser divergence (Figure 4.5) can be given by the laser manufacturer or estimated by the
IFOV. The laser divergence and the average height of the flight h define the geometrical
footprint size aL (Figure 4.8A) (Baltsavias, 1999b; Wehr and Lohn, 1999):
aL = D + 2h tan
γ
2
(4.8)
As the laser aperture size D is usually small, it can be neglected (Figure 4.8B). Also the laser
divergence γ is small (tan(γ/2) ≈ γ/2), therefore the equation 4.8 for flat terrain and variable
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instantaneous scan angle βi 5 can be written as (Figure 4.8C) (Baltsavias, 1999b):
aL = h
γ
cos2 βi
(4.9)
When looking to nadir βi = 0 the geometrical footprint size is:
aL = hγ (4.10)
This simplifications hold only for large flying heights. On the contrary, D cannot be neglected
for low flying heights (Wotruba et al., 2005).
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Figure 4.8: Geometrical footprint diameter aL. A) in nadir with taking in count aperture D, B)
without D, C) for inclined terrain.
Slika 4.8: Geometricˇni premer laserskega zˇarka na tleh aL. A) v nadirju z uposˇtevanjem zaslonke D,
B) brez uposˇtevanja D, C) za nagnjen teren.
The geometric footprint size depends only on the laser beam divergence and is defined by the
distance between two opposite points in a beam cross section for a certain energy value. One of
such geometric footprint sizes is the laser beam diameter where this energy value is set on
1/e2 of the emitted pulse energy (Baltsavias, 1999b; Wotruba et al., 2005).
The effective footprint size is the practical size of the footprint and depends also on the
reflectivity of the target. For small flying heights (e.g. 500 m) the effective footprint size of
high-reflecting targets is larger than the geometric footprint size, because of the diffraction
sidelobes of the Gaussian energy distribution across the beam below the 1/e2 of the energy
maximum which contain enough energy for triggering the echo (Wotruba et al., 2005). An
example of this is presented on Figure 4.5, were also first order sidelobes are counting to the
size of measured diffraction γ and consequently footprint.
5mainly it is named just as scan angle, but we have to separate it from maximal scan angle β.
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Reflectivity
Target visibility – the ability to measure range and intensity of target – depends on its size,
structure, the incidence angle on a terrain and reflectivity. When comparing the influence of
targets size and reflectivity, the latter is more important. As an example if two objects have the
same size, but have different reflectivity, they are differently measured in size, with the object
having higher reflectivity, being measured larger than object with smaller reflectivity. The
visibility of two objects with the same reflectivity depends also on the flying height (Wotruba
et al., 2005).
Table 4.2: Albedo for different materials at the Ng:YAG wavelength 1 µm, * presents the stainless
steel with black oxide coating (Wagner, 2005a; Wehr and Lohn, 1999).
Tabela 4.2: Albedo razlicˇnih materialov za Ng:YAG valovno dolzˇino 1 µm. * nerjavno jeklo s cˇrno
oksidno prevleko.
Material Albedo Material Albedo
aluminium foil 0.8 – 0.9 chromium 0.6
asphalt 0.2 limestone 0.7
cement 0.4 terra cotta 0.3
copper 0.9 stainless steel 0.2* – 0.6
maize leaf 0.9 maple leaf 0.4
wheat – heads 0.7 wheat – heads 0.6
sandy soil – wet 0.2 sandy soil – dry 0.3
silty soil dry 0.6 snow 0.8 – 0.9
water – normal incidence < 0.01 beach sands, bare areas in dessert 0.5
water – grazing incidence < 0.3 lava 0.1
Lambertian law of reflectivity talks about the brightness of the light source and its lumi-
nosity. The brightness is not dependent on the viewing angle. On the contrary, the luminosity
of the light source depends on the angle between normal of the terrain and the light source.
Luminosity of the body behaving by Lambertian law of reflectivity is (Strnad (edt.), 1993;
Baltsavias, 1999b; Wagner, 2005a):
IL = I0ρ cos θ (4.11)
where I0 is luminosity of the light source – laser emitter – along a perpendicular direction, ρ is
the albedo of the surface, θ is the angle between normal of the terrain and the light source – the
incidence angle (Figure 4.9).
The Lambertian law stands for rough surface, which practically means, that the roughness of
the surface is verified at a given wavelength. Most surfaces are rough at laser wavelengths, the
exceptions are calm water and polished metals (Wagner, 2005a). The reflectivity of the surface
is called an albedo. An example of a well-visible target in the Ng:YAG laser wavelength of
1 µm is a rough surface with a big albedo. In Table 4.2, the albedo of different materials in the
wavelength of laser are written. They are given from different practical example sources, where
the values can vary up to ±0.2. The best reflector has an albedo of 1, the reflector without
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b
i
Figure 4.9: Instantaneous scan angle βi and incidence angle θ.
Slika 4.9: Trenutni kot skeniranja βi in vpadni kot zˇarka na teren θ.
reflection (a black body) has an albedo of 0.
Also the incidence angle θ has a strong influence on the target reflectivity. When θ goes to zero,
there is a strong increase in brightness of two objects having the same albedo – this is called
the hot-spot phenomenon, which is known also from photogrammetry. This effect is enhanced if
the target is very smooth, eg. when specular reflection occurs as in the cases of mirror or calm
water surface (Wagner, 2005a).
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Figure 4.10: Geometry of instantaneous scan angle and range d for different flying heights h and
different swath width (SW).
Slika 4.10: Geometrija kota skeniranja in razdalje za isto tocˇko ob dveh razlicˇnih viˇsinah leta z
razlicˇno sˇirino skeniranja (SW).
The incidence angle is connected with scan angle as seen in Figure 4.9, therefore the same
point illuminated with different instantaneous scan angle as seen on Figure 4.10 has different
reflectivity and consequently different intensity.
The light current density j at the specific small area – in our case at laser footprint size –
depends on the power emitted by the light source:
j =
dP
dS
(4.12)
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Details on emitted power P by laser light source will be described in the next section. As
this power radiates uniformly in space around the light source it depends on the square of the
distance. Therefore the connection between the light current density j and the luminosity I can
be written (Strnad (edt.), 1993):
j =
I
d2
(4.13)
If we compare equation (4.1), which describes intensity, and Equations (4.12), (4.13), (4.11) it
can be said that, for flat terrain, intensity depends on square of range d and instantaneous scan
angle:
Intensity ≈ cosβi
d2
· Pr
Pt
(4.14)
4.4.3 The laser equation
It is assumed that the laser hits a diffuse circular target and that laser footprint completely covers
the entire target area, which reflects the beam back to the source. The reflected power radiates
uniformly into a hemisphere. Also it is assumed that the target reflects the laser beam as black
body surface. Than the Lambertian model of reflection depends only on the angle between a
normal to the surface and a source (Figure 4.9). The basic relation between transmitted Pt and
received Pr power is connected with the reflectivity (albedo) of the surface ρ (Wagner, 2005a):
Pr = ρPt (4.15)
When looking more into detail, also different influences have to be included. First there is the
area of the footprint A. It has to be assumed that the area of the footprint is uniform (Figure 4.8
and 4.12), therefore its cross-section can be written by equation (4.10) as aL = dγ, where flying
height h is replaced by range d. Then the power density within this area P/A is calculated.
Also the atmospheric transmission µat and system transmission factor µsys of the received laser
beam back to the optic have to be taken into the mind. After combining these parts a more
detailed equation of power received back to the receiver can be written (Wagner, 2005a):
Pr = Pt
D2r
4pid4γ2
· µat · µsys · σ (4.16)
where Dr is the receiver aperture, d the distance from the sensor to the target (the range) and
PT the transmitted power, γ the laser beam divergence and σ backscattering coefficient. The
backscattering coefficient normalized to the laser footprint size A is σ0.
Backscattering coefficient is defined with the reflection coefficient of the surface ρ and cone angle
Ω (see Figure 4.11):
σ =
4pi
Ω
· ρ · dA (4.17)
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Figure 4.11: The parameters effecting on the cross section of the target (Wagner, 2005a).
Slika 4.11: Parametri, ki vplivajo na premer tarcˇe (Wagner, 2005a).
When normalized, the backscattering coefficient to the laser footprint size is:
σ0 =
σ
A
= 4 · ρ
∫
pi
Ω
· dA
A
(4.18)
Therefore the normalized backscattering coefficient for extended surface is σ0ext = 4ρ.
Wagner (2005a) divides targets into (Figure 4.12):
• small: point-like targets smaller than a laser footprint
• linear: wires
• area or extended: uniform target as big as the whole footprint
• volume: the footprint is covered with different small objects at different heights; e.g.
leaves, grass
When evaluating different cross sections of different types of targets, different part of power is
reflected back. The extended targets reflect back all power, while line targets reflect just a part
of it. This is introduced as backscattering coefficient σ which describes a backscattering of cross
section per unit area. In equation (4.16) σ0 is normalized with the laser footprint area; the
reason can be seen in equation (4.18) as the ratio dA/A.
Figure 4.12: Different types of targets (Wagner, 2005a).
Slika 4.12: Razlicˇne oblike tarcˇe (Wagner, 2005a).
The equation (4.16) written for extended targets is (Wagner, 2005a):
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Pr = Pt
D2r
16d2
· µat · µsys · σ0 (4.19)
equation (4.16) can be written also for the energy Ep of pulse lasers, as the power of pulse lasers
is by equation (4.2) the energy divided by pulse duration.
As the laser unit of a specific laser scanning system can produce in a time period just a final
quantity of energy, this energy is then divided by different numbers of pulses emitted in this time
period. This represents the frequency of laser fp in equation (4.21). The larger is the frequency
used, the lower-energy pulses are emitted in a time period and vice-versa. This means that one
uses the highest frequency of a specific laser scanning system defined in technical specifications
of it. The lower is the energy of a pulse, the less energy is also received back from the target with
an echo. The echo with less energy is harder to be measured and its accuracy of measurement is
also reduced. For optimal accuracy we need to use some medium frequency defined in technical
specifications of the laser scanning system, not the maximal one.
4.4.4 Geometrical characteristics of the flight
Minimum flying height over ground
Minimum flying height over ground can be limited due to the platform specifications, legal
regulations (often different for urban and other areas) and eye safety (Baltsavias, 1999b).
A B C
SW SW SW
dx
across
dx
along
Figure 4.13: Scan pattern: A) zig-zag scan lines, B) parallel scan lines and C) Palmer elliptical scan
lines.
Slika 4.13: Vzorec skeniranja: A) cik-cak linije, B) vzporedne linije in C) Palmerjev elipticˇni vzorec.
Swath width
The swath width is the length of one scan line. As the laser scanners are based on three
different technical solutions for pointing laser pulses, which produce different scan patterns, the
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swath width is not totaly identical for all. There are the oscillating mirror scanner, rotating
mirror scanner, both produce scan lines in ordinary zig-zag pattern (Z-shaped scan) (Figure
4.13A) and fiber scanners, which produce parallel scan lines (Figure 4.13B). The oscillating
mirror scanner named Palmer scanner does not produce zig-zag pattern but parallel ellipses
(Figure 4.13C) (Osˇtir, 2006; Bitenc, 2007).
Swath width or length of one scan line for parallel line or elliptical scanners is:
SW = 2h tan
τ
2
(4.20)
where τ is the laser swath angle, which is equal to double scan angle – 2β and h is flying height.
The equation 4.20 (Figure 4.14) is valid also for an elliptical scan, where τ/2 is being measured
from the nadir direction perpendicular to the flight direction. For a Z-shaped pattern the actual
scan line length between left and right swath border is a bit larger than the swath width, but
the difference is very small (Baltsavias, 1999b).
t
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Figure 4.14: Swath width SW.
Slika 4.14: Sˇirina pasu snemanja SW.
Number of points per scan line
Number of points per scan line is independent of flying height and swath width. It depends
just on pulse repetition rate fp 6 and scan rate fsc which describes how many scan lines are
performed per second (Baltsavias, 1999b; Schenk, 2001):
N =
fp
fsc
(4.21)
Across track point spacing
Across track point spacing depends on swath width SW and number of points per scan line N .
dxacross =
SW
N
(4.22)
6mainly it is named just pulse rate
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When for Z-shaped scan the scan line is defined as seen in Figure 4.14, the above equation (4.22)
is approximately valid. If the scan line is defined as full bidirectional scan from left to right the
dxacross has to be multiplied by 2 (Baltsavias, 1999b).
Along track point spacing
Along track point spacing depends on flying speed over ground v and scan rate fsc:
dxalong =
v
fsc
(4.23)
For an elliptical scan, the above equation gives the largest point distance between two neigh-
bouring scan lines, for Z-shaped scan it gives the distance along track between corresponding
points of two consecutive scan lines (Baltsavias, 1999b) as seen on Figure 4.14A.
4.5 Discussion
Topographic or bathymetric aerial laser scanners apply active sensor for data acquisition, with
either pulse or full-waveform receiver. Together with the distance between emitter and receiver,
the intensity information of the received pulse is measured. The intensity of received pulse can
give us a lot of information on the structure and reflectivity of the target from where laser
pulse was reflected. The ability of receiver to distinguish between two different laser pulse
echoes defines the minimal vertical resolution of range. Horizontal resolution on the other hand
depends on the size of instanteneous field of view of the receiver. Minimal vertical and horizontal
resolutions of receiver define the maximal possible vertical and horizontal accuracy of aerial laser
scanning.
Geometrical characteristics of the flight define the density of laser points – the number of points
per unit area. Different number of points per unit area enable different level of detail which can
be acquired out of such data. The main groups of aerial laser scanning can be divided in: the
low-resolution with less than 1 pt/m2, medium-resolution between 1-5 pt/m2 and high-resolution
with more than 5 pt/m2.
Aerial laser scanning can be used as a stand alone technique for measuring topography of
bathymetry or together with other remotely sensed technics: multi- or hiperspectral sensors.
The combination with other remotely sensed technics contributes to easier identification of
different spatial phenomena.
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5 THE LASER SCANNING ERROR MODEL – ERROR
SOURCES
5.1 Introduction
When evaluating different data samples or products, in our case the production of geodetic data
used for local spatial planning from aerial laser scanning, the quality control plays an important
role. By the ISO/DIS 19113 standard the basic data quality elements are (Kosmatin-Fras, 2002):
Completeness – presence and absence of features, their attributes and relations
Logical consistency – degree of adherence to logical rules of data structure, attribution and
relationship (data structure: conceptual, logical or physical)
Positional accuracy – accuracy of position of features
Temporal accuracy – accuracy of temporal attributes and temporal relationship of features
Thematic accuracy – accuracy of quantitative attributes and the correctness of non-
quantitative attributes and the classifications of features and their relationships
One of the crucial quality elements of spatial data acquisition is the positional accuracy of end
product. It is described with positional accuracy of aerial laser scanning, which is defined by
the means of different error sources. Therefore this chapter will give a detailed overview on the
laser scanning error sources: the origin of error, its behaviour, its relative size and influence
to the planimetric and height accuracy. To describe the relation between errors the Schenk’s
geolocation equation for aerial laser scanning will be used. The described errors define the
accuracy of laser scanning and therefore define also the expected accuracy of data acquired out
of laser scanning.
5.2 The division of laser scanning errors
Different authors have checked the achieved airborne laser scanning accuracy by measurement of
reference control points or patches (Alharthy et al., 2004; Ahokas et al., 2005a; Burman, 2000;
Crosilla et al., 2005a; Schenk, 2001; Schnurr et al., 2004; McKean and Roering, 2005; Maas,
2003; Thoma et al., 2005; Turton, 2006). The results well correspond to the Baltsavias’s (1999a)
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accuracy in the planar range of 30–50 cm and in the height range 5–15 cm. In some cases the
accuracy achieved was even better, as in the example of hydrological measurements mentioned
by Thoma et al. (2005) when the achieved hight accuracy was 2 cm.
An overview of literature about the size and behaviour of different error sources will be given
in this chapter. The errors will be combined in groups and different models of errors will be
studied (Schenk, 2001; Filin, 2001a; Beinat and Crosilla, 2002; Skaloud and Schaer, 2003; Friess,
2006). On the basis of the simulation a simplified error model for everyday use when planing
the laser scanning will be developed.
The airborne laser measuring of laser points can be divided into three procedures which are
also separated error sources (Wehr and Lohn, 1999; Baltsavias, 1999b; Kraus (edt.), 2005):
• The basic part of the laser scanning is the laser scanning system and its physical
characteristics. It includes the optomechanical scanner, its range resolution, maximum
unambiguous range, ranging precision, laser power and energy, the relation between trans-
mitted and received power from one pulse are counted.
• The second part is the procedure of transformation of data from laser scanning
system to local coordinate system of the platform. Here are included: the accuracy
of the determination of the shifts and drifts, the rotations of laser scanning system in the
platform system and the time offsets between the laser scanning system and the platform
orientation systems.
• The next important component is the transformation of data from local coordinate
system of the platform to the global coordinate system which is defined by GPS
and IMU (inertial measurement unit) measurements. Here the time drift between IMU
and GPS system on the platform are included, which depends also on the accuracies of
the GPS reference stations on the ground and the GPS satellite constellation at the time
of measurement. At the end we usually transform points from global coordinate system
to some national reference system, which can also contribute to errors.
A
B
C
Figure 5.1: Error contributors: A) hardware/software effect errors, B) laser scanning mission, C)
target.
Slika 5.1: Vzroki napak: A) strojna/programska oprema, B) misija leta, C) tarcˇa.
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On the other hand we can translate these three procedures and their influences in three types
of error contributors (Figure 5.1) to the total accuracy assessment of the airborne laser
scanning systems. In our work the errors will be divided on the basis of these three types of
error contributors.
• The first are basic systematic errors (Schenk, 2001; Ahokas et al., 2005b) which are
also called hardware/software effect errors (McKean and Roering, 2005). These errors
behave systematically and can be modelled by the analytical model of the errors described
by Schenk (2001). Hardware/software effect errors have an influence on the range, plani-
metric and height accuracy assessment. These errors can be removed by the calibration of
the laser scanning system in the procedure of in-the-flight calibration. In this group the
biggest error contributors to the total height error are the INS angular errors (INS is a
part of the IMU) which present the error of measuring the rotation from body reference
frame (the position of IMU in the aeroplane) to the navigational coordinate system which
is defined with the local vertical. Much research has been done to resolve the correct value
of INS angular errors (Burman, 2000; Schenk, 2001; Katzenbeisser, 2003; Skaloud and
Lichti, 2006). The result of hardware/software effect errors is the orientation of the total
planimetric errors in the direction of the flying course and they also cause bigger plani-
metric errors on the edges of the flying stripes (Schenk, 2001). Nevertheless these errors
cause also different local shifts, drifts and distortions, which can only be found when laser
scanning data is compared with an independent data set (McKean and Roering, 2005).
• The second type are the errors of the laser scanning mission (McKean and Roer-
ing, 2005) which behave also systematically. They have an influence on the size of the
hardware/software effect errors. This group includes the error of the flying height, the
speed of the platform, the influence of the wind on the flying direction, the percentage of
overlapping between the flying stripes, the position and the distance to the reference GPS
stations.
• The third group are the errors caused by the nature of the target (McKean and
Roering, 2005; Ahokas et al., 2005b): the type of the terrain (flat surface, hills, mountains),
the terrain slope, the influence of vegetation on the penetration of the laser beam to the
ground. This type of errors usually become apparent when already working with the data.
Those are usually not systematic.
The first two groups of errors can be removed in the processing phase of laser scanning data by
applying different error models. In contrast, the third group of errors behaves unsystematically
and is hard to model.
As laser scanning work-flow is not ended with the list of laser points, but usually only starts, the
products are subject of the additional error sources. Here are included the interpolation errors,
filtering errors, errors caused by improper break line detection, segmentation and smoothing of
data (Ahokas et al., 2005b). Also other possible human errors which are results of improper
data handling and transformation have their influence on the data (Maas, 2003).
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5.3 The Schenk’s analytical model for systematic errors
Schenk (2001) has developed an analytical model which describes systematic errors of laser
scanning. Using the division from previous section seen on Figure 5.1 the basic systematic
errors and some errors resulting from the laser scanning mission can be included in this model.
The laser geolocation equation (equation 5.1) models the incorporation of different components
of the laser altimeter system by means of transformation between different reference frames
(Schenk, 2001): xLyL
zL
 =
 X0Y0
Z0
+RW ·RGEO ·RINS

 δxδy
δz
+Rm ·Rs
 00
−d

 (5.1)
xL, yL, zL – location of the footprint in WGS84 geocentric coordinate system
X0, Y0, Z0 – location of the phase center of the GPS receiver
RW – rotation from the local reference frame into the global geocentric reference frame
RGEO – rotation from reference frame defined by the local vertical, to the local reference
frame
RINS – rotation from body reference frame to reference frame defined by local vertical; this
system is centered at the phase center of GPS antenna and defined by INS angles
δx, δy, δz – offset vector between the phase center of the GPS antenna and laser firing point,
defined by the body frame
Rm – the mounting bias, which designates rotation between the altimeter and the body
reference frame
Rs – rotation between laser beam and laser system defined by scanning angles
d – range measurement by laser system
When the errors of these components are introduced, the geolocation equation (equation 5.1)
can be written as:264 xLyL
zL
375 = 264 X0Y0
Z0
375+264 ∆X0∆Y0
∆Z0
375+RW ·RGEO ·R∗INS
0B@264 δxδy
δz
375+ 264 exey
ez
375+R∗m ·R∗s
264 00
−(d+∆d)
3751CA+264 pxpy
pz
375
(5.2)
or written without vector components:
xL = x0 +∆x0 +RW ·RGEO ·R∗INS
(
s0 +∆s0 +R∗m ·R∗s · h−(d+∆d)
)
+∆ps (5.3)
with ∆x0 being the location error of the GPS phase center, ∆s0 the error of translation vector
between GPS/INS and laser system and ∆ps the synchronization error. Rotation matrices
marked with R∗ include errors of the specific rotation.
All written errors have considerable planimetric error components. When the tilted surface is
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Figure 5.2: Transformation from the reference frame of the laser scanning unit to the global orthog-
onal reference frame – world (e.g. WGS84). Rotations: A) Rs, B) Rm, C) RINS, D) RGEO and E)
RW.
Slika 5.2: Pretvoraba iz koordinatnega sistema laserske naprave v globalni ortogonalni koordinatni
sistem – npr. WGS84. Rotacije: A) Rs, B) Rm, C) RINS, D) RGEO in E) RW.
measured, a special secondary elevation error can be expected. This error alters the values of
vertical error with the influence of characteristics of measured surface (Schenk, 2001)1.
5.4 Basic systematic errors – hardware/software effect errors
Basic systematic errors can be divided in the following groups (Schenk, 2001; Maas, 2003;
McKean and Roering, 2005) and are described in analytical model of laser scanning:
• laser scanner characteristics: scan angle errors (an error of the swath angle error, scan
mirror instability) and ranging error (scan rate error, pulse detection bias and noise, laser
1for details see page 77 Section 5.6.4
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beam width and divergence, pulse signal to noise ratio)
• alignment and synchronization: alignment or mounting errors consist of errors in
determining the alignment between altimeter and INS, and of an error in the determi-
nation of the offset between the phase center of the GPS antenna and the laser system;
synchronization errors which can exist between INS/GPS and laser scanner instruments.
• INS characteristics: these errors are influenced by gyro drift, frequency of INS obser-
vations and the integration with GPS
• GPS characteristics: these errors are influenced by frequency of GPS observations,
satellite configuration, random signal errors and quality of data post processing
• georeferencing methods: errors in geoid model used for data transformation from local
coordinate reference frame to the global (W) coordinate reference frame (e.g. WGS84)
and also errors of reference point measurements
These errors can mainly be removed by detailed calibration of the system before and between
the flight.
5.4.1 Laser scanner characteristics: Rotation between laser beam and laser refer-
ence frame – RS
Rotation between the laser beam and the laser scanning device reference frame is defined with
instantaneous scan angle βi 2. Laser scanning device reference frame (Figure 5.3) is
defined by orientation of ZLS-axis to the null firing point, which points to the ground. Axis
XLS is pointed approximately to the nose of the aeroplane and YLS to its right wing (Schenk,
2001; Filin, 2001a). Laser scanning device reference frame is just slightly rotated in relation to
the body frame of the aeroplane. This rotations are known as mounting bias Rm and will be
discussed later (see page 57).
Swath angle τ consists of positive and negative scan angle. The positive scan angle +β is positive
in counter clockwise direction as seen on Figure 5.3. Therefore the mathematical type of rotation
matrices will be used (see equation B.3 on page 173).
In the ideal case the scanning plane lies in ZLSYLS-plane of the laser system and the laser beam
rotates just around axis XLS in the counter clockwise direction, therefore the RS can be written
as:
Rs = Rx(β) =
 1 0 00 cosβ − sinβ
0 sinβ cosβ
 (5.4)
If the laser scanning device has a possibility to aim the laser in the direction towards the nose
of the aeroplane (e.g. Palmer scanner), also the rotation around the YLS has to be taken into
account. In this case an additional angle α is introduced which points in counter clockwise
2for more details on βi see page 40
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direction. This rotation can be written with equation B.3 (on page 173) as Ry(β) where the
angle is replaced by α.
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Figure 5.3: The definition of the instantaneous scan angle βi in the laser scanning device reference
frame.
Slika 5.3: Definicija trenutnega kota skeniranja βi v koordinatnem sistemu laserskega skenerja.
For our ideal theoretical case just rotation β around X-axis will be used. Therefore the rotation
between laser beam and laser system R∗s with included errors ∆Rs(βi) can be written as:
R∗s = ∆Rs(βi) ·Rs(βi) (5.5)
Scan angle errors
Instantaneous scan angle can be affected by three errors (Schenk, 2001):
• Index error is the angle ² between the instantaneous scan angle zero and the direction
of the ZLS axis. It is constant for all scan angles (Figure 5.4A).
• Swath angle error ∆τ increases linearly as it depends on the equation 5.6 (Figure 5.4A)
• Misalignment of the scanning plane means that the scanning plane and the XLS-axis
are not perpendicular. This offset is represented by two small angular errors: vertical
beam misalignment ∆ϕ and horizontal beam misalignment ∆κ (Figure 5.4B and 5.4C).
Vertical and horizontal beam misalignments are caused by the tolerance of the laser beam
alignment with respect to the scanning mirror (Latypov, 2005).
Scan angle errors have their origin in the construction of the laser scanners (see page 45).
Especially the misalignment errors strongly depend on the type of the laser system. A detailed
reconstruction of misalignment errors for rotating polygon mirror type laser scanners can be
found in Latypov (2005).
The instantaneous scan angle βi of a linear scanner is not directly measured, but is derived from
the pulse number i of the studied angle and the number of pulses per scan line N (equation
4.21) and the swath angle τ (equation 4.20 on page 46) (Schenk, 2001):
βi =
τ
2
− i · τ
N − 1 (5.6)
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If the index and swath angle errors (Figure 5.4A) are taken into the account, the instantaneous
scan angle is β∗i :
β∗i =
τ +∆τ
2
− i · τ +∆τ
N − 1 + ² (5.7)
Therefore the scan angle error ∆βi in the scanning plane is:
∆βi = β∗i − βi = ²+
∆τ
2
− ∆τ
N − 1 · i (5.8)
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Figure 5.4: The errors which influence the scan angle: A) index error and swath angle error, B)
vertical beam misalignment and C) horizontal beam misalignment.
Slika 5.4: Napake, ki vplivajo na kot skeniranja: A) indeksna napaka in napaka sˇirine pasu skeniranja,
B) vertikalno neujemanje laserskega zˇarka in C) horizontalno neujemanje laserskega zˇarka.
As only theoretically the scanning plane corresponds with the YLSZLS-plane (equation 5.5), when
calculating the Rs also other two misalignments of the scanning plane have to be considered:
the vertical beam ∆ϕ and horizontal beam ∆κ misalignments (Figures 5.4B and 5.4C). All three
angles are small (∆ϕ, ∆κ and ∆βi), therefore the rotation matrix for small angles can be written
(see equation B.4 on page 173 Appendix B.1):
R∗s = ∆Rs ·Rs =
 1 −∆κ ∆ϕ∆κ 1 −∆βi
−∆ϕ ∆βi 1
 ·Rs (5.9)
THE SIZE
Index error measured at a laboratory calibration yields an ² of 0.006◦, when the position of a
laser point at a distance of 1 meter is tested and 0.1 mm offset from the zero angle is measured.
Jutzi and Stilla (2003) mention even smaller ² of 0.001◦. Maximum index error can be
expected to be three times greater, therefore ² ≈ 0.01◦-0.02◦ is good estimate for it. Similar
consideration leads to a swath angle error of ∆τ = 0.03◦. The misalignment of the scanning
plane ∆ϕ = ∆κ = 0.03◦ can be expected (Schenk, 2001). In order to keep the misalignment
effect within 10 cm over the entire scan line, at flight altitude of 1000 m, the error tolerance for
the vertical beam misalignment should not exceed 0.057◦ (Latypov, 2005).
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5.4.2 Alignment between INS/GPS and laser scanner: Transformation to the body
reference frame – Rm
The body reference frame is defined with the direction of Xb-axis directly to the nose of
the aeroplane and Yb to its right wing, the Zb is pointed towards earth (Schenk, 2001; Filin,
2001a; Ba¨umker and Heimes, 2002). While the laser scanning reference frame XLS-axis is
pointed approximately to the nose of the aeroplane (Figure 5.5). The transformation from the
laser scanning device reference frame to the body reference frame is described with the trans-
lation s0 and rotations Rm named mounting bias (Schenk, 2001) or bore-sight alignment
(Katzenbeisser, 2003; Skaloud and Lichti, 2006).
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Figure 5.5: The body reference frame (b) and laser reference frame (LS).
Slika 5.5: Referencˇni sistem nosilca (b) in referencˇni sistem laserskega skenerja (LS).
The translation vector s0 consists out of two components, which are measured on the ground
after the installation of systems in the flying platform (Schenk, 2001):
• laser system alignment: sLS presents the distance between the laser system origin and
INS origin, sometimes it is called also lever arm (Katzenbeisser, 2003)
• GPS alignment: sGPS is a distance between the center of GPS antenna and the INS
origin
Therefore the translation vector s0 can be written as:
s0 = sLS + sGPS (5.10)
Mounting bias can be considered as a misalignment between INS and laser scanning device
reference frames. This is an industrial error of fixation of the laser ranging device in the same
direction as INS is oriented. The same orientation can in practice never be accomplished.
Therefore the value of mounting bias rotations Rm and its error ∆Rm are derived from the
in-the-flight calibration (Schenk, 2001).
The mounting bias is described with rotation from body reference frame to laser ranging device
reference frame RLSb (Cramer, 1997):
Rm = (RLSb )
−1 ∆Rm = (∆RLSb )
−1 (5.11)
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The mounting bias with included errors R∗m is:
R∗m = ∆Rm ·Rm (5.12)
The mounting bias angles (mx, my, mz) are small – ordinary less than 3◦ (Ba¨umker and Heimes,
2002; Morin and El-Sheimy, 2002; Skaloud and Lichti, 2006) – so the rotation matrices for small
angles can be written. Both coordinate systems are righthanded and the rotation from body
reference frame to laser coordinate system is clockwise so the geodetical coordinate system can
be used (page 173 Appendix B.1 equation B.2):
RLSb =
 1 mz −my−mz 1 mx
my −mx 1
 (5.13)
The influence of alignment vectors s0 and mounting bias Rm on the final range depends also
from the error of the definition of INS angles ∆RINS as seen in equation 5.2. The error of INS
angles will be described in detail on page 63.
Error of the mounting bias — ∆Rm
As the errors of mountain bias are small, the error matrix (∆Rm)−1 = ∆RLSb for small angles
can be written (Schenk, 2001; Toth, 2002):
∆RLSb =
 1 ∆mz −∆my−∆mz 1 ∆mx
∆my −∆mx 1
 (5.14)
THE SIZE
As already noted before, the mounting bias angles are usually smaller than 3◦. They are mea-
sured by in-the-flight calibration. The procedure of calibration is not standardized, so the
methods how the mounting bias is derived, can differ (Schenk, 2001; Katzenbeisser, 2003).
Information about the accuracy achieved is also linked to the procedure of the calibration and
is difficult to interpret. The values of errors depend on the procedure of calibration and from
other system errors. After in-the-flight calibration the error of 0.01◦ = 36′′ in all three angles can
be assumed. After the installation and before the in-the-flight calibration, the errors are much
larger, e.g. 0.3◦ (Schenk, 2001). Katzenbeisser (2003) states that the size of this error before the
calibration can easily be 0.2◦. When the behavior of mountain bias in longer period of operation
is investigated – the stability of mountain bias – the maximal differences of 0.003–0.005◦ can be
expected, if the mounting of INS/GPS system with photogrammetrical camera and INS/GPS
system with laser scanner can be compared (Cramer and Stallmann, 2002).
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Error of the translation vector — ∆s0
The error of translation vector between laser system and GPS is:
∆s0 = ∆sLS +∆sGPS (5.15)
The distances between the INS, GPS and laser system are measured on the ground. This values
are hardly ever calibrated through the procedure of the in-the-flight calibration, therefore larger
errors must be expected (Schenk, 2001).
The error of translation vector depends on the size of mounting bias angles. If the maximal size
of 0.3◦ for one component is checked at the distance 5 m between the laser system and GPS,
the component error of 3 cm can be expected (Schenk, 2001).
5.4.3 INS and GPS characteristics
The position of platform is measured by global positioning system – GPS, the attitude by inertial
navigational system – INS. The errors gained by both systems influence several terms of equation
5.3:
• Error of position of the phase center of GPS receiver ∆x
• INS angle errors ∆RINS
• synchronization error ∆ps
Also some non-systematic errors are found in laser strips which can originate in inaccuracies
of GPS and INS. Typically, these errors cause some wave-like patterns in laser scanning data
(Ahokas et al., 2005b).
To understand better the errors which can be gained, a short description of both systems and
their integration will be made.
Inertial navigational system INS
Inertial navigational system (INS) is a totaly independent system which main part is
inertial measuring unit (IMU). IMU calculates location and attitude of the flying platform
based on angle and acceleration measurements performed in time. The location of the platform
depends only on the location of the departure point and time which passed from the departure.
The location and attitude are derived by integration of angle and acceleration measurements
in time, using the Newton’s law of motion. The angles are measured by three gyroscopes and
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Figure 5.6: Inertial navigational systems: A) strap-down and B) gimbal.
Slika 5.6: Inercialni navigacijski sistem: A) pritrjen, B) kardanski.
acceleration with three accelerometers (Cramer, 1997; Burman, 2000; Ba¨umker and Heimes,
2002; Coren and Sterzai, 2006).
As seen on Figure 5.6 there are two INS configurations (Cramer, 1997; Burman, 2000):
• gimballed system: keeps axes oriented in a global reference frame, as the accelerometer
triad is rigidly mounted on the inner gimbal of three gyroscopes. This inner gimbal is
isolated from the platform rotations and stays in a desired orientation in space during the
motion of the platform.
• strap-down system: uses orthogonal accelerometers and gyroscope triads rigidly fixed
to the axes of the moving platform.
Mainly strap-down INS are used for flying platforms performing laser scanning, because of their
easier manufacture and lower price (Cramer, 1997; Burman, 2000; Ba¨umker and Heimes, 2002).
When using strap-down INS the angle and acceleration measurements are performed in body
reference frame (Burman, 2000). The INS sensor axes are the same as the body reference frame
axes, therefore the body reference frame is approximately the same as the inertial navigational
system reference frame (Cramer, 1997).
The angles measured by IMU are inertial navigational system angles or INS angles (see
Figure 5.9 on page 63). It is important that the frequency of attitude measurements is large, as
the aircraft can change its altitude and angle very quickly. Today’s IMU fitted to laser scanning
systems update on average the angle and attitude measurements with frequency of 100 Hz,
better systems also with 200 Hz (Baltsavias, 1999a; Turton, 2006) or even 400 Hz (Legat et al.,
2006; Skaloud and Lichti, 2006). The errors caused by quick jumps and turns of the platform
do not behave systematically, therefore it is important that the flight planning minimizes the
appearance of such cases.
IMU measurements provide very high relative accuracy, but if the system is running in stand-
alone mode when it depends only on the departure point, the absolute accuracy deteriorates
with time. When adding GPS measurements these errors can mainly be eliminated (Cramer,
1997).
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The INS systematic errors are (Grejner-Brzezinska and Wang, 1998; Schenk, 2001):
• initialization errors – the errors of initial position and velocity
• alignment errors – difference between body and inertial navigational reference frame, which
should be the same when using strap-down INS system3
• sensor compensation errors – accelerometer and gyroscope biases and drifts
• gravity model errors – the influence of the unknown local gravity model to the platform
movement
It is hard to model these quantities as some are time and flight direction related (Schenk, 2001).
Global positioning system (GPS)
The final accuracy of the laser scanning is directly related to the quality of the geodetic ref-
erence points used and cannot be improved beyond the quality of these points (Schnurr et al.,
2004). Therefore it is very important how the measurements of the platform trajectory are
performed. To get submeter precision necessary for laser scanning missions the dual frequency
differential GPS (DGPS) positioning is necessary. Even better precision in the centimeter
range can be achieved if dual frequency post-processed kinematic GPS is used (Schnurr
et al., 2004; Kozmus and Stopar, 2003). DGPS and post-processed kinematic GPS both need
reference station on the ground (Figure 5.7). The measurements from reference station are used
to calculate reference coordinates needed for the correction of the mobile GPS station location
(the platform) in real time or in the proces of post-processing. For the connection between the
mobile and the reference station in real time the RTCM4 protocol is used. Methods differ in the
way how they handle GPS signal and in precision achieved: DGPS uses just code information
of the signal, the post-processed kinematic GPS uses code and phase information of the signal
and is therefore more accurate (Kozmus and Stopar, 2003; Katzenbeisser, 2003).
With DGPS detailed post-processing or post-processed kinematic GPS the following errors can
be eliminated or decreased: ionospheric and tropospheric disturbance, satellite and receiver clock
error (Cramer, 1997; Burman, 2000; Kozmus and Stopar, 2003).
To achieve the precision needed for detailed positioning of laser scanning measurements some
additional practical rules should be implied:
• the distance between mobile and reference GPS station should not exceed 10 km (Cramer,
1997; Behan et al., 2000; Kozmus and Stopar, 2003; Turton, 2006), in very stable at-
mospheric conditions and with good satellite geometry this distance can be maximized
even on 25 km (Katzenbeisser, 2003)
3this is not the mounting bias error ∆Rm, which describes the diference between body and laser reference
frame
4Radio Technical Commission For Maritime Service
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Figure 5.7: The principle of DGPS and kinematic post-processed GPS methods. The receivers can
be connected by RTCM protocol.
Slika 5.7: Princip delovanja DGPS- in kinematicˇne relativne GPS-izmere. Premicˇni in staticˇni spre-
jemnik sta lahko povezana z RTCM-protokolom.
• when working on larger area (where 10 km distance to reference station would be exceeded),
the ground control framework with more reference stations should be used, which should
include at least 8 known points (Schnurr et al., 2004)
• good satellite constellation and geometry should be achieved, meaning PDOP5 < 2.5
(Katzenbeisser, 2003), with at least 6 well positioned satellites used (Turton, 2006)
• at the start and at the end of the mission it is recommended to measure some static
GPS data with mobile GPS station parked near the reference station (Behan et al., 2000;
Burman, 2000)
• if permanent reference receivers are available, they should be used (Burman, 2000); in
Slovenia this is the SIGNAL network
The frequency of GPS measurements of position is much lower than the frequency of IMU. On
the average the 1–2 Hz frequency of GPS is used, although 10 Hz would be possible (Baltsavias,
1999a; Grejner-Brzezinska and Wang, 1998; Maas, 2002; Schnurr et al., 2004; Legat et al., 2006).
Integration of GPS and INS
Integration of GPS and INS data reduces the size of errors of both systems, by removing errors
of one system by tracking these errors with the other system. Mainly GPS and INS data are
integrated in the office after the flight mission in the procedure of post-processing. Some tests
also have been made to integrate these data already in-the-flight, which would ease planning of
the flying mission (Legat et al., 2006).
5Position Dilution of Precision — measure of the geometrical strength of the GPS satellite configuration
(Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998). It shows the amount of error in position. PDOP less than 4 presents the
positional accuracy better than 1 meter.
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Figure 5.8: Tightly coupled Kalman filter.
Slika 5.8: Trdno sklopljeni Kalmanov filter.
The common method of integrating GPS and INS observations is Kalman filtering (Cramer,
1997; Burman, 2000; Schnurr et al., 2004; Ding et al., 2005). Tightly coupled Kalman filtering
(Figure 5.8) is widely accepted for GPS/INS integration of flying platforms. It treats errors of
position, velocity, acceleration and parameter error of INS modelling as variables, which can be
feed forward and backward to compensate sensor errors and to correct the navigational output
(Ding et al., 2005). Kalman filter can help also with gross-error detection mechanism which
monitors the quality of GPS data before using them to update the filter strategies, which can be
very important especially in mountainous environments (Legat et al., 2006). More information
about Kalman filter can be found in Welch and Bishop (2006).
5.4.4 Rotation from body reference frame to navigational reference frame RINS
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Figure 5.9: From body to navigational coordinate system: A) roll φ, B) pitch θ, C) heading ψ.
Slika 5.9: Iz koordinatnega sistema nosilca v navigacijski koordinatni sistem: A) zibanje φ, B)
guganje θ in C) pozibavanje ψ.
The position of the platform in the local level reference frame is described in the navigational
reference frame. The navigational reference frame is defined by the physical characteristics of
the geoid: the vertical point towards the center of the Earth’s mass. Therefore the navigational
reference frame is defined by local vertical and the direction to the north (astronomical meridian),
while XN axis is pointed northward, YN axis is pointed eastward and ZN axis is pointed vertical
in the direction of the plumb line – direction of local gravity (Figure 5.9). The rotation between
the body reference frame and the navigational reference frame is described with INS angles
RINS (Figure 5.2C). INS angles measured in strap-down INS are defined in body reference
frame (inertial navigational system reference frame). They are defined by the Euler angles:
heading ψ, roll φ and pitch θ (Schenk, 2001; Ba¨umker and Heimes, 2002).
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The rotation from body to navigational reference frame is RINS:
RINS = RNb (5.16)
The INS angles between the body and navigational coordinate systems are defined in body
coordinate system and have counter clockwise direction. Therefore the rotation matrices for
mathematical coordinate system can be used (see equation B.3 on page 173).
RINS = Rz(ψ) ·Ry(θ) ·Rx(φ) =
264 cosψ − sinψ 0sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1
375 ·264 cos θ 0 sin θ0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ
375 ·264 1 0 00 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ
375 (5.17)
RINS =
264 cosψ · cos θ cosψ · sin θ · sinφ− sinψ · cosφ cosψ · sin θ · cosφ+ sinψ · sinφsinψ · cos θ sinψ · sin θ · sinφ+ cosψ · cosφ sinψ · sin θ · cosφ− cosψ · sinφ
− sin θ cos θ · sinφ cos θ · cosφ
375 (5.18)
When taking into account also the errors of INS angles, the rotation matrix from body to
navigational reference frame R∗INS is written:
R∗INS = ∆RINS ·RINS (5.19)
Error of INS angles
Systematic errors of the INS listed on page 60 can be modelled as constant errors of INS angles
(Schenk, 2001).
The INS error rotation matrix ∆RINS can be written by replacing the angles (ψ, θ and φ) in
equation 5.18 with errors of these angles (∆ψ, ∆θ and ∆φ). As these errors are small the
rotation matrix for small angles can be written (see equation B.4 on page 174):
∆RINS =
 1 −∆ψ ∆θ∆ψ 1 −∆φ
−∆θ ∆φ 1
 (5.20)
THE SIZE
Depending on the price of the INS (the precision of the manufacturing) the errors from 0.004◦ to
0.02◦ can be expected after calibration (Katzenbeisser, 2003). Similar accuracies of 0.005–0.01◦
are given by Skaloud and Lichti (2006). Cramer (1997) divides the INS systems based on their
price, where those more expensive (∼$750.000) achieve accuracy better than 0.0003◦, medium
priced (∼$100.000) from 0.003 to 0.005◦ and low priced (∼$10.000) from 0.01–0.02◦. These error
components are given for roll and pitch angles. The heading has the biggest error, which is two
times larger as the one of roll and pitch (Katzenbeisser, 2003). Sometimes is even three to five
times larger (Cramer, 1997).
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5.4.5 Rotation from navigational reference frame to local ellipsoid reference frame
– RGEO
Local ellipsoid reference frame is defined by the normal to the local ellipsoid. The origin of
local ellipsoid reference frame is at the origin of navigational reference frame. The difference be-
tween the navigational reference frame (geoid) and local ellipsoid reference frame (local ellipsoid)
is described by the deflection of the vertical. As the local ellipsoid represents the approximation
of the local geoid, the difference between the gravity model based on geoid and the one based
on local ellipsoid is therefore the deflection of the vertical and gravity anomaly. The deflection
of the vertical θ (Figure 5.10) is defined as the angle between the normal on the local ellipsoid
and the local vertical. It contains two components presented on Figure 5.11) (Pribicˇevic´, 2000;
Kuhar, 2006):
• ξ in the direction of astronomical meridian (direction north-south) and
• η in the direction of first vertical (direction East-West), also called longitudinal component
ellipsoid
geoid
plumbline
vertical
q
normal
Figure 5.10: Deflection of the vertical θ.
Slika 5.10: Odklon navpicˇnice θ.
The value of deflection of the vertical can be given just for points measured in astronomical
– navigational (Φ and Λ) – and geodetical – local ellipsoid (ϕ and λ) – reference frame. The
difference defines the components of the deflection of the vertical:
ξ = Φ− ϕ and η = (Λ− λ) · cosϕ (5.21)
The deflection of vertical ε in the direction of azimut α is6:
ε = ξ · cosα+ η · sinα (5.22)
Both reference frames are right-handed and their Z-axis points down, one in the direction of the
gravitation, the other in the direction of the normal to the ellipsoid.
6mainly the deflection of the vertical is described by ε
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Figure 5.11: The components of deflection of the vertical θ: ε in the direction of azimuth (α), ξ in
the astronomical meridian plane and η in first vertical plane.
Slika 5.11: Komponenti odklona navpicˇnice θ: ε komponenta v smeri azimuta (α), ξ v smeri merid-
iana in η v smeri prvega vertikala.
The rotation RGEO between navigational and local ellipsoid reference frame can be written by
the components of the deflection of the vertical and difference between azimuts ∆A = ξ · tanϕ.
RGEO = RGEON = Rz(∆A) ·Ry(ξ) ·Rx(η) (5.23)
Average maximal values of the deflection of the vertical ε are not higher than 20”(Vanicˇek and
Krakiwski, 1996), so the rotation matrix for small-angle rotation matrix can be written. The
maximal differences in the deflection of the vertical, when the mass arrangements in the Earth
crust differ significantly, do not exceed ∆ε = 0.017◦ ≈ 1’ (Schenk, 2001) or 40” (Pribicˇevic´,
2000).
As both navigational and the local reference frame are right-handed and the deflection of the
vertical is measured in the clockwise direction from navigational to local orthogonal reference
frame, the rotation matrix RGEO can be written:
RGEO =
 1 ∆A −ξ−∆A 1 η
ξ −η 1
 (5.24)
Due to historical reasons, the reference frame which describes the local ellipsoid in Slovenia is
the Bessel ellipsoid7. The second possibility is the local European ellipsoid ETRS988 which is
Earth-centered (Pribicˇevic´, 2000).
7Bessel ellipsoid with denotation D48 describes the official coordinate system in Slovenia, this ellipsoid is
not Earth-centered
8ETRS98 – European Terrestrial Reference System 89, which coincided with International Terrestrial Refer-
ence Frame ITRF on the beginning of 1989 (Stopar and Kuhar, 2001); it is defined on GRS80 ellipsoid which is
used for gravimetric measurements (Kuhar, 2006) and does not differ much from the ellipsoid WGS84 (Pribicˇevic´,
2000).
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In Slovenia and surroundings Pribicˇevic´ (2000) calculated the components of the deflection of
the vertical on 98 measured astrogeodetic points (Figure 5.12). When using Bessel ellipsoid as
the local ellipsoid, the ξ component does not exceed 17” and the η does not exceed 20”. When
using ETRS89 for local ellipsoid the highest ξ does not exceed 18” and η 10”. Here the mean
values are smaller, they are around 5”. Bessel shows greater values as the whole ellipsoid is not
correctly tied to the geoid, because of the historical errors. This can be seen on Figure 5.12B as
greater values of component η.
A B
Figure 5.12: Measured deflection of the vertical in Slovenia and surrounding: A) on ETRS89, B) on
Bessel ellipsoid (Pribicˇevic´, 2000).
Slika 5.12: Merjeni odkloni navpicˇnice v Sloveniji in okolici: A) na ETRS89, B) na Besslovem
elipsoidu (Pribicˇevic´, 2000).
5.4.6 Rotation from the local reference frame to the global reference frame – RW
Local reference frame is defined with the orientation of local vertical and has its origin in GPS
phase center on the flying platform. To come from local reference frame (L) to the global
reference frame (W ), the origin of reference frame has to be moved from the GPS phase center
on the flying platform to the center of the Earth and the coordinate axes have to be rotated by
RW (Figure 5.13). Local reference frame in our example is GEO reference frame. The origin
is moved from local reference to global reference frame by knowing the location of the flying
platform in the global reference frame (x0).
When the platform is located on the Northern hemisphere and East of Greenwich (Figure 5.14)
rotation from local to global reference frame can be written as:
rL = Rz(λ) ·Ry(ϕ+ 90◦) · rW = RLW · rW (5.25)
Rz(λ) is taken from equation B.3 (on page 173) as λ rotates in the counter clockwise direction
around z axis. In contrast, the Ry(ϕ+ 90◦) rotates in clockwise direction around y axis and is
taken from equation B.2.
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Figure 5.13: Transformation from local ellipsoid based reference frame, with the origin in GPS on
flaying platform (GEO), to the global ellipsoid reference frame (W).
Slika 5.13: Transformacija iz lokalnega koordinatnega sistema z izhodiˇscˇem v centru GPS antene na
nosilcu snemanja (GEO) ter globalnim referencˇnim sistemom z izhodiˇscˇem v srediˇscˇu Zemlje (W).
RLW = Rz(λ) ·Ry(ϕ+ 90◦) =
264 cosλ − sinλ 0sinλ cosλ 0
0 0 1
375 · 264 cos(ϕ+ 90◦) 0 − sin(ϕ+ 90◦)0 1 0
sin(ϕ+ 90◦) 0 cos(ϕ+ 90◦)
375 (5.26)
RLW =
264 cosλ − sinλ 0sinλ cosλ 0
0 0 1
375 · 264 − sinϕ 0 − cosϕ0 1 0
cosϕ 0 − sinϕ
375 = 264 − sinϕ · cosλ − sinλ − cosϕ · cosλ− sinϕ · sinλ cosλ − cosϕ · sinλ
cosϕ 0 − sinϕ
375 (5.27)
Rotation from the local to the global reference frame RW is inverse matrix of rotation from
global to local ellipsoidal reference frame L:
RW = (RLW)
−1 (5.28)
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Figure 5.14: Transformation from global earth-centered and earth-fixed ellipsoid (W) to the local
ellipsoid reference frame (L = GEO). Figure A) shows rotation around y axis, B) rotation around z
axis.
Slika 5.14: Transformacija iz globalnega koordinatnega sistema s centrom v srediˇscˇu Zemlje (W) v
lokalni koordinatni sistem (L = GEO). A) rotacija okoli osi y in B) rotacija okoli osi z.
How to change change the ellipsoidal (φ, λ, h) and cartesian coordinates (X, Y, Z) is described
in Appendix B.2 on page 174.
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5.5 Errors resulting from the laser scanning mission
The laser scanning mission influences on the accuracy of the data through the effects of (McKean
and Roering, 2005):
• flying altitude above ground level
• percentage of overlap between flight lines
• flying speed
• location of the GPS base station and its distance to the flying platform
• air turbulence during the flight
• air characteristics
These effects influence on several errors also described in the equation 5.3 (on page 52):
• the error of the position of the phase center – ∆x0
• the influence on the range measurements ∆d
• synchronization errors
Weather conditions (air pressure, humidity and temperature), which are not the same as defined
in laser scanning unit calibration protocols, influence the error assessment of the laser scanning,
as they change the group velocity9 of laser pulse travelling (Alharthy et al., 2004). They influence
also on the accuracy of GPS measurements (McKean and Roering, 2005). These errors can be
reduced using in-the-flight calibration of the laser system during the laser scanning mission.
5.5.1 Synchronization errors – ∆ps
Laser scanning system, INS and GPS all use their own time and their own frequency of measure-
ment. The highest frequency is the laser scanning system frequency with typical values between
20–40 kHz (Baltsavias, 1999a; Friess, 2006), nowadays also 200 kHz are used (TopoSys, 2008).
When looking at the positioning system, the highest frequency is the INS frequency, with typical
value of 100 Hz, better systems also with 200 Hz (Baltsavias, 1999a; Turton, 2006) or even 400
Hz (Legat et al., 2006; Skaloud and Lichti, 2006). GPS works on much lower frequency, typically
of 1-2 Hz (see chapter 5.4.3 on page 59). Although GPS has the smallest frequency it has the
most accurate clock, which can differ from the standard GPS time at most for 1 µs – this
difference is called GPS synchronization error ∆tGPS. The GPS time is used as the time
reference for the other two systems (Ding et al., 2005; Ding et al., 2008).
There may be a time shift between INS measurements and GPS clock ∆tINS, called INS syn-
chronization error and also a time shift between the laser system clock and the GPS clock
∆tLS, called laser system synchronization error. Both combined present the synchroniza-
tion error ∆t.
9for details on group velocity see p. 37
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Figure 5.15: Time biases: A) synchronization error, B) interpolation error (Schenk, 2001).
Slika 5.15: Razlike v cˇasu: A) napaka sinhronizacije, B) napaka interpolacije (Schenk, 2001).
After the integration of GPS and INS measurements, the observational vector rLS(t) of laser
scanning point can be written as (Ding et al., 2008):
rLS(t) = rGPS(t)− rINS(t) (5.29)
As rINS(t) depends on the trajectory movement described with acceleration and on the departure
point location rINS(0) and velocity vINS(0), the observation vector is:
rLS(t) = rGPS(t)−
(
rINS(0) +
∫
vINS(0)dt+
∫ ∫
a(t)dtdt
)
(5.30)
When adding the synchronization error ∆t, the equation 5.30 is written as:
r∗LS(t) = rGPS(t)−
(
rINS(0) +
∫
vINS(0)dt+
∫ ∫
a(t+∆t)dtdt
)
(5.31)
After applying Taylor expansion to the INS measurements, the equation 5.31 becomes:
r∗LS(t) = rLS(t)−
∫ ∫
a′(t)∆tdtdt (5.32)
The position error ∆ps caused by the synchronization error ∆t can be seen in equation 5.32 as:
∆ps = rLS(t)− r∗LS(t) =
∫ ∫
a′(t)∆tdtdt (5.33)
From equation 5.33 one can see that the magnitude of positional error gained by synchronization
error depends on the change of the platform velocity a′(t). Platform velocity represents the
dynamics of the platform movement.
When using Kalman filter for INS using 100 Hz and GPS using 1 Hz a smooth flight trajectory
of 20 Hz can be interpolated (Ding et al., 2008). This means that the position and the attitude
(location) of the platform for the laser measurements in-between 0.05 s intervals are calculated
on the basis of the interpolation. Therefore also the interpolation error can be expected, as
the location at the time of laser scanning pulse has to be interpolated from discrete samples –
e.g. 20 Hz sample of trajectory obtained from Kalman filter. The interpolated location of the
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platform differs from the real location of the platform as seen on Figure 5.15B. The exact location
of the platform at the time of laser pulse cannot be measured and is unknown, therefore the
size and behaviour of the interpolation error is not known and can not be treated as systematic
(Schenk, 2001). The behaviour of interpolation error strongly depends on the air turbulence
during the flight.
THE SIZE
Suppose that the integrated INS/GPS system can catch sudden changes from static mode to a
free fall, and the GPS updating rate is 1 Hz. When the RMS error of expected ∆ps is 5 cm, the
time synchronization accuracy between INS and GPS should be set to 1 ms (Ding et al., 2008).
As the va brings just one part of positional accuracy, it should be kept to minimum. Therefore
Schenk (2001) mentions ∆ps of approximately 1 cm which allows 1 · 10−4 s of synchronization
error between laser system and GPS. Katzenbeisser (2003) even states that the synchronization
error ∆t can be smaller than 10 µs, what would bring ∆ps of 0.005 cm.
5.5.2 Gravity model errors
When conducting laser scanning, there are usually no gravity anomaly measurements included.
The uncertainties in knowledge of gravity field produce errors that can not be eliminated just by
INS measurements. When connecting INS and GPS measurements, these errors are bounded to
other GPS errors, which cannot be eliminated in whole (Grejner-Brzezinska and Wang, 1998).
They are included in ∆X error – the error of the GPS phase center.
The difference between the geoid and the local ellipsoid defines also the gravity anomaly
∆gm. This is the difference between real gravity and gravity model in a certain point. The
acceleration vector of the platform a∗ measured by INS is (Grejner-Brzezinska and Wang, 1998;
Kuhar, 2006):
a∗ = a+ gm +∆gm (5.34)
where a is the measured acceleration vector, gm the gravity vector of the gravity model used
and ∆gm the difference between the gravity model (ellipsoid) and real gravity (geoid). One
needs to know the nominal value of gravity g0, the gravity anomaly ∆g, and the components of
the deflection of the vertical (ξ and η)10. The difference between model and real gravity can be
written as:
∆gm =
 −g0ξ−g0η
∆g
 (5.35)
If the local values of gravity gradient depending on the height are not measured, the value of
-0.3086 mGal/m can be used11 (Lisec, 2002).
10on deflection of the vertical see p. 65
111 µm/s2 = 0.1 mGal (Kuhar, 2006)
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5.5.3 Influence of INS and GPS errors on the position of the phase center – ∆x0
Although INS and GPS data are integrated, the introduced errors (see page 5.4.3) can never be
entirely removed. Therefore the error of position of the GPS phase center ∆x0 is considered.
Here unremoved influences of the ionosphere, troposphere, satellite constellation, multipath
and flight dynamics can be counted. If all these influences are optimal, ∆x0 behaves almost
systematically and its value can be estimated. On the other hand, if previously mentioned
conditions are not optimal, these residuals behave unsystematically.
THE SIZE
In optimal conditions the GPS/INS trajectory residuals are lower than 0.05–0.1 m (Skaloud
and Lichti, 2006). As an example, the company Applanix, which is a major manufactor of
GPS/INS positioning systems, states that the accuracy of sensor positioning is 0.05–0.10 m
after postprocessing (Maas, 2003). If all conditions listed on page 61 are fulfilled, the positional
accuracy of 0.05 m can be achieved (Katzenbeisser, 2003). Others (Schenk, 2001; Lee et al.,
2003) also mention that the trajectory residuals are in the order of 0.1 m.
5.5.4 Flying altitude – influence on the range measurements ∆d
The main factors, through which flying altitude influences the accuracy of range measurements,
are already described in section 4.4 (from page 35 on), therefore only short summary will be
given here. Range measurement depends on group velocity vg and time which is measured with
time interval counter. The error of time measurement te can be taken as constant and is given
by sensor manufacturer. This error can change as the sensor is liable to temperature changes
and aging effects, therefore regular calibration of the sensor is needed. Normally the resolution
of time measurement or round trip time (te) is 1 ns (Baltsavias, 1999b). Round trip time is a
result of improper adjustment of the time interval counter oscillator frequency. To achieve range
resolution of 3 cm, the nominal frequency has to be 10 GHz (Katzenbeisser, 2003). Typically
this frequency is used for lasers with pulse length of 10 ns (Thiel and Wehr, 2004).
The error of group velocity dvg is derived from the difference between reference and real air
temperature, pressure and air humidity (Katzenbeisser, 2003; Thiel and Wehr, 2004). Therefore
the equation 4.3 on page 37 for range with included errors can be written:
d+∆d =
1
2
(vg + dvg)(t+ te) (5.36)
After the simplification (dvg · te)/(vg · t) = 0 the relative range error is:
∆d
d
=
1
2
(
1 +
dvg
vg
+
te
t
)
(5.37)
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For the infrared wavelengths the group velocity vg is 299.710.484 m/s at the temperature of
12 ◦C, the pressure of 1000 mbar and 60% humidity (Rees, 2001, cit. by Wagner, 2005a). When
neglecting the pressure difference for acquisation area on shore (0 m over see level) and at 2000
m over see level, in both examples flying 1000 m over ground, a range difference of 6 cm will
be increased (Katzenbeisser, 2003). If the velocity of light is used instead of group velocity, the
errors of range of cca. 10 cm can be expected (Wagner, 2005a).
The before mentioned time resolution of 1 ns, can add to the whole range measurement an error
of 15 cm. The laser scanner manufacturers specify range accuracies which are by a factor 10
better than this value, but such specifications normally apply for simple targets (Baltsavias,
1999b).
5.6 Errors resulting from the characteristic of the target
Errors which are related to the target characteristics are (McKean and Roering, 2005):
• target’s reflectivity
• target’s structure and roughness
• vegetation canopy type and density
• terrain slope and aspect at point reflections
These factors are not described in equation 5.3 on page 52, therefore an additional error matrix
c(H) will be introduced. It is composed of errors of reflectivity, structure of the target, and
thickness of vegetation or snow.
5.6.1 Reflectivity and structure of the target
Which target will be seen by laser light is defined by the target reflectivity, that also depends on
the target structure. In Section 4.4.3 (page 43) the relation between transmitted and received
power is described by the laser equation. After simplification, the laser equation for extended
targets is written as equation 4.19 and will be repeated here (Wagner, 2005a):
Pr
Pt
=
D2r
16d2
· µat · µsys · σ0 (5.38)
To see how this equation depends on albedo (reflectivity) of the target, the normalized backscat-
tering coefficient of the laser footprint σ0 will be replaced with the normalized backscattering
coefficient for extended targets σ0ext = 4ρ, where ρ is the albedo of the surface. We are also
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interested in the main error sources in range measurements so the system transmission factor
µsys will be taken as constant, which does not influence the measurement, therefore µsys = 1.
After rearranging equation 5.38 the range is:
d =
Dr
2
√
ρµat
Pt
Pr
(5.39)
To get a reflection of the target back to the receiver, a certain value of Pr has to be exceeded.
Therefore Pt/Pr can be taken as constant and only the influence of albedo and atmospheric
transmission on the range can be evaluated. Also the aperture of the system Dr is not liable to
changes during one flight. Therefore equation 5.39 can be rearranged with included changes or
errors:
d+∆d =
Dr
2
√
Pt
Pr
·
√
(ρ+∆ρ)(µat +∆µat) (5.40)
To simplify our equation even further, we will suppose that during one flight µat also does not
change significantly, therefore the article ∆µat will be eliminated. This way the difference in the
range, depends only on the albedo change:
d+∆d =
Dr
2
√
µat
Pt
Pr
·
√
(ρ+∆ρ) (5.41)
By Taylor expansion and treating the constant article of the equation as k = Dr2
√
µat
Pt
Pr
, the
equation 5.41 can be written:
d+∆d =
k√
ρ
·
(
1 +
∆ρ
ρ
) 1
2
=
k√
ρ
(
1 +
1
2
∆ρ
ρ
− 1
8
(
∆ρ
ρ
)2
+
1
48
(
∆ρ
ρ
)3
− ...
)
(5.42)
The values of albedo are always lees than 1, the differences between two different types of material
are in the order of 0.2–0.3 as seen in Table 4.2 on page 41. Therefore the third article of Taylor
expansion can be neglected. The final version of equation which links the changes/errors of
range and changes/errors of albedo is:
d+∆d =
k√
ρ
(
1 +
1
2
∆ρ
ρ
− 1
8
(
∆ρ
ρ
)2)
(5.43)
equation 5.43 defines how the flying altitude, described with range, influences the visibility of
the weakly visible target. To exceed the limit when certain target is seen, albedo of the target
should be changed or the flying height reduced.
For two different targets with the same albedo also microstructure of the target is important
when checking the visibility of target (Jutzi and Stilla, 2003; Wagner, 2005a), for more details
see page 44.
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5.6.2 Height error resulting from the thickness of vegetation
As in photogrammetry, the results of aerial laser scanning depend on the season, when the laser
scanning is conducted. Although more echoes are received from one pulse it is not certain that
the last echo did reach the bare ground. This influence is bigger in summer months when the
vegetation thickness under the trees is bigger and also the foliage is denser. This effect is the
most pronounced in deciduous tree areas. With other words the penetration rate for the same
type of vegetation changes with the season. Nevertheless, when using high density data (2-10
pt/m2) the overall differences in DTM derived from leaf-on and leaf-off season differ for less than
5 cm (Hyyppa¨ et al., 2005; Ahokas et al., 2005b).
The vegetation influences the accuracy of digital terrain model values derived from laser scanning
in two factors (Kraus and Pfeifer, 1998; Ahokas et al., 2003; Pfeifer et al., 2004; Gorte et al.,
2005; Brzank et al., 2005; Hodgson et al., 2005; McKean and Roering, 2005; Hopkinson et al.,
2005; Hyyppa¨ et al., 2005; Hopkinson et al., 2006; Go¨pfert and Heipke, 2006; Raber et at.,
2007):
• systematic drift of terrain heights
• bigger variation in heights compared to bare ground measurements – mainly this influence
can be described by standard deviation of measurements (Pfeifer et al., 2004)
The reason for systematic drift of the identified terrain point heights in vegetation is algorithm-
based, as more last returns in vegetation are measured somewhere in the middle of the vegetation
height than on bare ground. Therefore the bare ground measurements are scarce and identified
by DTM algorithms as outliers. Systematic drift can sometimes be negative as small hills are
wrongly identified as vegetation (Brzank et al., 2005).
The variation in DTM heights or standard deviation of measurements is vegetation type depen-
dent.
From extended research on 13 datasets collected by different models of airborne laser scanners in
Canada (Hopkinson et al., 2006), the connection between standard deviation SD and vegetation
height H was found to be linear at least for certain groups of vegetation types:
• for short vegetation (aquatic, grass-herb, low shrub) when H < 2 m: H = 2.7 · SD
• for forest vegetation when 2 m < H < 4 m: SD and H are not correlated
• for tall vegetation when H > 4 m: H = 2.5 · SD
The multiplier of 2.5 for all vegetation heights (short grass to tall trees) does not statistically
significantly differ from the before mentioned multipliers of 2.7 for short vegetation and 2.5 for
tall vegetation (Hopkinson et al., 2006). When checking very short vegetation (e.g. short
grass) when H ≤ 20 cm, the influence of vegetation is stohastic and the connection between
standard deviation and vegetation hight cannot be given (Gorte et al., 2005). Gorte et al. (2005)
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also derived a similar linear relation between point height SD and shift of the DTM for very
short vegetation: H = 2.2 · SD− 0.03.
When comparing laser data and measured ground control points, which are taken as true earth
without errors, the standard deviation (SD) becomes the height accuracy of laser data for certain
vegetation type (Pfeifer et al., 2004). Therefore the first approximate for vegetation height
related error vector c(H) can be introduced from Hopkinson et al. (2006) connection between
the SD and vegetation height (H), which was introduced for short and tall vegetation:
c(H) =
 00
H/2.5
 (5.44)
Another trend is seen that higher vegetation produces higher variability in the data, therefore
the errors become higher. Ahokas et al. (2003) and Hyyppa¨ et al. (2005) state that in forested
areas the increase in flying altitude from 400 to 1500 m rises the random error of DTM derivation
by 50% and gives a different value of systematic error.
The higher density laser data is used, the deeper penetration into the vegetation is possible also
for conifer forests. Therefore higher laser frequencies have to be used to reach to the bare ground
– it is recommended to use high density laser scanning with 8-10 pt/m2 (Chasmer et al., 2006;
Reutebuch et al., 2003). When using such high density laser scanning the sub-canopy elevation
mapping gives comparable accuracy to that in open areas (Deems and Painter, 2006). Raber et
al. (2007) found only weak relationship between different vegetation type and number of points
per unit area, with a general upward trend of errors when applying smaller number of points
per unit area. Therefore the equation 5.44 should be amended with flying height and density of
points per unit area relation in the future.
To evaluate the accuracies of the laser scanning data cloud correctly, it is necessary to divide the
point cloud into segments including just one type of vegetation. Therefore, the procedures of
introducing the height texture (Pfeifer et al., 2004; Brzank et al., 2005) or vegetation roughness
(McKean and Roering, 2005) in point cloud to automatically distinguish between different veg-
etation types are investigated. The variability of intensity and different proportion of different
pulse returns (a combination of first and other returns) in different vegetation types is studied
too (Moffiet et al., 2005; Brzank et al., 2005; Morsdorf et al., 2005). Also data fusion of laser
scanning with imaging spectrometer can be used to classify vegetation land cover (Koetz, et al.,
2007).
5.6.3 Height error resulting from the thickness of snow
When acquiring laser scanning data on terrain covered by snow, the snow can be treated as a
certain vegetation type which induces additional upward drift of the terrain. On the other hand
also the vegetation type under the snow should not be forgotten as it adds a certain variability
in data which is vegetation type related, as already mentioned in previous section (Hopkinson
et al., 2001).
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The laser beam penetrates a few cm into the snow or glacier, which depends on the structure
of snow or glacier (the size of ice grains...). Therefore additional vertical errors in the order
of 1 cm can be expected (Deems and Painter, 2006). When using laser scanning for glacier
and avalanches monitoring in mountainous terrain a careful flight planning should be done to
minimize the additional vertical errors (see next chapter). When monitoring glaciers, higher
flying altitudes are used. For flying altitude of 2000 m above ground the vertical error of 20 cm
can be expected and usefulness of data set for glacier surface elevation change in the range of 0.5
to 0.7 m is expected (Geist et al., 2003). On the other hand snow depth from 25 to 40 cm in the
areas covered by forest already present a problem (flying altitudes around 700 m) (Hopkinson
et al., 2001).
5.6.4 Additional vertical error in steeper terrain
The majority of tests of laser scanning error assessment is done in flat or just slightly hilly terrain
(McKean and Roering, 2005). Larger errors can be expected when working in steeper terrain.
There are two types of additional vertical error (Baltsavias, 1999b; Schenk, 2001; Hodgson and
Bresnahan, 2004; McKean and Roering, 2005; Deems and Painter, 2006):
• the influence of planimetric basic systematic errors (hardware/software effect errors) on
the height error
• the influence of laser footprint spread over the inclined terrain – time-walk error
The influence of planimetric systematic errors (Figure 5.16A) can be described by the
angle of slope α. The maximal additional hight error is (Baltsavias, 1999b):
|∆zadd1| = |∆x∆y| · tanα (5.45)
The maximum error will only occur if the displacement is perpendicular to the contour line. The
error will be zero for displacement parallel with contour line. Unfortunately, in practice the di-
rection of planimetric error is not known. Planimetric error is often reported to be approximately
1/1000 of the flying altitude on most airborne laser scanners (Hodgson and Bresnahan, 2004).
When knowing the behaviour of planimetric errors and the shape of terrain, the additional hight
error can be minimized with correct flight planing.
For example 100 cm horizontal error on a 10◦ slope can induce an additional vertical error of 18
cm.
The time walk error (Figure 5.16B) depends only on the principle of laser scanning – the
spread of laser footprint because of the laser divergence. Because of the divergence the laser
footprint is not just a point but a circular area of certain diameter. At the first contact with
the ground the echo is returned to the laser system. On flat terrain this point is in the center of
the laser footprint, from where planimetric coordinates are given also. On steep terrain the first
point from which range (vertical distance) is measured is on the upper part of the footprint. On
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Figure 5.16: A) vertical error induced by horizontal errors, B) vertical error induced by laser footprint
spread.
Slika 5.16: A) napaka zaradi planimetricˇne napake skeniranja, B) napaka zaradi velikosti odtisa
laserske tocˇke na tleh.
the other hand the planimetric position is given for the center of the laser footprint, which lies
downhill. This error does not exist on flat terrain where both points coincide. The time walk
error can be written as (Baltsavias, 1999b; McKean and Roering, 2005):
|∆zadd2| = hγ| tanα|2 (5.46)
where h is the flying altitude, γ angle of laser beam divergence, α the slope of the terrain.
Typical commercial laser scanners have a divergence of a laser beam in the order of 0.2 to 1 mrad
(Baltsavias, 1999a). This error grows rapidly even for laser scanners with a small divergence.
At a terrain slope of 60% and flying altitude of 600 m this error is approximately 20 cm.
When slope angle and aspect are changing significantly over small spatial scales, the probability
increases that individual laser scanner reflections will record inaccurate elevations because of
the additional vertical errors (McKean and Roering, 2005).
The influence of different number of points per unit area in sloped terrain on height
error component can be described with a simple empirically gained equation defined by Kraus
(2004):
∆Z[cm] = ±( 6√
n
+ 120 tanα) (5.47)
where ∆Z is height error component, n number of points per unit area and α terrain slope.
THE SIZE
When checking the behaviour of DTM accuracy for different vegetation types, Hodgson et al.
(2005) found no influence of slope bellow 8◦ on the vertical error behaviour. The observed vertical
errors for different vegetation types on slopes of 25◦ are twice as big as those on relatively low
slopes (α less than 4◦) (Hodgson and Bresnahan, 2004).
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5.7 Discussion
As the laser scanning points are calculated with direct georeferencing the knowledge about
the behaviour of different errors contributing to inaccuracy of laser scanning points is of great
importance.
In this chapter the details on positional and height error sources were described in detail. The
error sizes and its behaviour was discussed. The errors were connected together with Schenk’s
geolocation equation. Three major error sources were discussed:
• the basic systematic errors
• the errors of laser scanning mission
• the errors caused by nature of the target
Only the basic systematic errors behave systematically and can mainly be removed by correct
in-the-flight calibration. As person placing order cannot know if the in-the-flight calibration
was performed correctly, we should not neglect them. On the other hand the errors resulting
from the laser scanning mission and the errors resulting from the characteristic of the target
can never be totaly removed. The errors resulting from laser scanning mission do not behave
systematically. The errors resulting from the characteristic of the target behave systematically if
the laser scanning data is segmented by the vegetation type or/and slope of the terrain. As the
laser data is usually acquired for new detailed presentation of the terrain, no segmentation of
data by this two factors is done in advance. Therefore the removal of vegetation height or/and
slope related errors can be done only when already working with laser data.
For the purpose of ordering the Schenk’s error model has to be simplified, as ordinary engineer
who is in-charge of data ordering for municipality will not have time to search for sizes of errors
and calculate them with Schenk’s error model. Therefore we will simplify this model in the next
chapter.
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6 SIMPLIFIED LASER SCANNING ERROR MODEL –
A-PRIORI ERROR ESTIMATION
6.1 Introduction
Our purpose in this chapter is to get an equation, which will be simple and useful for planning
the laser scanning mission, meaning that a person with basic technical knowledge can use it,
without deep search of literature for the size of errors. Also the equation will not be scan angle
dependent, as providers usually do not deliver scan angle components for each point. Therefore
our derivation do not have an intention to give an exact error model. Examples of exact models
can be found in literature (Schenk, 2001; Beinat and Crosilla, 2002; Friess, 2006; Skaloud and
Lichti, 2006). The result of our error model will give an estimation of average and total error of
laser points in one laser scanning mission.
The simulations of Schenk’s and simplified error models were performed in the Matlab.
6.2 Simplification
Basic systematic errors presented in Schenk’s error model (equation 5.3 on page 52) will be
expanded by vegetation type related errors c(H) (equation 5.44 on page 76), and by synchro-
nization error ∆ps described in Section 5.5.1 on page 69. The rotation from local to global
ortogonal reference system RW will be neglected, as we will treat GPS measurements as related
to local reference system, the same as in Schenk’s computations (2001). In our simplification
the local and the global reference systems from Figure 5.13 coincide and the GPS phase center
of the flying platform is situated in the center of the Earth.
When adding errors of individual components, which are treated as uncorrelated, the basic
geolocation equation with included errors can be written as:
xL = x0+∆x0+RGEO·∆RINS·RINS
(
s0 +∆s0 +∆Rm ·Rm ·∆Rs ·Rs · h−(d+∆d)
)
+∆ps+c(H)
(6.1)
By testing Schenk’s error model, it can be seen that is mainly scan angle and heading angle
dependent, if roll and pitch angles are small (e.g. we allow maximal roll or pitch angles of
±6◦, as the flying platform has to be nearly horizontal regarding the terrain during the flight).
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The variability of Schenk’s and in our thesis developed average error model can be seen already
on Figures 6.1 and 6.2, where the influence on flying height and ∆RINS is presented. Other
variabilities can be seen in Appendix C, where the next influences are graphically presented:
• changing ∆Rs and ∆Rm is presented on Figure C.1 and C.2 on pages 181 and 182
• changing Rm is presented on Figure C.3 on page 183
• changing RINS values (roll and pitch) is presented on Figure C.6 and C.7 on page 186 and
187
• changing RGEO is presented on C.4 and C.5 on pages 184 and 185
There Schenk’s error model describes sine curve with non-negligible amplitude. With simplifica-
tion we would like to derive an error model, which is not scan angle and heading dependent, as
the users of simplified error model will not use it for different scan angles and different headings.
To predict a-priori error size from Schenk’s error model for different scan angles and/or flying
heights, we have to know which heading angles will be used during the flight. Unfortunately
the heading angle cannot be planned. Therefore the purpose of our simplified error model is to
give an average and maximal expected error values, without numerous calculations of equation
6.1 as were needed to draw Figures in Appendix C. Simplified error model should give an av-
erage value of errors, when used for different scan angle or different heading. Therefore we are
searching for average value of Schenk’s error model. Secondary the simplified error model should
represent maximal error value, used to foresee the maximal errors, which can be expected, if
basic systematic errors were not totally removed in the post-processing.
The simplification of equation 6.1 will start with basic systematic errors term. First the behav-
iour of the inner term ∆Rm ·Rm ·∆Rs ·Rs ·h−(d+∆d) will be studied and treated as the only error
source. Other components of plain systematic errors will be added afterwards. When ordering
lidar survey mission, the sizes of ∆Rm, Rm and ∆Rs components are not known, as these are
connected to the specific lidar system, which will be used in survey mission. Therefore one
should apply some general numerical values representing the majority of lidar systems available
on the market, and treat these components as fixed. As Rm is also not known in the process
of lidar ordering, it will be treated as constant value too. Therefore the vector x1 of the inner
term can be written as:
x1 = ∆Rm ·Rm ·∆Rs ·Rs · h−(d+∆d) (6.2)
Three general types of ∆Rm and ∆Rs errors with variations were taken into account when
doing simulations (Table 6.1). These values can be found in literature:
• maximal errors (for details see Section 5.4.1 and 5.4.2)
• errors approximately half size of maximal errors and
• minimal possible errors
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Figure 6.1: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model for
different flying height h, scan angle 0◦, with variable heading angle. The simulation is done for
∆RINS values of ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦ and ∆ψ = 0.007◦, and average magnitude of roll and pitch
angles of 1◦. Error components A) ∆X , B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika 6.1: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem ∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu mo-
delu napak ∆xave pri razlicˇni viˇsini leta h in kotu skeniranja 0◦.
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Figure 6.2: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model for
different ∆RINS values and variable heading angle. The simulation is done for flying height of 1000
m and scan angle 0◦ and average magnitude of roll and pitch angles of 1◦. Error components: A)
∆X, B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika 6.2: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem ∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu mo-
delu napak ∆xave pri razlicˇni vrednostih kotov ∆RINS in spremenljivem kotu pozibavanja. Za viˇsino
leta 1000 m in kot skeniranja 0◦.
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Table 6.1: Different combinations of ∆Rm and ∆Rs errors, all are expressed in degrees [◦].
Tabela 6.1: Najvecˇja, srednja in najmanjˇsa kombinacija napak ∆Rm in ∆Rs, vse napake so
izrazˇene v stopinjah [◦].
ε ∆τ ∆βi ∆κ ∆ϕ dmx dmy dmz
maximum 0.020 0.030 0.0350 0.030 0.030 0.010 0.010 0.010
medium 0.010 0.015 0.0175 0.015 0.015 0.005 0.005 0.005
minimum 0.001 0.005 0.0035 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
The maximal possible mounting bias angles, which are represented in Rm, were below 3◦ (3◦,
1◦, 0.01◦ and 0.001◦ were tested (see Appendix C Figure C.3 on page 183). Such Rm values
can be expected, if precise fixation of INS/GPS system and laser scanner can be performed.
The laser point planimetric and height difference of just few centimeters between highest and
smallest mentioned mounting bias value was calculated. Therefore a very small mounting bias
angles Rm – all components equal to 0.001◦ – were used for our simulation.
For clarity, we will define the product of mounting bias and rotation between the laser beam
and the laser system, as K1:
K1 ≡ ∆Rm ·Rm ·∆Rs =
 k11 k12 k13k21 k22 k23
k31 k32 k33
 (6.3)
From Table 6.1 the values of K1 matrix, with diagonal values of approximately 1, can be calcu-
lated. Now x(h)1 can be written as:
x(h)1 = K1 ·Rs · hh = K1 ·
 1 0 00 cosβ − sinβ
0 sinβ cosβ
 ·
 00
h
 (6.4)
where the range d+∆d is replaced by flying height h and scan angle rotation matrix Rs from
equation 5.4 (on page 54) is written out.
The error vector x1 will be expanded with other error sources that represent the basic systematic
errors. First the translation vector s0 between laser and GPS system and its error ∆s0 should be
added. If we postulate that INS/GPS and laser systems are unique for one aeroplane (helicopter),
than the translation vector s0 is measured only once at the installation of both systems – its
value is constant for every laser scanning mission carried out with this aeroplane. In order of
simplicity, we postulate that both systems are fixed at an identical point. Therefore the s0 is 0
and also the translation vector error ∆s0 is neglected.
The terms representing just errors will be treated as variables, therefore they will be grouped
and put in brackets on the right side of equation 6.5:
xL = x0 +RGEO ·∆RINS ·RINS · x(h)1 + (∆ps +∆x0 + c(H)) (6.5)
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The first two terms of equation 6.5 represent the basic Schenk’s geolocation equation with
included errors. The terms in brackets represent the errors of synchronization, sensor positioning
and vegetation height. To transform this expanded Schenk’s geolocation equation into equation
describing just errors, the first two terms of equation 6.5 are replaced with term representing
just Schenk’s basic systematic errors (without s0 +∆s0 term which was already neglected and
X0 which is self-dependent term in equation 6.8):
∆xs = RGEO ·∆RINS ·RINS · x(h)1 −RGEO ·RINS · x(h)∗1 (6.6)
where x(h)1 includes fixed errors and is described in equation 6.4 and x(h)∗1 which does not
include errors is:
x(h)∗1 = Rm ·Rs · hh (6.7)
Now the total error of lidar point is:
∆x = ∆xs +∆ps +∆x0 + c(H) (6.8)
6.3 The simulation
6.3.1 Neglecting RGEO
First the influence of RGEO was evaluated for scan angle of 0◦ and flying height of 1000 m.
Following the discussion in Section 5.4.5 on RGEO the middle values of deflection of the vertical
η = 0.0028◦ and ξ = 0.0028◦ for Bessel ellipsoid in Slovenia were used for geographical latitude
of ϕ = 45◦. In simplified and Schenk error models only the differences of 10−5 m can be noted
when changing the deflection of the vertical components from 0◦-0.0055◦. In Appendix C the
behaviour of Schenk’s model when changing RGEO is presented: on Figure C.4 on page 184
for scan angle 0◦ and on Figure C.5 on page 185 for scan angle 20◦ is presented. Therefore its
influence on simplified error model can be neglected and basic systematic error can be written
without RGEO:
∆xs = ∆RINS ·RINS · x(h)1 −RINS · x(h)∗1 (6.9)
Therefore, also simplified total error of laser scanning points (equation 6.8) is written
without RGEO:
∆x = (∆RINS ·RINS · x(h)1 −RINS · x(h)∗1) + ∆ps +∆x0 + c(H) (6.10)
6.3.2 Basic systematic errors
In next sections the behaviour of basic systematic errors written with equation 6.9 will be
studied. The simplified model xs was tested using simulation of laser points by changing the
RINS, ∆RINS and flying height.
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As already mentioned in Chapter 5, RINS and ∆RINS have major influence on the size of basic
systematic error of laser point. The flying platform has to be nearly horizontal regarding the
terrain during the flight, therefore roll and pitch angles with maximal values of ±6◦ can be
expected. As these angles are small, the average value of angles for whole flight mission is 0◦,
the average magnitude of angle on the other hand is a half of maximal value 3◦ (Figure 6.3). If
we are even more strict, the maximal values of ±2◦ can be used, with the average magnitude
of angle 1◦. For the simulations just the average magnitudes of these angles will be used. The
heading of aeroplane changes with time and direction of aeroplane, therefore the heading varies
from 0◦ to 360◦ and therefore it cannot be replaced by an average magnitude. In reality, all
angles of 360◦ are not covered in one flight mission.
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Figure 6.3: Evenly changing angle can be represented by its average value or average magnitude.
Slika 6.3: Zvezno spreminjajocˇi se kot po enoti cˇasa lahko opiˇsemo z njegovo povprecˇno velikostjo
in povprecˇno magnitudo.
First the influence of ∆RINS was tested. Different values of ∆RINS combinations already de-
scribed in Section 5.4.4 were tested. The majority of laser scanning providers nowadays aim for
better accuracy, therefore a trend is seen to employ medium-priced INS as defined by Cramer
(1997) (see page 64). Hereafter our simulations are therefore based on ∆RINS values of roll and
pitch errors of ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦, and heading error ∆ψ = 0.007◦ were used unless stated
differently.
As can be seen in Appendix C on Figure 6.2 (page 84) the difference between applying the
worst INS combination of low priced INS (∆φ = ∆θ = 0.04◦, ∆ψ = 0.05◦) and middle value of
medium-priced INS (∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦, ∆ψ = 0.007◦) brings more than 60 cm difference in
planimetric components (∆X and ∆Y ) and 2 cm difference in height component (∆Z).
In Appendix C on Figure 6.1 (page 83) the behaviour of simplified and Schenk’s error model
for different flying heights and different headings for scan angle 0◦ is presented. All three
components of Schenk’s error model ∆xs describe the sine curve, while RINS values of roll and
pitch errors of ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦, and heading error ∆ψ = 0.007◦ were used. The amplitude
of sine curve of Schenk’s error model describes the variability in error components and is only
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flying height dependent.
In Appendix C on Figures C.8 (page 188), C.9 (page 189), C.10 (page 190) and C.11 (page
191) the behaviour of basic systematic errors for different scan angles, roll, pitch and different
headings in shown.
6.4 The average value of basic systematic errors
Basic systematic errors depend mainly on scan angle, heading angle and flying height as seen
in Appendix C. To predict the error size for different scan angles and flying height, we have
to know which heading will be used during the flight for each laser point. Unfortunately the
heading angle cannot be planned. Therefore we would like to get average and maximal values
of basic systematic errors, without the numerous calculations of equation 6.9. If the heading is
changing evenly during the flight, different values from 0◦ − 360◦ can be expected. Therefore
the average size of plain systematic errors can be calculated as an integral of heading in range
of 0◦ − 360◦ for individual error vector component (∆Xs, ∆Ys, ∆Zs):
∆xs =
 ∆Xs∆Ys
∆Zs
 (6.11)
The error components of vector ∆xs are written out in Appendix C on page 177.
Therefore the average size of basic systematic errors for different scan angles
∆xs ave(β) can be calculated as an integral over heading for individual error vector components
< ∆xs >:
∆xs ave(β) =< ∆xs >=
 < ∆Xs >< ∆Ys >
< ∆Zs >
 =
 12pi
∫ 2pi
0 ∆Xsdψ
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 ∆Ysdψ
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 ∆Zsdψ
 = (6.12)
=
264 −∆θ sin θx1(1, 1) + ∆θ cos θ sinφx1(2, 1) + ∆θ cos θ cosφx1(3, 1)∆φ sin θx1(1, 1)−∆φ cos θ sinφx1(2, 1)−∆φ cos θ cosφx1(3, 1)
− sin θx1(1, 1) + cos θ sinφx1(2, 1) + cos θ cosφx1(3, 1) + sin θx∗1(1, 1)− cos θ sinφx∗1(2, 1)− cos θ cosφx∗1(3, 1)
375
If the error components of ∆Rm and ∆Rs are small, we can say that x1(h) ≈ x∗1(h), therefore
the average value of height error component is 0 m.
The final derivation of average value error value independent from heading and in-
dependent from scan angle can be calculated as an integral over heading and over scan
angle:
∆xs ave =<< ∆xs >>=
 << ∆Xs >><< ∆Ys >>
<< ∆Zs >>
 =

1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 dψ
∫ β0
−β0 dβ∆Xs
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 dψ
∫ β0
−β0 dβ∆Ys
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 dψ
∫ β0
−β0 dβ∆Zs
 = (6.13)
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=
264 h·sin β0β0 (−∆θ sin θk13 +∆θ cos θ sinφk23 +∆θ cos θ cosφk33)h·sin β0β0 (∆φ sin θk13 −∆φ cos θ sinφk23 −∆φ cos θ cosφk33)
h·sin β0
β0
(− sin θk13 + cos θ sinφk23 + cos θ cosφk33 + sin θRm(1, 3)− cos θ sinφRm(2, 3)− cos θ cosφRm(3, 3))
375
where β0 is maximal possible scan angle and k13, k23, k33 are components ofK1 matrix (equation
6.3) and Rm(1, 3), Rm(2, 3), Rm(3, 3) are components of Rm matrix (equation 5.11).
If x1(h) ≈ x∗1(h) the average error value of height component is 0 m. For the selected values of
∆Rm, Rm and ∆Rs explained on the page 85, the upper coefficients have the next values:
k13 = 1.22 · 10−4
k23 = −1.22 · 10−4
k33 = 1
Rm(1, 3) = 1.74 · 10−5
Rm(2, 3) = −1.74 · 10−5
Rm(3, 3) = 1
(6.14)
Now the ∆xs ave value can quickly be calculated, with deciding only on roll, pitch angles and
their errors and inserting these values in equation 6.13. Also total scan angle and heading angle
independent error can now quickly be calculated, without the multiplication of matrices, while
replacing in equation 6.8 ∆xs with ∆xs ave:
∆x = ∆xs ave +∆ps +∆x0 + c(H) (6.15)
On Figure 6.4 the average values for different scan angles, ∆RINS and constant flying height of
1000 m are presented. First, we consider planimetric components. When applying higher values
of ∆RINS the average value of basic systematic errors increases. The averages between different
scan angles for ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.02◦, ∆ψ = 0.03◦ and average magnitude of roll or pitch angles of
3◦ differ for altogether 3 cm. The averages between different scan angles for ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦
and ∆ψ = 0.007◦, differ for 0.7 cm.
On Figure 6.4C the average height component values are drawn. These values are ∆RINS
independent. They depend mainly on average magnitude of roll and pitch. If using average
height error value for different scan angles of 0 m (derived for x1(h) ≈ x∗1(h)), a difference of at
most 5 cm from real average value can be gained, when unfavorable scan angles are used. When
checking the average height error value independent from scan angle at most a few cm difference
from 0 m can be expected. Therefore when applying in a laser scanning mission small ∆RINS
values the average height value of 0 m is a good approximation for average basic systematic
height error.
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Figure 6.4: The average error values for different scan angles calculated by equation 6.12 and average
error value independent from scan and heading angle (marked with average) calculated by equation
6.13. The simulation is done for roll-pitch errors ∆φ and heading error ∆ψ combinations and average
magnitude of roll and pitch angles φ written in legend. Error components: A) ∆X, B) ∆Y , C) ∆Z.
Slika 6.4: Povprecˇne vrednosti napak odvisna of kota skeniranja (enacˇba 6.12) in neodvisna od kota
skeniranja (enacˇba 6.13) oznacˇene z average. V legendah so podane INS napake zibanja in guganja
∆φ, napake pozibavanja ∆ψ ter srednjo velikost kotov zibanja in guganja φ
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6.5 The maximal value of basic systematic errors
The average value can now be conveniently calculated with equation 6.13. When planning laser
scanning measurements, also the largest expected errors are of our great interest. In Appendix
C on Figure C.8, C.9, C.10 and C.11 (pages 188–191) the sizes of errors for different headings
and different scan angles are drawn for Schenk’s and average basic systematic error.
For basic systematic error model the maximum errors are not fixed on constant heading angles
and therefore cannot be known in advance. The headings on which maximum errors appear are
varying according to scan angle, ∆RINS and average magnitude of roll or pitch angles (Figure
6.5). The greatest maximum errors can be expected for scan angle of 20◦.
The headings of maxima were calculated as first derivatives ∂∆xs/∂ψ for each of the ∆xs
components. The differentiation between maxima and minima was done by inspection of the
second derivatives ∆2xs/∂ψ2 (see Appendix C on page 180). Some maxima for different flying
heights and ∆RINS with scan angle 20◦ are drawn on Figure 6.6.
To calculate a maximum of one component with equation 6.15 at least three equations have
to be calculated and analyzed (∂∆xs/∂ψ, ∆xs(∂∆xs/∂ψ) and ∆2xs/∂ψ2). In order to quickly
derive a-priori maximum error size a faster method has to be proposed.
It would be the most convenient, if average value of basic systematic error would be somehow
connected to maximal value, as it would reduce the computational effort. Therefore, the maximal
values for scan angle 20◦ and average values independent from scan angle ∆xs ave (equation 6.13)
were plotted on Figure 6.7. With first and second derivatives calculated maximum values were
derived for different flying heights and different ∆RINS combinations. Planimetric and height
component shows linear correlation between maximum and average value. With the adjustment
of indirect observations the least squares fitting of the following linear regression for 32 values
of ∆xs max and ∆xs ave was performed 1:
∆xs max =
 ∆Xs max∆Ys max
∆Zs max
 =
 ∆Xs ave · kx ave +∆ψ · kx ∆ψ +∆φ · kx ∆φ + h · kx h + kx 0∆Ys ave · kz ave +∆ψ · ky ∆ψ +∆φ · ky ∆φ + h · ky h + ky 0
∆Zs ave · kz ave +∆ψ · kz ∆ψ +∆φ · kz ∆φ + h · kz h + kz 0

(6.16)
The maximum value components depend on average error value ∆xs max components, heading
error ∆ψ, roll and pitch errors ∆φ (as ∆φ = ∆θ) and flying height h. Statistical analysis on the
significance of the estimated unknown parameters (r=5) was carried out by t-Student test – for
component X the unknown parameters are kx ave, kx ∆ψ, kx ∆φ, kx h, kx 0. For a significance
level α equal to 95%, the statistically not significant parameters were picked out by testing the
null hypothesis of the t-test (Mikhail and Ackerman, 1976; Crosilla et al., 2005b):
kˆ
σˆk
≤ t(n− r)1−α (6.17)
1details how the least square fitting and statistical analysis on the significance of estimated unknowns was
performed are in Appendix D from page 193 on
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Figure 6.5: The heading values for maxima at different scan angles: 20◦, 15◦, 10◦, 8◦, 5◦, 2◦, 0◦, -2◦,
-5◦, -8◦, -10◦, -15◦, -20◦ and ∆RINS values: ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦, ∆ψ = 0.007◦, ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.01◦,
∆ψ = 0.02◦, ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.02◦, ∆ψ = 0.03◦ and average magnitude of roll and pitch angles of 1◦
and 3◦. Error components: A) ∆X, B) ∆Y , C) ∆Z.
Slika 6.5: Koti pozibavanja za maksimume ob razlicˇnih kotih skeniranja: 20◦, 15◦, 10◦, 8◦, 5◦, 2◦,
0◦, -2◦, -5◦, -8◦, -10◦, -15◦, -20◦; in razlicˇnih kombinacijah ∆RINS kotov: ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦,
∆ψ = 0.007◦, ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.01◦, ∆ψ = 0.02◦, ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.02◦, ∆ψ = 0.03◦; ter srednji velikosti
kotov zibanja in guganja 1◦ in 3◦.
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Figure 6.6: The maxima of simplified basic systematic error model for scan angle of 20◦, for different
∆RINS combinations and for different flying heights. The average magnitude or roll and pitch angles
3◦ is used. Error components: A) ∆X, B) ∆Y , C) ∆Z.
Slika 6.6: Velikosti maksimumov v poenostavljenem Schenkovem modelu napak za kot skeniranja
20◦, razlicˇne kombinacije ∆RINS kotov in razlicˇne viˇsine leta. Povprecˇna velikost kotov zibanja in
guganja je 3◦.
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Figure 6.7: The correlation between maxima for scan angle of 20◦ and average value independent
from scan angle, for different ∆RINS and flying heights combinations. The average magnitude or
roll and pitch angles 3◦ is used. Error components: A) ∆X, B) ∆Y , C) ∆Z.
Slika 6.7: Korelacija med vrednostmi maksimumov za kot skeniranja 20◦ in povprecˇno vrednos-
tjo neodvisno od kota skeniramnja pri razlicˇnih kombinacijah ∆RINS kotov in razlicˇno viˇsino leta.
Povprecˇna velikost kotov φ in θ je 3◦.
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After neglecting the parameter satisfying the null hypothesis, the least squares fitting was per-
formed once again with reduced number of parameters. The rejection of parameter can be
accepted when a-posteriori variance factors of both least square fittings are statistically the
same. This is performed applying a F -test with significance level α = 95% and converges to the
satisfaction of the null hypothesis (Albertella et al., 1997; Crosilla et al., 2005b):
(n− r)σˆ20(r−1) − (n− r − 1)σˆ20(r)
r · σˆ20(r)
≤ F (1, n− r − 1)1−α (6.18)
Figure 6.4 shows, that if absolute values of average planimeric components are used, the ∆X
and ∆Y average components are the same, because the roll and pitch errors are the same. The
same can be said for maxima. Therefore final derivation of maximal error can be written only for
planimetric |∆Xs max| = |∆Ys max| and height component ∆Zs max. With reduction of factors
by equation 6.17 and 6.18 the final version of simplified maximum value of basic systematic
errors can be written as:
∆xs max =
 |∆Xs max| = |∆Ys max|
∆Zs max
 = (6.19)
=
[
∆Xs ave · 1.44 + ∆ψ · 5.60 + ∆φ · (−7.59) + h · 1.79 · 10−4
∆φ · (−8.74) + h · 2.11 · 10−4 + 0.15
]
The average error components and flying height are written in meters, the errors of heading and
pitch (∆φ = ∆θ) are written in degrees.
6.6 Adding errors of synchronization, sensor positioning and vegetation
height
To get overall a-priori error estimation the basic systematic errors (average and maximum value)
should be expanded with the errors of synchronization, sensor positioning and vegetation height.
After the process of post-processing the synchronization error vector ∆ps of 5× 10−5 m can be
expected (see Section 5.5.1 on page 69). As its size is very small it can be neglected.
In optimal conditions for GPS measurements sensor positioning error has a value of |∆x0| =
0.05 − 0.10 m (Section 5.5.3 on page 72) and therefore cannot be neglected. Looking at the
planimetric error components, the additional ∆x0 does not bring a big change. On the contrary,
∆x0 has a major influence on the height error component, with its average value of 0 m gained
by basic systematic errors.
The vegetation height related error (Section 5.6.2), which acts only on the height error compo-
nent should not be overlooked. This error (equation 5.44) is vegetation height dependent. In
the process of laser scanning planning it is therefore important to define the major vegetation
types in the area of interest, and for each vegetation type to calculate the vegetation related
error. For example, if not considering that the area of interest is covered with conifer forest an
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additional height error of at least 0.2 m for laser scanning points representing the ground can
be expected when flying at 1000 m compared to the area covered by asphalt.
When neglecting the ∆ps and ∆s0 the final version of our simplified laser scanning error model
presenting whole a-priori expected errors can be written for average and maximal expected
basic systematic errors:
∆xave = ∆xs ave +∆x0 + c(H) = (6.20)
=
264 h·sin β0β0 (−∆θ sin θk13 +∆θ cos θ sinφk23 +∆θ cos θ cosφk33)h·sin β0β0 (∆φ sin θk13 −∆φ cos θ sinφk23 −∆φ cos θ cosφk33)
h·sin β0
β0
(− sin θk13 + cos θ sinφk23 + cos θ cosφk33 + sin θRm(1, 3)− cos θ sinφRm(2, 3)− cos θ cosφRm(3, 3))
375
+∆x0 + c(H)
∆xmax = ∆xs max +∆x0 + c(H) = (6.21)
=
[
∆Xs ave · 1.44 + ∆ψ · 5.60 + ∆φ · (−7.59) + h · 1.79 · 10−4
∆φ · (−8.74) + h · 2.11 · 10−4 + 0.15
]
+∆x0 + c(H)
6.7 Discussion
There are many cases when customer needs to order laser scanning data, but does not posses any
knowledge on error contributors sizes (described in Chapter 5). To decide which laser scanning
data are useful, he has to specify the purpose of laser scanning acquisition, as the purpose
defines the level of detail presented in laser scanning point cloud and the overall accuracy of
laser scanning points.
Different purposes (e.g. detailed 3D models of urban areas, flood risk maps, vegetation cover
analysis) dictate the desired number of points per unit area, as this value defines the level of
detail which can be extracted from laser scanning data (see Section 4.3 on page 31).
Overall allowed laser scanning accuracy also defines the level of detail, which can be extracted
from laser scanning data (see Chapter 7 on page 99). The simplified error model defined in
this study gives us a tool to define in advance the average and maximal expected error sizes.
It can also be used as a first approximation when a-posteriori error quality control field-work is
planned, for example to decide on the GPS measurement protocol (real time kinematic – RTK
or differential GPS method – DGPS).
Through the description of different laser scanning error groups (basic systematic errors, flight
mission related and target’s characteristics related errors) and evaluation of its sizes derived
from literature, the Schenk’s error model describing basic systematic errors was simplified and
amended with flight mission and target characteristics related errors. Simplification of error
model is based on the simulation of different error sources in laser scanning point cloud. Based
on the comparison of influences of different error source values on total error size, the following
error sources were neglected: the rotation from global to local orthogonal coordinate systemRW ,
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the rotation from reference system defined by local vertical to local orthogonal reference system
RGEO, the offset vector s0 between GPS/INS and laser scanning system, the error of offset vector
∆s0 and the error of synchronization between GPS/INS/lidar system ∆ps. The simplified error
model treats mounting bias Rm, its error ∆Rm and the error of scan angle measurements ∆Rs
as constant. The most important appendix to Schenk’s error model is vegetation height related
error c(H) from the group of target characteristic errors, which has the greatest influence on
total error size of laser scanning points in areas covered with vegetation.
Simplified error model gives us an average and maximal error size of laser scanning points for the
whole laser scanning point cloud independent from scan and heading angle. On the contrary the
maximum error size in original Schenk’s error model is heading angle dependent. To calculate the
average and maximal error size with this simplification, we have to decide only on the permitted
size of roll, pitch and heading error components ∆RINS, GPS sensor positioning errors ∆x0,
vegetation height related error c(H) and flying height h. Therefore our simplified error model
gives us an easy tool to define possible error sizes in laser scanning point cloud a-priori to laser
scanning mission, as the average and maximal possible error sizes can be calculated with using
just two simple equations.
Now we will insert in the simplified error model the realistic values. In Table 6.2 few values of
basic systematic (equations 6.13 and 6.19) and whole a-priori expected errors (equations 6.20
and 6.21) divided on planimetric and height components are presented.
Table 6.2: The absolute values of planimetric (|∆X|) and height components (|∆Z|) expressed in
meters for basic (b) and whole expected errors for different ∆RINS values, average magnitude of roll
and pitch (φ = θ) and flying height (h).
Tabela 6.2: Absolutne vrednosti po planimetriji (|∆X|) in viˇsini (|∆Z|) za-
pisane v metrih za sistematicˇne napake (b) in skupno koncˇno napako.
average maximum
∆φ = ∆θ[◦] ∆ψ[◦] φ = θ[◦] h [m] |∆X|b |∆Z|b |∆X| |∆Z| |∆X|b |∆Z|b |∆X| |∆Z|
0.005 0.007 3 1000 0.08 0 0.15 0.05 0.28 0.10 0.35 0.15
0.005 0.007 3 800 0.06 0 0.13 0.05 0.23 0.07 0.30 0.14
0.005 0.007 3 600 0.05 0 0.12 0.05 0.17 0.06 0.21 0.13
0.02 0.04 3 1000 0.34 0 0.41 0.05 0.73 0.23 0.80 0.28
0.02 0.04 3 800 0.26 0 0.31 0.05 0.58 0.19 0.65 0.26
The difference between applying ∆RINS values of ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦, ∆ψ = 0.007◦ and ∆φ =
∆θ = 0.02◦, ∆ψ = 0.04◦ is evident. If we employ laser scanning mission with the ∆RINS values
of ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.02◦, ∆ψ = 0.04◦, and do not correctly eliminate basic systematic errors, this
data will not meet the accuracy specifications of laser scanning mentioned already by Baltsavias
(1999a) and Maas (2003). But in the process of ordering, we do not know if the post-processing
will be done correctly. Therefore it is better to define in advance smaller allowed errors of INS
angles and smaller flying height if the accuracy requirements are strict.
GPS sensor positioning error ∆x0 and vegetation height related error c(H) have a greater impact
on height error component (discussed in Section 6.6). If the laser scanning mission is not carried
out in ideal conditions regarding GPS measurements, an overall 0.1 m error vector can be gained
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through GPS sensor positioning error. Therefore the customer should give detailed boundary
values for GPS measurements through definition of allowed PDOP values and maximal distance
to reference GPS station during the flight (it should not exceed 10 km). It is recommended that
PDOP does not exceed 2.5 (Katzenbeisser, 2003), with at least 6 well-positioned satellites used
(Turton, 2006). After the acquisition the customer should also have an insight in detailed GPS
measurement protocol, to see if these conditions were fulfilled.
The vegetation-height-related error should be considered carefully as it adds a large share to the
total vertical accuracy of the aerial laser scanning. It is recommended that a-priori to the aerial
laser scanning ordering a segmentation of the area by vegetation types is conducted, to define
the regions where special care should be taken regarding the vertical accuracy. This includes a
definition of the penetration rate and a definition of the optimal laser scanning point density
for a certain product and vegetation type (e.g., undercanopy extraction of the DTM, roads,
buildings). The accuracy and the precision of the data acquired in forested areas increases when
laser scanning is conducted in the leaf-off season, when the point density is increased and when
the flying height is reduced. Unfortunately, this does not help much when working in a dense
conifer forest. Secondary vertical errors should also be considered and evaluated carefully when
aerial laser scanning is conducted in mountainous terrain through the a-priori flight direction
planning, depending on the type and direction of the relief.
In addition to data describing GPS positioning accuracy and different characteristics of laser
scanning system applied, the customer should not be satisfied with laser scanning data without
the strip overlap. Suppliers of laser scanning data often tend to deliver data without the strip
overlap, as this minimizes the data storage size. But the strip overlap is an ideal place where
the customer should make a first a-posteriori control, to check if the laser scanning data fulfills
the accuracy specifications given when ordering laser scanning data.
In our derivation we did not deal with transformations between different global and national
coordinate systems, but in practice the definition of coordinate system in which laser scanning
data are presented (WGS84, ETRS89...) is very important. Not knowing which transformational
parameters were used when transforming data from one coordinate system to another (e.g. from
the global to the national one), it can cause different shifts and drifts of laser scanning point
cloud expressed in several tens of meters.
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7 THE DENSITY OF AERIAL LASER SCANNING POINTS
PER UNIT AREA
7.1 Introduction
The positional accuracy of a point on a map depends in part on the accuracy of survey and in
part on the accuracy the points have been located on printed map (Maling, 1989).
The total positional accuracy of a map can be written with positional root mean square error
of a map s (Maling, 1989):
s =
√
s21 + s
2
2 (7.1)
where s1 is the accuracy of a survey, s2 is the geometrical accuracy of a map. The geometrical
accuracy of a map can be named also the precision of the map. The accuracy of an aerial laser
scanning survey can be defined a-priori with simplified error model, described in Chapter 6. The
smaller is the scale of the map, the smaller is the importance of survey errors. With the scale
1 : 25 000 (1 : 50 000 and on) the influence of s1 disappears, and the positional accuracy depends
only on geometrical accuracy of a map (Maling, 1989).
Which laser scanning data sample enables a production of a map with a certain geometrical
accuracy depends also on the density of laser scanning points per unit area. The minimum
point density per unit area defines the ability to reconstruct the shape of the object, the accu-
racy of its shape delineation and the ability to distinguish two small objects from each other.
These parameters define also the completeness of the end product, which is also one of the most
important data quality elements described on page 49. The minimum point density influences
also the thematic accuracy, as the shape of the object tells a lot about its class (e.g. the sepa-
ration between houses and pavements). Unlike the completeness quality element, the thematic
accuracy element cannot be defined just out of minimum point density. To better define it, also
intensity information and classification information should be used together with the minimum
point density.
Therefore it is very important to know which point density has to be ordered a-priori to the aerial
laser scanning mission, to enable the best completeness of the end product and its positional
accuracy. As higher point density means longer acquisition of data which is more expensive,
the minimum satisfactory point density for certain geodetic product intended for local spatial
planning should be defined.
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The theoretical minimum satisfactory points per unit area has to be increased in practice, as the
data one wishes to extract are in a lot of cases obstructed by different types of vegetation. The
theoretical minimum satisfactory point density will be defined through the geometrical accuracy
of a map. Through testing different vegetation classes the penetration rate will be defined in
test samples. The theoretical minimum satisfactory point density and a penetration rate will
give usable point density for practical data extraction.
7.2 Geometric accuracy of geodetic data used in local spatial planning
The following geodetic data used in local spatial planning, which can be liable to acquisition
methodology change from photogrammetry to aerial laser scanning (described in chapter 8 on
page 118) will be discussed here:
• land survey plans or national topographic maps in scale 1 : 5000
• land survey plans or topographic maps in scale 1 : 1000
• Real estate register
• some layers of the Cadastre of public infrastructure: the layers which are not hidden
under-ground (traffic infrastructure, river and creek infrastructure, other infrastructure
for management and protection of natural wealth).
The common entities of the majority of these databases are line objects and surface objects. In
the group of line objects the same entity described on national topographic maps and in the
Cadastre of public infrastructure are roads and railways. Common surface objects in all four
databases are buildings, described also in the Cadastre of public infrastructure as some objects
of river and creek infrastructure (e.g. buildings needed for water monitoring). As surface objects
are composed out of line objects (e.g. building in 2D is described with four lines) the minimal
number of points per unit area needed for good definition of different lines and surface elements
can be developed solely from line objects.
We will treat all four databases as cartographic representations. While the first two already are
cartographic representations, the last two are not. The last two are compositions of location
data (a location where certain object is and its dimension) and attribute data (attribute tables
connected to location). If all these databases are treated as cartographic representations, the
minimal length and width of line object represented on it and the accuracy of its shape de-
lineation can be defined through geometrical accuracy, which is restricted by the drawing
accuracy and the scale of the map. The geometrical accuracy limits also the level of de-
tail presented on a map. If level of detail is used for image processing, we would talk about a
resolution of an image.
The drawing accuracy was defined in history of cartography as minimal line thickness which can
be drawn by a pen to a sheet of paper. For Slovenian topographic map representations it was
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defined as 0.13 mm in ”Pravilnik o znakih za temeljne topografske nacˇrte” (1982). For the scale
of 1 : 1000 it defines the minimal object 0.13 m in physical space. In the scale of 1 : 5000 this
minimal line thickness represents 0.65 m in nature. For different cartographic scales in general
the drawing accuracy is better than 0.25 mm (Maling, 1989).
”Pravilnik o znakih za temeljne topografske nacˇrte” (1982) also defines minimal surface square
represented on a map, it is limited with 0.5 mm long line.
Location data of Real estate register was taken from the Building cadastre, where the acquisition
of spatial data was made on the basis of the CAS. The CAS enables an acquisition of details
mainly for scale 1 : 5000 (e.g. ortophotographies produced out of CAS are in scale of 1 : 5000, the
national topographic maps are in scale 1 : 5000). With photogrammetrical stereorestitution 3D
data for approximately 1 400 000 buildings were acquired for the Building cadastre on the basis
of CAS (Triglav et al., 2003). The Building cadastre location data was acquired with the same
CAS as national topographic maps of 1 : 5000 and also the same methodology, therefore we can
say their positional accuracy is the same as those of the national topographic map 1 : 5000. The
accuracy of the photogrammetric stereo-restitution for Building cadastre was 0.5 m.
The geometrical accuracy of the Cadastre of public infrastructure is divided in 5 classes (Pravil-
nik ...dejanska raba prostora..., 2004):
1. the data on accuracy does not exist
2. accuracy better than 0.1 m
3. 0.1–1 m
4. 1–5 m
5. accuracy worse than 5 m
The majority of data is stored in the accuracy class better than 1 m. If we presented this data
in scale of 1 : 5000, this accuracy class would present 0.2 mm in the scale of the map. This fits
well in drawing accuracy defined by Maling (1989).
Table 7.1: Geometrical accuracy defined with drawing accuracy and minimal dimensions of square
object (e.g. building) still represented on maps of different scales. *geometrical accuracy defined by
drawing accuracy written in ”Pravilnik o znakih za temeljne topografske nacˇrte” (1982).
Tabela 7.1: Geometricˇna locˇljivost in minimalna dimenzija kvadratnega objekta (npr. stavbe) pred-
stavljena v razlicˇnem merilu. *Geometricˇna locˇljivost definirana z grafincˇno natancˇnostjo opredeljeno
v ”Pravilnik o znakih za temeljne topografske nacˇrte” (1982).
Scale geometrical accuracy* common geometrical accuracy minimal dimension
1: 0.13 mm 0.2 mm 0.5 mm
5000 0.65 m 1.0 m 2.5 m
1000 0.13 m 0.2 m 0.5 m
To define a common drawing accuracy for national topographic maps of 1 : 5000 and 1 : 1000, the
Real estate register and the Cadastre of public infrastructure the lowest drawing accuracy of all
these databases should be used. This is the accuracy of the Cadastre of public infrastructure,
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which is 0.2 mm. This common drawing accuracy still fits well with acceptable drawing accuracy
defined by Maling (0.25 mm).
From upper deduction and prescribed scales of land survey plans (national topographic maps)
for local spatial planning1, we can say that 1 : 5000 and 1 : 1000 scales are the scales of our
interest. Therefore the geometrical accuracy and minimal dimensions corresponding to these
scales are written in Table 7.1.
7.3 Theoretical minimal point density defined by Nyquist frequency
In previous section we defined a common drawing accuracy of 0.2 mm for all data of our interest,
through translation of certain database positional accuracy to common drawing accuracy for
maps in different scales. Now we will define the minimal density of laser scanning points per
unit area which satisfies this common drawing accuracy.
Figure 7.1: Black are the physical representations with frequency 2 units, red are sampling frequencies:
A) 3-times bigger than Nyquist frequency B) Nyquist frequency, C) 3-times smaller than Nyquist
frequency.
Slika 7.1: Cˇrne barve je pojav v naravi s frekvenco pojavljanja 2 enoti. Rdecˇa je frekvenca vzorcˇenja.
Frekvence vzorcˇenja: A) 3-krat vecˇja frekvenca kot Nyquistova frekvenca, B) Nyqistova frekvenca,
C) 3-krat manjˇsa kot Nyquistova frekvenca.
1see section 2.3.2 on page 14
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The fundamental theorem which describes the frequency of signals which well enough describe
the physical representation of some frequency is the sampling theorem, called also Nyquist-
Shannon theorem2 (Go¨pfert, 1987; Kraus, 2004). Originally, the theorem describes sampling
of time-depended signals, therefore the term frequency is applied. In our case we study spatial
phenomena and a more appropriate term would be density of objects. Nevertheless, we will keep
using the original term ”frequency”.
When the frequency of objects equally separated by each other in physical space is known, we
can compute by sampling theorem a minimal frequency of sampling:
fs = fr/2 (7.2)
where fr is real frequency of objects in physical space and fs is sampling frequency, which still
enables the correct representation of physical space; it is called the Nyquist frequency.
On Figure 7.1 the objects representing physical space are colored black. For easier understanding
we can say that the signal represents houses which are equally separated between each other,
and width of the houses equals the width of the separation between them. The frequency of
objects (houses) is 2 units. At example Figure 7.1A the frequency of sampling — red — is three
times bigger than the Nyquist frequency, therefore the houses are well represented in detail.
The minimum frequency which still enables trustworthy representation of houses is the Nyquist
frequency presented in Figure 7.1B. If the frequency of sampling is smaller than the Nayquist
frequency (Figure 7.1C), part of the information is lost.
Figure 7.2: 2D principle of Nyquist frequency — how to define a resolution.
Slika 7.2: Odrazˇanje Nyquistove frekvence v 2D – primer prostorska locˇljivost senzorja.
How this principle of sampling manifests can be shown with raster photographs (ground truth
pixel size — resolution). If the minimal object size in physical space which we would like to
represent on an end-product is 1 m long by one side, than an aerophotograph with a ground
truth pixel size of 0.5 m should be used (Figure 7.2). The minimal object size still represented
on map is defined by geometrical accuracy which defines the minimal distance represented in
physical space. Meaning that if we wish to satisfy drawing accuracy of 0.2 mm in the scale
1 : 5000, which gives graphical accuracy of 1 m, we have to use for production of such map an
aerophotograph with a resolution of 0.5 m.
The same can be applied for laser scanning data. Therefore if we wish to satisfy graphical
accuracy of 1 m, the Nyquist frequency tells us that we should use the separation distance
2in German is called Abtasttheorem
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between two laser points of 0.5 m, which results in density of laser points of 4 pt/m2 (Figure
7.3A). As it can be seen on this figure, the points in four corners have to be divided between
four areas of 1 m2, and the points on the middle of edges have to be divided between two areas
of 1 m2. On Figure 7.3B the drawing accuracy of 0.13 mm in scale of 1 : 5000 gives us the
required density of laser scanning points of 10 pt/m2. This density already falls in the class of
high resolution laser scanning.
Figure 7.3: The density of laser scanning points defined by Nyquist frequency.
Slika 7.3: Gostota laserskih tocˇk definirana z Nyqustovo frekvenco.
The simple equation of theoretical minimum laser point density ρt in pt/m2 depending on
requested geometrical accuracy of a map GA defined in [m] is:
ρt =
1
(GA/2)2
(7.3)
If we go even further with requested accuracy for accurate representation on the scale of 1 : 1000
with drawing accuracy of 0.2 m (Figure 7.3C), we come to enormous density of laser points
per unit area – 100 pt/m2. For such a density an aerial laser scanning becomes uneconomic,
therefore I would propose to replace it with terrestrial laser scanning.
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On the other hand, we can also define the minimum number of points which enables represen-
tation of an object with minimal dimension on different scales. In the third column of Table 7.1
we find minimal dimensions of one square side, which should be represented in certain scale. In
the scale 1 : 5000 the minimal represented dimension fits to 2.5 m in physical space, therefore a
Nyquist separation between two laser points should be 1.25 m. This gives us laser point density
of 0.64 pt/m2.
7.4 Optimal point density in vegetation obstructed areas
In the case we wish to extract details of objects that are hidden under vegetation (e.g. houses
under trees, roads in forest), the before mentioned theoretical minimal number of points per
unit area should be larger. One possibility is to define point density under the vegetation when
ordering laser scanning data, but still we would like to have an approximation of total laser
scanning point density, to check in advance if the tender will be able to satisfy our needs.
We will name this total point density, which enables the desired point density under the vege-
tation, the optimal point density.
7.4.1 Test area – the penetration rate
The test was performed on aerial laser scanning point cloud of Nova Gorica acquired in early
April of 2006 with the average total point density 15-20 pt/m2, covering 200 ha of Nova Gorica.
The acquisition was made in early leaf-on season3.
The tested laser scanning point cloud was automatically classified with TerraScan to the next
classes, distinguished by different heights:
• ground (last echo)
• low vegetation (before-last echo near the class ground)
• medium vegetation (vegetation lower than 2 m)
• high vegetation (vegetation between 2 m and 30 m)
• buildings
• errors
3for more details on test area and project in which it was acquired see Appendix E on page 201
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We studied the penetration rate in four different vegetation areas (Figure 7.4):
1. scarce mediteranean forest
2. dense forest
3. mixed vegetation: grassland, orchard and forest
4. built-up area with houses
Figure 7.4: The locations of four different vegetation areas in the laser scanning data sample of Nova
Gorica.
Slika 7.4: Lokacije sˇtirih razlicˇnih vegetacijskih tipov v laserskem oblaku tocˇk Nove Gorice.
For each vegetation area an average total point density and point densities in each classification
class were measured at 10 locations. The size of each test area was 100 m × 100 m. Typical
examples of four vegetation areas are presented in Figure 7.5. For the first two classes also cross
profiles of laser point cloud are given, so one can easy see the difference between these two forest
types.
In Table 7.2 we can see the density of points in each class. For the first three vegetation
areas we merged classes of houses and errors in one class named other. This class gives us an
approximation how many points cannot be used in other classes. In the forth vegetation area a
class of houses becomes significant therefore it is excluded from the other class. In column any
class all laser points are gathered. From this class it can be seen that the point density of Nova
Gorica laser point cloud is not uniform. This has several reasons:
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• we used point cloud with strip overlap, to enable checking of direct orientation accuracy,
therefore on some areas double point density can be seen
• to enable better penetration rate in leaf-on season when laser scanning was conducted, on
some areas more narrow strip widths were used – mainly the areas with heavy vegetation
(first and second vegetation area)
• to reduce a secondary height error in steeper terrain also more narrow strips were used
(first vegetation area)
To better see a share of points which fall in each class, a penetration rate was calculated from
Table 7.2. A total point density represented in any class is treated as 100% of points. A Table
7.3 enables a comparison between different vegetation areas.
Table 7.2: Average point density with standard deviation for all four vegetation areas written in
pt/m2.
Tabela 7.2: Povprecˇna gostota tocˇk s standardno deviacijo za vse sˇtiri vegetacijske tipe, zapisano s
sˇtevilom tocˇk na m2.
any class ground low veg. medium veg. high veg. houses other
1 21.66±8.40 1.91±0.89 2.67±1.82 5.56±2.85 8.15±3.16 3.37±2.51
2 20.02±5.59 0.79±0.22 0.38±0.14 1.75±0.42 14.56±4.37 2.55±1.91
3 15.82±3.54 2.96±0.93 2.14±0.84 2.60±0.86 4.99±2.35 3.13±1.91
4 16.44±2.39 2.99±0.41 2.44±0.55 3.10±0.69 3.04±0.78 2.60±0.72 2.27±1.00
Table 7.3: The penetration rate with standard deviation for all four vegetation areas expressed in %.
Tabela 7.3: Delezˇ tocˇk v posameznem razredu, za vse sˇtiri vegetacijske tipe, s standardno deviacijo
zapisano v %.
ground low veg. medium veg. high veg. houses other
1 9±3 11±4 25±4 40±12 15±9
2 4±2 2±1 9±4 73±9 12±9
3 20±9 13±5 16±4 31±14 19±10
4 19±5 15±4 19±3 18±3 16±4 13±5
Mainly our interest for topographic mapping is in the classes ground and low vegetation, as these
two classes show points on the ground and near ground. It can be said that all details which
should be presented on 2D topographic map can be extracted out of these two classes: roads,
paths, railways, water borders, building foundations, contour lines, relief break lines. Therefore
the first two classes are written in bold.
Vegetation areas 3 — mixed vegetation and 4 — built-up areas give us a penetration rate to
summed ground and low vegetation classes of 33% and 34%, respectively. In vegetation area 1 —
scarce mediteranian forest the penetration rate to summed class is 20%. The lowest penetration
rate to summed class is 6% in vegetation area 2 – dense forests. These values enable us the
calculation of total point density – the usable point density – which enables a production of
topographic charts in scales of 1 : 5000 and 1 : 1000.
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Figure 7.5: Typical examples of four different vegetation areas.
Slika 7.5: Tipicˇni primeri sˇtirih razlicˇnih vegetacijskih tipov.
The optimal point density ρo[pt/m
2] can be calculated out of theoretical minimum laser point
density ρt[pt/m
2] and a penetration rate for summed ground and low vegetation classes:
ρo[pt/m
2] =
ρt[pt/m
2] · 100
penetration rate
(7.4)
The optimal point density for the four tested vegetation areas are written in Table 7.4 where in
the second column summed penetration rates for ground and low vegetation classes are written.
The optimal point densities for scale 1 : 5000 are calculated for drawing accuracy of 0.2 mm,
which gives the minimum point density of 4 pt/m2.
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The optimal point density for scale 1 : 1000 would grow from 100 pt/m2 up to enormous numbers,
which could be acquired just with terrestrial laser scanning. E.g. for 3rd and 4th class the usable
point density would be 300 pt/m2.
Table 7.4: Optimal point density for different vegetation areas. The optimal point densities are
calculated for drawing accuracy of 0.2 mm and scale 1 : 5000.
Tabela 7.4: Uporabna skupna gostota tocˇk za sˇtiri testirane vegetacijske razrede. Izracˇunane so za
graficˇno natancˇnost 0.2 mm in merilo 1 : 5000.
penetration rate 1 : 5000
1 20% 20 pt/m2
2 6% 67 pt/m2
3 33% 12 pt/m2
4 34% 12 pt/m2
From the numbers presented in Table 7.4 we can conclude that the laser scanning point cloud of
Nova Gorica with mean density of 15-20 pt/m2 can be used for acquisition of topographic data
for scale 1 : 5000 for all other vegetational areas except dense vegetation. In the areas covered
with dense vegetation the mean point density would not satisfy the requirement of optimal point
density.
7.5 Discussion
First we defined the minimal point density for ideal laser scanning point cloud (all points on
the ground) with Nyquist frequency. With the study of penetration rate in laser scanning point
cloud of Nova Gorica, which was conducted in leaf-on season, we calculated optimal point density
which enables us acquisition of data under canopies. We proved that our laser scanning point
cloud of Nova Gorica enables an acquisition of data for scale 1 : 5000. The only exception which
could not be covered with this scale are areas under dense vegetation.
If we know the penetration rate for a certain vegetation class, which was not covered in our test,
we can now calculate optimal point density, which enables the acquisition of data for maps or
other geodetic data in certain scale. The penetration rate for certain vegetation area changes
with leaf-on and leaf-off season. Therefore a proposal for further studies would be to map
different vegetation classes from the Database on land use and define their penetration rate in
leaf-on and leaf-off season. This will enable a potential aerial laser scanning orderer to check,
which vegetation classes are represented in his area of interest and decide which optimal point
density he has to order.
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8 PROPOSED ACQUISITION METHODOLOGY OPTI-
MIZATION OF GEODETIC DATA USED IN LOCAL
SPATIAL PLANNING BY APPLYING AERIAL LASER
SCANNING
8.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapters (6 and 7) defined a-priori aerial laser scanning error assessment and
required point density set up the minimal terms defining the aerial laser scanning point cloud
needed for geodetic data production (Figure 8.1). Knowing these terms, a proposal for data ac-
quisition methodology change or optimization can be given. In geodetic data production, used in
local spatial planning, the current data acquisition methodology is the photogrammetric stereo-
restitution. Here we will discuss possible optimization of current data acquisition methodology
by applying aerial laser scanning.
Figure 8.1: The end-product defines what needs to be ordered.
Slika 8.1: Koncˇni produkt dolocˇa kaksˇne podatke laserskega skeniranja moramo narocˇiti.
First we will describe the proposed data processing methodology, if aerial laser scanning is
applied. Then we will discuss which geodetic data used in local spatial planning can be prone
to data acquisition methodology change (Chapter 3). At the end a proposal is given, how to
perform the data acquisition methodology change.
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8.2 Aerial laser scanning data processing methodology
8.2.1 Ordering aerial laser scanning data
When ordering laser scanning data one should be aware of the type of the terrain to be acquired
(e.g. flat, hilly, vegetation obstructed) and above all of the purpose of data acquisition (e.g. DTM
generation, detailed 3D data acquisition for land survey plan or topographic map production,
etc). As the terrain type and the purpose of data acquisition influence on the requested accuracy
and the needed number of points per unit area (see Chapters 6 and 7).
In general the customer cannot order true raw data from the laser scanning system, as this
means we would have to get also the GPS and INS data from the platform and make the a-
posteriori calibration of the system on our own. Usually the supplier does not deliver these
calibration data acquired in-the-flight. This is connected to the laser scanning unit uniform
software and its licence.
When raw data are ordered, the delivered data present the coordinates of the measured points
written in the global reference frame (e.g. WGS84). They should not be mistaken for true raw
data, where range and scan angle data for each point are delivered.
8.2.2 From raw to georeferenced data
From raw to calibrated data
True raw data are written in a standard binary format (e.g. LAS), which is processed by the
software included with the laser scanning unit. In true raw format the range length (d) and
the instantaneous scan angle βi are written in polar coordinate system for every echo of the
returned pulse (Figure 8.2). For every echo also the information on intensity of the reflectance
is given. In separate files we have data of GPS – the data describing the trajectory of the laser
scanning platform, and INS measurements (inertial navigational system) – the data on velocity
and acceleration. Ordinary GPS and INS measurements are not directly connected to the flight
but are processed together afterwards (Burman, 2000).
All these data have to be synchronized in time and the rotations and translations between all the
three systems must be known. This is called calibration. It is used to connect the trajectory
of the laser scanning platform with the measured laser scanning data (Kraus (edt.), 2005). Best
results are achieved when calibration is performed in-the-flight, covering the measured area.
The calibrations intention is to recover systematic errors, therefore just random errors should
be left after it. Calibration proceeds in several steps; the first is laboratory individual system
(GPS, INS, laser unit) calibration, second the whole system calibration on the platform and
the third is in situ calibration in the time of laser scanning acquisition of data – in-the-flight
calibration (Schenk, 2001; Skaloud and Lichti, 2006).
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Figure 8.2: From true raw data to final product with segment based filtering.
Slika 8.2: Od surovih podatkov do koncˇnega izdelka s filtriranjem na osnovi segmentov.
The orientation of data
This includes the orientation of data in the global coordinate system. It is performed with
in-the-flight calibration.
The relative orientation ties the lasers scanning strips together in one laser scanning point
cloud. It is performed by laser scanning strip adjustment with applying tie points/patches from
two adjoining strips (Kager, 2005). Tie patches can be determined by hand (Kraus (edt.), 2005)
or by the automatic segmentation of the strip overlap (Pfeifer et al., 2005) or by automatic edge
determination of tie patches (Jutzi et al., 2005).
The absolute orientation ties the laser scanning point cloud to the ground and its coordinate
system (global coordinate system). For high accuracy aerial laser scanning (2 cm planimet-
ric accuracy) at least six known ground points in ground control framework have to be used:
three fixed in order to control the scale, orientation and position and three to ensure that the
requirements of the network accuracy can be meet (Schnurr et al., 2004).
In laser scanning tie or control patches are used instead of points, as we cannot find the
representation of exact measured point on two adjoining strips and also on the ground. Instead
planar surfaces, e.g. roofs (Figure 8.3), which can be seen in the laser cloud and defined out of
ground measurements are used. The control patch is defined with at least 4 points measured
on it planar surface of the patch. The equivalent to one ground control point used in aerial
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photographing are three control patches with differently oriented planar surfaces (Kager, 2005).
For the purpose of control, also edges seen in laser scanning point cloud and measured on the
ground can be used. Edges can be found on boundaries between two or three different reflection
types (eg. grass and concrete) or on the edges between two different slopes (eg. roofs)(Wotruba
et al., 2005, Jutzi et al., 2005). The third possibility for ground control are artificial high
reflecting targets. They should differ in size, in dependance to laser scanning point density
(Schnurr et al., 2004).
Tiepatch 2
Tie patch 1
Figure 8.3: Two tie patches.
Slika 8.3: Vezni ploskvi.
Transformation in national reference frame
After postprocessing the ground coordinates of laser scanning points in global reference frame
(e.g. WGS84) are derived. To transform them in national reference frame the transformation
parameters from WGS84 to national reference frame have to be known.
If no transformation parameters are known, they are calculated with the help of identical points
with known coordinates in both reference frames.
8.2.3 Filtering the data
With the so-called filtering methods, a classification of the points into terrain and object
points is performed (To´va´ri and Pfeifer, 2005). The filtering in laser scanning terminology has
to be distinguished from the basic meaning of the term filtering – the data thinning.
Filtering can be performed on raw data or on interpolated regular grid. If interpolated regular
grid is used, it has a disadvantage that it is influenced by interpolation errors. On the other
hand, interpolated regular grid has an advantage, that there can be applied already existing
filtering methods which are used for image processing (Wehr and Lohn, 1999; Vosselman04b).
Filtering algorithms can be divided into (To´va´ri and Pfeifer, 2005):
• point based filtering: points or raster units are the smallest units of the process. All of
points are separately investigated and labelled as terrain or object points
• segment based filtering: first the segmentation of the point cloud on the basis of some
homogeneity criterion is made, afterwards these segments are classified as terrain or object
segments
• combination of point and segment based filtering
The results of filtering are mainly disjunction of digital terrain models and buildings.
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Point based filtering
The basic idea of point based filtering is that large height difference between two nearby points
is unlikely to be caused by a steep slope in the terrain. More likely the higher point is not a
ground point.
Mathematical morphological approach is based on structure elements describing admissible
height differences depending on horizontal distance between two points. The smaller is the
distance between the ground point and the point in question, the less height difference can be
expected between them (Vosselman and Mass, 2001; To´va´ri and Pfeifer, 2005).
Progressive approach starts with identifying out some ground points in a first step, afterwards
more and more points are classified as ground points in some geometrical shape around these
first ground points. Mostly the procedure works with triangles (To´va´ri and Pfeifer, 2005).
Surface model approach draws through the entire point cloud, or point set in question, a
surface model. A first surface model is used to calculate residuals from this surface model to
the points. If the measured points lie above it, they have less influence on a shape of the surface
in the next iteration and vice-versa (Kraus and Pfeifer, 1998; Pfeifer et al., 2001; To´va´ri and
Pfeifer, 2005). At first the iterative robust interpolation was developed (Kraus and Pfeifer,
1998), to reduce computational time than a hierarchical approach was added (Pfeifer et al.,
2001).
Segmentation based filtering
In the contrast to the point based filtering, the segment based filtering works with larger units
called segments, compounded out of more points. The segmentation of data is an automated
method in which the point cloud is divided in smaller parts – segments – which are geometrically
or physically defined. It is often the first step in the extraction of information from the point
cloud. This procedure is usually run before classification procedures.
DTM
A
B
CCC
Figure 8.4: Laser points divided in segments, which present: A) a house, B) trees, C) ground.
Slika 8.4: Laserske tocˇke razdeljene na segmente, ki predstavljajo: A) streho hiˇse, B) drevje, C) tla.
The segmentation of data is more important than point based filtering for close-range laser
scanning applications, where modelling of surface is its main goal (To´va´ri and Pfeifer, 2005).
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Methods of segmentation can roughly be divided in two categories (Vosselman et al., 2004b):
• the ones which segment a point cloud based on criteria like proximity of points or similarity
of locally estimated surface normals and
• the ones which directly estimate surface parameters by clustering and locating maxima in
parameter space – this category is more robust, but can be used only for shapes like planes
and cylinders which can be described with a few parameters
Algorithms for segmentation can be divided as (Vosselman et al., 2004b):
• Extraction of smooth surface from a point cloud: because in early research the
laser data was transformed into regular grid resembling a raster image, these algorithms
have their roots in image processing:
– scan line segmentation: at first it splits each scan line into segments and than merges
scan line segments of adjacent scan lines based on the same similarity criterion
– surface growing into a point cloud is the equivalent of region growing in images. A
method has to identify seed surfaces (e.g. a plane) to start surface growing.
– connecting components in 3D grid domain: the procedures act in 3D space of uniform
volume elements in which the laser data are transformed. Similar operations as in
2D image processing can be applied to 3D volume element space.
• Iterative extraction of planar surfaces: the surface growing algorithm is transformed
into plane growing algorithm if the criterion to enforce local planarity is modified to global
planarity. Planar surfaces are extracted by merging two smooth surfaces if their equations
are similar.
• Direct extraction of parameterized shapes is used mainly to extract man-made
objects which can be described by planes, cylinders and spheres, described with only
few parameters. These methods use robust non-iterative methods that detect clusters in
parameter space (e.g. 3D Hough transform).
The majority of segmentation algorithms described in literature (e.g. Akel et al., 2005; To´va´ri
and Pfeifer, 2005; Crosilla and Beinat, 2005; Filin and Pfeifer, 2006) are based on scan line or
surface growing (Sithole and Vosselman, 2005).
A problem in segmentation algorithms is still forested sloped terrain, where easily described
surfaces can not be found. Therefore with segmentation a vast number of small segments is
found (Figure 8.4 area B), which do not describe any specific surface (To´va´ri and Pfeifer, 2005).
8.2.4 Classification and final identification of objects
The basic purpose of classification is recognition of objects in the data sample or other remotely
sensed scene. It can be divided in visual, which is performed by the operator, and digital clas-
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sification which is performed automatically. Digital classification can be divided in supervised
and unsupervised classification (Osˇtir, 2006).
Classification of objects in laser point cloud can be done on raw point cloud, segmented raw
data or on interpolated laser point cloud presented as gridded digital elevation model. While
classification just on raw laser point cloud is not a very effective method, mainly segmentation
of data is used. In segmented data each segment is annotated to a specific object (street, roof,
etc.). If gridded digital elevation model is used, classification can be made on vector data or on
digital elevation model presented with a raster, where methods for other remotely sensed raster
scene classification can be used.
Laser scanning data classification can be done on just range measurements filtered by height or
with the help of intensity information. Mainly classification is based just on range measurements.
The methods of classification on the basis of range measurements were described in Section 8.2.3
on page 115.
Intensity information can be presented in a form of a scene, usually transformed and interpolated
into a regular grid on a digital elevation model — digital ortophotography of intensity (Pfeifer
et al., 2001). Digital ortophotography of intensity presents a great help when performing visual
classification and identification of objects. As laser pulse can produce few echoes (at least first
and last echo), digital ortophotographies of different height levels of terrain can be produced
and used for classification.
Intensity depends on range and scan angle, what is written in equation 4.14 and on other factors
(atmospheric and systematic) influencing the received power from an echo Pr (see Section 4.4.3
on page 43). With radiometric calibration of intensity data, when the influence of scan angle
and range are eliminated, the pseudo-reflectance maps can be made. They enable classification
of bare ground, grass, sparse vegetation and dense vegetation (Coren and Sterzai, 2006). Just
pseudo-reflectance maps are not enough for precise automated classification (Coren and Sterzai,
2006; Hasegawa, 2006; Bitenc, 2007) therefore other classification methods based on range
measurements have to be used for good classification. When just raw intensity information of
raw data is used, old asphalt and grass can be separated (Hasegawa, 2006).
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8.3 Possible implementation of aerial laser scanning
The acquisition methodology for geodetic data production should not be hard to change. This
is proven by the examples from abroad, where the acquisition methodology was changed in
countrywide DTM production. In the past DTMs were produced mainly by photogrammetric
stereo-restitution, nowadays the method of choice is becoming the aerial laser scanning. Already
some countrywide DTMs exist (or DTMs covering a part of a country comparable in size to
Slovenia) acquired by aerial laser scanning:
• the Netherlands: DTM with grid size 4 m × 4 m (Artuso et al., 2003; Ahokas et al., 2005a)
• Switzerland: DTM with grid of approximately 2 m × 2 m (Artuso et al., 2003; Luethy
and Stengele, 2005),
• province Bolzano in Italy, for urbanized areas a DTM with grid of 2.5 m ×2.5 m and
non-urbanized area DTM with grid 5 m × 5 m (Wack and Stelzl, 2005),
• various states of Germany (Artuso et al., 2003; Ahokas et al., 2005a)
Based on analytical derivations given in Chapter 6 and 7 we prepared Table 8.1, where minimum
terms for aerial scanning data ordering are given. The values are given for aerial laser scanning
as a stand-alone acquisition technique. If other remotely sensed acquisition methods are used in
addition to aerial laser scanning, the numbers in the last two columns can be reduced. In the last
two columns the required optimal density of points is given: first for build-up areas and areas
with mixed vegetation; second for medium density forest, for which the scarce meditetanean
forest was taken as a base.
At the moment aerial laser scanning cannot be applied in Slovenia for the Land cadastre
and the Building cadastre as these two are legal evidences, where acquisition methodology is
defined by law. In both cases the new planimetric and height data can be acquired only by field
measurements with theodolite or detailed GPS-measurements. Nevertheless, if extensive studies
prove the capability of aerial laser scanning in Land and Building cadastre measurements, the
ways would be open to amend the law, which defines the acquisition methodology. Therefore we
left them in Table 8.1 just as a proposal. For the Land cadastre and the Building cadastre data
updating, stand-alone aerial lasers scanning can be applied. Additionally, the usage of aerial
laser scanning in the Building cadastre would open ways for different automatic procedures
for new building search. The locations of new buildings are a special problem of the Building
cadastre and Real Estate Register, as new buildings are written in the Building cadastre at a
slow pace.
8.3.1 Databases where stand-alone aerial laser scanning can be applied
Digital terrain model gains the most, if aerial laser scanning is applied for its production.
For DTM production already low-resolution aerial laser scanning (1 pt/m2 or less) would sat-
isfy. More than 50% of Slovenia is covered by forest, therefore conventional photogrammetric
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Table 8.1: Applicability of aerial laser scanning data for geodetic data acquisition. The minimal
terms are: geometrical accuracy of the geodetic data GA, accuracy of INS-angles, roll and pitch
∆φ = ∆θ and heading ∆ψ, flying height h[m], density of points [pt/m2].
Tabela 8.1: Minimalni pogoji, ki definirajo kaksˇne laserske podatke moramo uporabiti za izdelavo
dolocˇenega koncˇnega izdelka. Minimalni pogoji: geometricˇna locˇljivost geodetskih podatkov GA,
natancˇnost INS-kotov ∆φ = ∆θ in ∆ψ, viˇsina leta h[m] ter gostota laserskih tocˇk [pt/m2].
geodetic data GA ∆RINS [
◦] h density [pt/m2]
[m] ∆φ = ∆θ ∆ψ [m] urban areas medium forest
Land cadastre 0.1 0.005 0.007 600 12 20
Building cadastre 0.5 0.005 0.007 800 12 20
DTM 5 1.5/6.5* 0.020 0.040 1000 1 1
Cadaster of public infrastructure** 1 0.005 0.007 800 12 20
DTK 5 0.65 0.005 0.007 800 12 20
Land survey plans 1 : 5000 0.65 0.005 0.007 800 12 20
* height accuracy for flat and mountainous terrain
**layers which are not underground
automatic matching, which was used for DTM 5 production, does not give sufficient accuracy,
especially in forest areas. For DTM 25 and DTM 5 the following height accuracies were specified
(GU RS, 2008): for mountainous terrain 6.5 m, for hilly terrain 3 m and for flat terrain 1.5 m.
Using aerial laser scanning, the accuracy in hilly and mountainous terrain, could be increased,
especially if laser scanning is conducted in leaf-off seasons. The greatest advantage of DTM
production by aerial laser scanning would be its uniform accuracy.
Some layers of the Cadaster of public infrastructure (utility system cadastre) could be ac-
quired by aerial laser scanning. This addresses only layers which are not buried underground:
traffic infrastructure, energy infrastructure, river and creek infrastructure and other infrastruc-
ture for management and protection of natural environment. If high-resolution aerial laser
scanning (10 pt/m2) was applied, no additional ortophographies would be needed to acquire
location of the infrastructure. Nevertheless, aerial laser scanning has the same limitations as
photogrammetry, therefore no underground acquisition is possible.
National topographic maps (1 : 5000) or land survey plans (1 : 5000 or even 1 : 1000) could
easily be produced, if high-resolution aerial laser scanning was applied. The classification of
different land use classes could also be made, based on the object height differences and intensity
variations. The application of aerial laser scanning could even automate some processes (e.g.
automatization of the contour line production). It would also present an elegant way how to
acquire objects under trees (e.g. creeks, forest roads), especially if aerial laser scanning was
conducted in leaf-off season. Again the interpretation of data would be easier if additional
photographic data of the same area existed.
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8.3.2 Databases where aerial laser scanning would yield additional data
If the database on land use is understood in spatial planning manner (five classes of land use in
SMA database) also classification based on the aerial laser scanning could be applied for it. For
more detailed database, e.g. for forestry and agriculture, an additional color, multispectral
or even hyperspectral photographs would be needed. When multispectral or hyperspectral
photographs are applied, classification based on these photographs only could be performed
and a need for aerial laser scanning becomes obsolete.
Ortophotographies production cannot be performed if no additional photographic data is
acquired. But when applying aerial laser scanning, we can manufacture more accurate ortopho-
tographies. Production of true ortophotographies becomes easier and more accurate already if
low-resolution aerial laser scanning (1 pt/m2 or less) is applied.
8.4 Proposed acquisition methodology optimization
Data acquisition of aerial laser scanning is becoming less expensive every year. If aerial laser
scanning is ordered together with remotely sensed data acquired from the same platform, the
additional data can often be ordered at a reduced price. This enables, not only the change
from photogrammetric stereo-restitution to stand-alone aerial laser scanning, but also the data
acquisition optimization based on the combination of different remotely sensed techniques.
In this section we will describe the proposed optimization of data acquisition methodology by
applying aerial laser scanning. The proposal is based on our analytical derivation of a-priori
aerial laser scanning error assessment and knowledge on characteristics of geodetic data used in
local spatial planning.
The proposed optimization of data acquisition methodology by applying aerial laser scanning
unfortunately requires also a change of the processing methodology. We propose a change from
classical photogrammetric stereo-restitution or photointerpretation (Figure 3.1 on page 18), to
the aerial laser scanning data processing methodology (Figure 8.2 on page 113). Introducing
such data processing methodology change in geodetic practice means that a new data processing
software has to be applied and staff training needs to be conducted.
8.4.1 Land survey plans 1 : 5000 and DTK5
The land survey plans 1 : 5000 represent the same topographic content as DTK5. The land
survey plans can have also other layers which are not presented on DTK5 (see Section 2.3.3
on page 15). Let us take for example that we need to prepare a land survey plan 1 : 5000
with an additional layer of land cadastre map. Currently, the land survey plan presenting such
topics would be acquired by two acquisition technics: the topographic layers would be acquired
by photogrammetric stereo-restitution, the land cadastre changes would be acquired by field
measurements (Figure 8.5A).
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If we apply aerial laser scanning as a stand-alone acquisition technology, we have to apply high-
resolution aerial laser scanning as proposed in Table 8.1. For easier identification and delineation
of lines it is advisable to apply photographic material as an additional data. The ortophotogra-
phies in scale 1 : 5000 would be the most appropriate data. As these ortophotographies present
just data for easier photointerpretation, it is not urgent that they are new (recorded on the date
of aerial laser scanning). We can use available old ortophotographies. The changes in the phys-
ical space made from the date of old ortophotographies to the date of aerial laser scanning, will
be easily found in laser scanning point cloud. Therefore the arrow connecting ortophotographies
to aerial laser scanning on Figure 8.5B is optional.
The proposed acquisition methodology change for renovation of the Land cadastre data is cur-
rently just a scientific forecast. We can propose a change from field work to aerial laser scanning,
based on a-priori laser scanning error assessment defined in our work. But at this moment such
a change is not allowed, because the acquisition methodology for Land cadastre is defined in a
legal act.
Figure 8.5: Data acquisition methodology for DTK5 and land survey plan 1 : 5000: A) current, B)
proposed.
Slika 8.5 Metodologija zajema podatkov pri izdelavi DTK5 in geodetskega nacˇrta 1 : 5000: A) ob-
stojecˇa, B) predlagana.
As the Land cadastre is the most accurate geodetic data discussed in this work, we have to
propose an additional term that has to be fulfilled if aerial laser scanning was applied in the Land
cadastre measurements. For measuring the Land cadastre changes the most important additional
term is the visibility of boundary-stones in the laser scanning point cloud. This can be achieved
by marking the boundary-stones by highly reflective colors which are easily distinguished in laser
scanning point cloud. Alternatively, we can apply an even greater point density as proposed in
Table 8.1. To introduce aerial laser scanning of Land cadastre measurement in geodetic practice
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more practical research should be done.
When aerial laser scanning is applied in the Land cadastre acquisition, this will also mean a
reduction in necessary field work. It will be minimized to reference points measurements and
coloring the boundary-stones.
8.4.2 DTM 5 for more accurate ortophotographies and Database on land use
Geodetic data used in local spatial planning in Slovenia currently depend mainly on photogram-
metric stereo-restitution on the basis of the CAS. If aerial laser scanning is implemented as
a stand-alone or additional source of data, the final geodetic data would gain in accuracy as-
sessment. This can be seen on Figure 8.6 where the proposed optimization of the acquisition
methodology for production of ortophotographies and database on land use is presented. If
aerial laser scanning is introduced to DTM 5 production (the proposal from Table 8.1), the
manufactured DTM 5 would achieve vertical accuracy of 0.3 m or better. This vertical accuracy
would be uniform for open areas and areas obstructed by vegetation.
Ortophotographies
A B
CAS
stereo-pairs
Aeriallaser
scanning
CAS
stereo-pairs Acquisition
methodology
stereo-restitution
Ortophotographies
DTM
Photointerpretation Photointerpretation
Database of
land use
Database of
land use
DTM
Data acquisition method
End product
Data processing
Production
Figure 8.6: Data acquisition methodology for ortophotographies and database on actual land use
production: A) current, B) proposed.
Slika 8.6 Metodologija zajema podatkov pri izdelavi ortofotografij in dejanski rabi prostora: A)
obstojecˇa, B) predlagana.
As DTM 5 is the source for ortophotography production, by better accuracy of DTM 5, the or-
tophotographies also gain on their positional accuracy. More accurate ortophotographies would
enable more accurate positional accuracy in the process of photointerpretation for different pur-
poses — production of different databases on land use. Therefore the acquisition methodology
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optimization for DTM 5 production would enable better positional accuracy for different prod-
ucts based on DTM 5.
As the acquisition of buildings in the scale 1 : 5000 for DTK5 production is possible by applying
aerial laser scanning, the Building cadastre could also apply aerial laser scanning for new building
recognition. This acquisition change is hindered by legal definition of Building cadastre, as for
our proposed acquisition methodology change in Land cadastre.
8.4.3 Cadastre of public infrastructure
Cadastre of public infrastructure includes different types of data on infrastructure objects, which
can be acquired by different data acquisition methodologies. As already mentioned in Section
3.3.8 (on page 24) for underground data, only field work and ground penetration measurements
can be applied. For data above ground several acquisition methodologies can be applied: from
field work to photogrammetric stereo-restitution and already applied aerial laser scanning. If
aerial laser scanning is already performed for energy infrastructure, than it economic that the
same data sample is also used for acquisition of other types of infrastructures on this area (e.g.
roads). In Table 8.1 we defined the minimal terms that have to be fulfilled so that aerial laser
scanning can be applied for infrastructure objects above ground. Unfortunately, aerial laser
scanning cannot be applied for all types of infrastructure described in the Cadastre of public
infrastructure.
8.5 Discussion
The acquisition methodology of the majority of geodetic data used in local spatial planing can be
changed from photogrammetric stereo-restitution or photointerpretation, which is used today,
to aerial laser scanning, if high-resolution laser scanning is applied. Stand-alone aerial laser
scanning without additional photographic data can already be applied. Exceptions where we
have to use photographic data and its derivations include: the detailed databases in land use and
ortophotographs. We proved in our work that also databases on land use and ortophotographies
can gain, if aerial laser scanning is applied in DTM 5 production. DTM 5 and photographs form
basic incoming data for ortophotography production.
The main difference between both methodologies is the way how data are georeferenced, which
also influences the accuracy of end-product. For aerial laser scanning direct georefenencing is
used, for photogrammetry aerotriangulation. Even though direct georeferencing is already pos-
sible in photogrammetric practice, aerotriangulation is mainly used with additional GPS/INS
data from flying platform, which enables a-posteriori georeferencing. In the contrast the aerial
laser scanning has to define the position of each echo of the laser pulse already directly in space,
therefore no other possibility than direct georeferencing is possible. If unfavorable conditions
in the time of filming/scanning occurs, we have more control over a-posteriori aerotriangulation
than over the on-the-spot direct georeferencing of the laser scanning data. Therefore the accu-
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racy specifications for aerial laser scanning GPS/INS accuracies should be more strict that for
photogrammetric aerotriangulation usage.
If aerial laser scanning is applied for the production of geodetic data used in local spatial
planning, the person placing an order should know in advance what has to be ordered, to
enable a product acquisition accurate and detailed enough, comparable to the one acquired by
classical photogrammetric procedure. We applied in this thesis developed simplified a-priori
error model and analytical derivation of optimal point density to set up the minimal terms
which define aerial laser scanning data, which can be applied for certain geodetic product used
in local spatial planning (Table 8.1). We also proposed the acquisition methodology optimization
for these geodetic products. The application of the methodology change in Slovenian geodetic
practice is the work for future studies.
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9 CONCLUSIONS
Local spatial planning is based upon geodetic data which represents the current state of phy-
sical space: land survey plans in scale 1 : 5000 (or topographic maps), ortophotographs, Land
cadastre, Building register, Cadastre of public infrastructure, Database on land use, etc. These
data are used as a foundation for planning physical space development in the view of natural
and cultural heritage preservation, steady settlement development and sustainable development.
Spatial planning in Slovenia is enacted by the spatial planning act. The development of local
physical space is regulated by the local spatial planning documents, which must be adjusted
to regional and national spatial planning documents. As the local spatial planning documents
are legal documents, they should be based on high quality and up-to-date geodetic data. The
purpose of this thesis was to find minimal terms defining which aerial laser scanning data can
be applied for certain geodetic data used for local spatial planning. In this way the optimization
of acquisition methodology of such geodetic data can be done by the application of aerial laser
scanning.
Aerial laser scanning can be used as a stand alone technique or with additional remotely sensed
data (multi- or hyperspectral data). Aerial laser scanning system measures locations of points
in the physical space by instantaneous scan angle and range. DGPS and INS systems give the
location and orientation of flying platform. After the integration of aerial laser scanning data,
DGPS and INS data each point is described with X, Y , Z coordinates and the intensity value of
the echo. Additionally used remotely sensed data contributes to easier identification of details
for aerial laser scanning. To set up a foundation when aerial laser scanning can be applied
for geodetic data production, we decided to investigate the derivation of minimal terms when
aerial laser scanning is used as a stand-alone technique. This opens ways for future research
in the minimal term optimization when aerial laser scanning is used in combination with other
remotely sensed techniques.
Different rigorous error models of aerial laser scanning are available, but they are too complicated
for typical person who orders aerial laser scanning. In the process of local spatial planning,
different professional profiles (geodesists, cartographers, architects, rural and urban planners,
landscape planners) come in contact with the ordering or the supervision of the data acquisition
from aerial laser scanning. The most appropriate error model usable for such a broad professional
society should be simple and must give reliable error values a-priori to the ordering. Therefore
a simplified a-priori error model was developed in this work.
A thorough research on different errors sources has been made on the basis of literature re-
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view. Different error sources have been identified and evaluated according to error sizes and
importance. As a base for error model development and simplification, the Schenk’s geolocation
equation was used. The error sources were divided in three groups: basic systematic errors, flight
mission related errors and errors caused by the target characteristics (the object from which the
laser echo reflects). The most important scientific improvement of Schenk’s error model in our
work is the introduction of vegetation height related error (from a group of target characteristic
errors). The vegetation height related error has the greatest influence on the total error size
of laser scanning points in areas covered by vegetation. If we take for example Slovenia, which
territory is over 50% covered with forests, this error plays an important role when deciding on
permitted error sizes.
Analytically we developed a simplified a-priori error model, which returns an average and max-
imal error size for the whole aerial laser scanning point cloud. This simplified error model is
independent from scan and heading angle. To calculate the average and maximal error sizes,
we have to decide only on the permitted size of roll, pitch and heading error components, GPS
sensor positioning errors, vegetation height related error and flying height. Therefore our sim-
plified error model provides an easy tool to define possible error sizes in aerial laser scanning
a-priori to laser scanning ordering. Just two simple equations define the average and maximal
possible error sizes.
The study of the error model provided also some practical hints, how to check the delivered laser
scanning point cloud, to be certain that it satisfies our needs. The contractor should deliver data
with strip overlap to enable checking of vertical accuracy. To enable checking of GPS sensor
positioning error after flight, it is sensible to retrieve GPS measurement protocol with PDOP
values.
Although secondary height related errors are not included in the simplified a-priori error model,
they should be considered if aerial laser scanning in mountainous terrain is to be conducted. In
addition the errors resulting from unknowing local transformational parameters of local coordi-
nate system in which laser scanning point cloud was transformed are not included. They can be
avoided if transformational parameters are well known or one of the global coordinate systems
is used (WGS84 or ETRS89).
With a-priori known accuracy of laser scanning, we have to decide in advance also on the level
of detail which we would like to present in the final product – the geodetic data for local spatial
planning. The level of detail, which can be acquired from a aerial laser scanning, defines the
precision of the final product. The precision which can be acquired from the laser scanning data
is connected with laser scanning point density by Nyquist frequency (minimal sampling density).
When producing a cartographic product at a certain scale (e.g. national topographic map in scale
1 : 5000) the accuracy of a map and its precision are defined in advance. The precision is defined
by geometrical accuracy of the map. Geometrical accuracy is defined through drawing accuracy
and scale of the map. The minimal point density of laser scanning points is defined by Nyquist
frequency. This is a theoretical value, in order to satisfy it, all points should lie on the ground.
In a typical laser scanning point cloud this is not the case, as the laser points are scattered
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by height. Therefore the total needed point density which satisfies the specified geometrical
accuracy was calculated for four vegetation classes in leaf-off season: scarce mediteranean forest,
dense forest, mixed vegetation (grassland, orchard and forest) and built-up area with houses.
Prior to that, the penetration rate of laser points in these vegetation classes was measured
on the test sample of the city of Nova Gorica, Slovenia. The total needed point density was
calculated with the knowledge on the penetration rate and theoretical derivation of point density
by Nyquist frequency.
If we use areal laser scanning as a supplementary technique to multi- or hyperspectral data,
the point density can be reduced, because the laser scanning is used just to enable height
representation. The multi- or hyperspectral data are used in this case as fundamental data for
identification and reconstruction of the objects. In this case the precision of the end-product is
defined through the resolution of the photograph.
By first defining a-priori accuracy and point density of the laser scanning point cloud, we pro-
posed a methodology change from photogrammetric stereo-restitution to stand-alone laser scan-
ning for the following geodetic data: land survey plans in scale 1 : 5000 (topographic maps), Real
estate register and for above ground layers of the Cadastre of public infrastructure. For all these
products the aerial laser scanning conduced in leaf-off season with the total needed point density
around 15 pt/m2 would satisfy. The only exception are objects under dense vegetation, which
would require larger total needed point density. To achieve the prescribed vertical accuracy of
10 cm for all these products, laser scanning on 600–800 m over ground should be used, with INS
accuracies 0.005◦ of roll and pitch, and 0.007◦ of heading.
With a-priori known laser scanning accuracy and total needed point density we can decide on
appropriate laser scanning data which satisfy our needs. This knowledge defines the optimal
laser scanning data for a certain geodetic product used in local spatial planning.
The scientific value of this work is that the a-priori error estimation and total needed point
density are analytical derivations and therefore give unique values. All the boundary conditions
for error sizes are collected at one place, and the user of our equations does not need to search
through additional literature and laser scanner specifications to calculate the a-priori error es-
timation or needed total point density. The developed equations are easy to use and therefore
can be applied by different professional profiles which are in contact with spatial planning. This
way the knowledge about the aerial laser scanning technology becomes accessible to a broader
professional society. As a consequence, also the acquisition methodologies of different geodetic
data can be optimized with aerial laser scanning. The proposal for acquisition methodology
optimization for geodetic data used in local spatial planning in Slovenia was given in this work.
In this way we confirmed all three hypotheses of our work:
• The simplified a-priori error model was developed analytically from the Schenk’s rigorous
error model. It defines the minimal terms for aerial laser scanning ordering.
• The Nyquist frequency connects the laser scanning point density and the requested preci-
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sion of certain geodetic data. Together with the knowledge on penetration rate for certain
vegetation class the total needed point density was defined.
• The acquisition methodology optimized with adding aerial laser scanning opens ways for
better precision of data acquisition. The majority of geodetic data for local spatial planning
can gain if aerial laser scanning is applied as an additional source of spatial information.
For land survey plans in scale 1 : 5000 (topographic maps), Real Estate Register and above-
ground layers of the Cadastre of public infrastructure, the aerial laser scanning as stand-
alone technique presents an equivalent data acquisition methodology to the existing ones.
Our acquisition methodology optimization proposal opens ways to data processing methodology
studies and cost-benefit studies of aerial laser scanning applied in geodetic data production.
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10 RAZSˇIRJENI POVZETEK V SLOVENSˇCˇINI
10.1 Uvod
Zracˇno lasersko skeniranje, imenovano tudi lidar (LIDAR – Light Detection and Ranging),
je metoda daljinskega zaznavanja, ki se cˇedalje vecˇ uporablja za zajem topografskih in ba-
timetricˇnih podatkov. Zracˇno lasersko skeniranje se lahko uporablja kot samostojna tehnika
snemanja, v kombinaciji s klasicˇnim fotogrametricˇnim snemanjem (multispektralno snemanje)
ali v kombinaciji z ostalimi tehnikami daljinskega zaznavanja (npr. hiperspektralno snemanje).
Poglavitni prednosti zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja pred fotogrametricˇnimi metodami snemanja
sta v tem, da podatke o viˇsinski razporeditvi tocˇk na reliefu pridobimo direktno z izmero
in da lahko izmerimo tudi tocˇke pod vegetacijo. Z direktno izmero reliefa pod vegetacijo se
nam odprejo mozˇnosti za samodejno izdelavo plastnic, zajem potokov, zajem gozdnih cest in
natancˇnejˇso izdelavo digitalnega modela reliefa (DMR). Cˇe metodo uporabimo v kombinaciji s
fotogrametricˇnim snemanjem, se poenostavi identifikacija objektov ter poda mozˇnost za izdelavo
natancˇnejˇsih pravih ortofotografij.
Namen doktorske disertacije je opredelitev minimalnih pogojev, ki opredeljujejo, kaksˇne po-
datke zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja lahko uporabimo za izdelavo ali posodobljanje geodet-
skih podatkov, ki se uporabljajo kot prostorske podlage v lokalnem prostorskem nacˇrtovanju v
Sloveniji. Ti minimalni pogoji morajo biti zadostni pogoji za opredelitev narocˇila, ki ga posredu-
jemo ponudnikom zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja. Omogocˇiti nam morajo, da se o obstojecˇem
oblaku tocˇk odlocˇimo, ali je primeren za nasˇo uporabo. V tej nalogi smo se osredotocˇili na
dva zelo pomembna vidika, ki dolocˇata, katere podatke zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja moramo
izbrati za dolocˇen namen:
• poznavanje natancˇnosti zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja pred snemanjem: preko a-priori
modela napak zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja dolocˇimo optimalne parametre snemanja
glede na potrebe
• preko znane geometricˇne locˇljivosti geodetskih podatkov, uporabnih za izdelavo pros-
torskih podlag, dolocˇimo gostoto tocˇk zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja na enoto povrsˇine
(sˇt. tocˇk/m2)
Ob dobrem poznavanju, katere podatke narocˇamo za posamezni namen, se nam odprejo mozˇnosti
tudi za optimizacijo metodologije zajemanja podatkov.
Na osnovi prej opisanega namena naloge smo postavili naslednje hipoteze naloge:
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• Iz obstojecˇih rigoroznih modelov napak lahko analiticˇno izpeljemo poenostavljen model
napak, ki bo uporaben za a-priori izracˇun natancˇnosti laserskega skeniranja. Poenostavljen
model napak nam bo podal osnovne omejitve, ki jih moramo uposˇtevati pri narocˇanju
zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja.
• Zahtevana geometricˇna locˇljivost geodetskih podatkov, ki jih bomo izdelali na osnovi
zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja, opredeli gostoto laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine.
• Ob poznavanju velikosti napak in gostote tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine pred izvedbo samega
zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja podamo tudi okvirje za lazˇje odlocˇanje o vpeljavi zracˇnega
laserskega skeniranja v geodetsko prakso. To nam omogocˇi tudi optimizacijo metodologije
zajemanja podatkov za razlicˇne geodete podatke, ki se uporabljajo kot prostorske podlage
pri lokalnem prostorskem nacˇrtovanju.
V nalogi je najprej opisana zakonodaja, ki ureja lokalno prostorsko nacˇrtovanje v Sloveniji. Na
osnovi te zakonodaje so opredeljeni prostorski podatki, ki se lahko uporabljajo za prostorsko
planiranje ter njihova trenutna metodologija zajema.
Ob temeljitem pregledu obravnave napak zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja smo ugotovili, da so
posamezni viri napak sicer podrobno raziskani (Alharthy et al., 2004; Ahokas et al., 2005a;
Burman, 2000; Crosilla and Beinat, 2005; Schenk, 2001; Schnurr et al., 2004; Maas, 2003;
Thoma et al., 2005; Turton, 2006), manjka pa splosˇen in predvsem uporaben model, ki bi lahko
sluzˇil pri nacˇrtovanju oz. narocˇanju snemanja. Z mozˇnostjo a-priori izracˇuna napak zracˇnega
laserskega skeniranja in znano predvideno geometricˇno locˇljivost geodetskih podatkov se lahko
zˇe pred narocˇilom zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja odlocˇimo o izbiri parametrov snemanja, ki
bodo dali najbolj optimalne rezultate.
Polozˇajna natancˇnost zracˇnega laserskega skerniranja je 30-50 cm, viˇsinska natancˇnost pa 5-15
cm, vendar so lahko te vrednosti vecˇje, cˇe snemanje izvedemo v slabsˇih pogojih od idealnih
(Baltsavias, 1999a; Maas, 2003). Napake niso enake na celotnem obmocˇju snemanja, temvecˇ
so odvisne od vecˇ dejavnikov. V nalogi zato zˇelimo raziskati vpliv posameznih dejavnikov in
te vplive uposˇtevati v analiticˇnem modelu skupne ocene natancˇnosti zracˇnega laserskega skeni-
ranja. S takim modelom lahko predhodno izracˇunamo natancˇnost zajetih podatkov brez uporabe
programske opreme, ki jo bo za obdelavo podatkov uporabil ponudnik laserskega skeniranja.
Izvedbo zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja lahko opredelimo sˇe po gostoti izmerjenih tocˇk na enoto
povrsˇine (sˇtevilo tocˇk na m2). Cˇe povzamemo izkusˇnje z Univerze na Dunaju in v Vidmu
(Kraus, 2005; Crosilla, 2005), lahko podatke locˇimo glede na gostoto posnetih tocˇk, ki ustrezajo
dolocˇeni potrebi po predstavitvi terena. V prvi skupini so podatki z najvecˇ 1 tocˇko/m2, ki
omogocˇajo izdelavo splosˇnih DMR-jev in so primerljivi s trirazsezˇnimi podatki, pridobljenimi na
osnovi fotogrametricˇne stereorestitucije. Druga skupina z 1 do 5 tocˇkami/m2 omogocˇa izdelavo
podrobnejˇsih DMR-jev (npr. za izdelavo reliefa poplavnih obmocˇij za potrebe hidrografije). V
tretjo skupino sodijo podatki z vecˇ kot 5 tocˇkami/m2, ki omogocˇajo izdelavo najbolj podrobnih
DMR-jev za potrebe prikazov urbanih obmocˇij, cest in drugih detajlov (10 tocˇk/m2 izpolni
vecˇino taksˇnih potreb). Gostoto laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine pa lahko vnaprej predvidimo z
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uposˇtevanjem geometricˇne locˇljivosti izdelka, ki ga zˇelimo izdelati ob uporabi dolocˇenega oblaka
tocˇk zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja. S pomocˇjo Nyquistove frekvence smo v doktorskem delu
opredelili teoreticˇno potrebno gostoto tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine za izbrane geodetske podatke.
Preko izmere delezˇa prodiranja laserskih zˇarkov skozi razlicˇne tipe vegetacije na testnem setu
laserskih podatkov iz Nove Gorice pa smo dolocˇili sˇe optimalno uporabno gostoto tocˇk na enoto
povrsˇine.
A-priori ocena napak in optimalna gostota laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine podata osnovne
parametre zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja, ki jih moramo poznati zˇe pred narocˇilom snemanja.
S tem smo odprli mozˇnost sˇe za optimizacijo metodologije zajema podatkov pri izdelavi in
azˇuriranju geodetskih podatkov, ki jih uporabljamo pri lokalnem prostorskem nacˇrtovanju.
10.2 Zakonske osnove in trenutna metodologija izdelave geodetskih podatkov
za potrebe lokalnega prostorskega nacˇrtovanja
Prostorsko planiranje oz. nacˇrtovanje se ukvarja s celostnim urejanjem prostora drzˇav, regij
in obcˇin. Med lokalno prostorsko nacˇrtovanje uvrsˇcˇamo planiranje za potrebe regij in obcˇin.
Prostorski planer oz. nosilec urejanja prostora potrebuje za izdelavo kvalitetnih prostorskih
nacˇrtov kakovostnih kartografske in druge podatkovne osnove, ki prikazujejo trenutno stanje
preucˇevanega prostora (Pogacˇnik, 1992). Ker v cˇasu izdelave doktorske disertacije regije v
Sloveniji sˇe niso bile dolocˇene, smo se v nalogi osredotocˇili na obcˇinsko prostorsko nacˇrtovanje.
10.2.1 Zakonske osnove
Podrobno je prostorsko nacˇrtovanje v Sloveniji zakonsko opredeljeno v Zakonu o prostorskem
nacˇrtovanju (ZPNacˇrt, UL RS 33/2007) ter njegovem predhodniku, to je bil Zakonu o ure-
janju prostora (ZureP-1, UL RS 110/02 in 8/03). V zakonih in njunih podzakonskih aktih so
opredeljene pristojnosti drzˇave in lokalnih skupnosti (obcˇin ali vecˇ obcˇin skupaj) pri pripravi
prostorskih aktov za potrebe urejanja prostora. Prostorske ureditve se nacˇrtujejo s prostorskimi
akti, ki opredeljujejo usmeritve v zvezi s posegi v prostor, vrste mozˇnih posegov v prostor ter
pogoje in merila za njihovo izvedbo. Prostorski akt vsebuje graficˇni in tekstualni del. Graficˇni
del temelji na razlicˇnih geodetkih podatkih, ki prikazujejo trenutno stanje prostora, govorimo
o prostorskih podlagah, na katerih temelji prostorsko nacˇrtovanje. Prostorske akte priprav-
ljajo nosilci urejanja prostora (drzˇavni organi oz. organi lokalnih skupnosti ter nosilci javnih
pooblastil) in jih delimo na drzˇavne, obcˇinske in medobcˇinske prostorske akte. Na sliki A.3
(stran 167) so zapisani akti, ki opredeljujejo prostorsko nacˇrtovanje na vseh treh ravneh.
Zaradi racionalnosti in uporabnosti strokovnih podlag za razlicˇne stratesˇke in izvedbene pros-
torske akte se za pripravo strokovnih podlag uporabijo razlicˇni geodetski podatki in drugi po-
datki iz uradnih evidenc, katerih vodenje je v drzˇavni oz. lokalni pristojnosti (ZureP-1, UL
RS 110/02 in 8/03). Geodetske podatke in izdelke za pripravo strokovnih podlag prostorskih
aktov obcˇine delimo na prostorske podlage oz. izdelke za prikazovanje kartografskega dela pros-
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torskega akta in geodetske podatke, ki jih uporabimo tudi pri izdelavi formalnopravnih prilog
prostorskega akta. Med geodetske podatke, ki jih v Sloveniji lahko uporabimo za lokalno pros-
torsko nacˇrtovanje, sˇtejemo: drzˇavno topografsko karto v merilu 1 : 50 000 (DTK 50), geodetski
nacˇrt v merilu 1 : 5000 (ali drzˇavno topografsko karto 1 : 5000 – DTK5), ortofoto nacˇrte v merilu
1 : 5000, DMR, podatke Zemljiˇskega katastra, Katastra stavb ali Registra nepremicˇnin, Registra
prostorskih enot, Zbirnega katastra gospodarske javne infrastrukture (podatki o prometni, komu-
nalni, elektricˇni infrastrukturi, infrastruktura za zasˇcˇito naravne dediˇscˇine, telekomunikacijska
omrezˇja), uradne podatke o vrsti rabe prostora in Register zemljepisnih imen.
10.2.2 Danasˇnja metodologija izdelave geodetskih podatkov za obcˇinsko prostorsko
nacˇrtovanje
Formalnopravni lokacijski podatki, kot so podatki Zemljiˇskega katastra in Katastra stavb, se
vzdrzˇujejo le na osnovi terenskih meritev s klasicˇno ali GPS-izmero. Register nepremicˇnin
povzema lokacijske podatke iz Katastra stavb, njegovi atributni podatki pa so se dolocˇili tudi
na osnovi terenskega popisa. Register prostorskih enot se obnavlja na osnovi formalnopravnih
aktov, ki definirajo nove meje prostorsih enot, ki pa ne potekajo po mejah Zemljiˇskega katastra.
Geodetski nacˇrti v merilu 1 : 5000 so izdelani na osnovi topografskih podatkov, ki prikazujejo
stanje prostora v merilu 1 : 5000. Poleg topografskih podatkov so na geodetskih nacˇrtih lahko
prikazani tudi drugi podatki (npr. zemljiˇski kataster). Geodetskim nacˇrtom enakovreden po-
datkovni sloj so drzˇavne topografske karte v merilu 1 : 5000 (DTK5). DTK5 se izdelujejo s
pomocˇjo fotogrametricˇne stereorestitucije stereoparov ciklicˇnega aerosnemanja (CAS). Enako so
bili izmerjeni tudi podatki o reliefu (DTM 100, 25, 12,5 in 5). InSAR-posnetki so bili osnova za
sˇe eno verzijo DMR 25. Na osnovi kombinacije razlicˇnih viˇsinskih podatkov, ki so vsebovali sˇe
podatek o viˇsinski natancˇnosti, je bil izdelan DMR 12,5 (Podobnikar, 2003). Kot vhodni podatek
za izdelavo ortofotografij v merilu 1 : 5000 so bili uporabljeni podatki DMR 25 in CAS-stereopari.
Vecˇina nadzemnih vodov v Zbirnem katastru gospodarske javne infrastrukture (prometna, en-
ergetska infrastruktura, recˇna infrastruktura ter infrastruktura za upravljanje in zasˇcˇito nara-
vne dediˇscˇine) se lahko zajemajo s fotogrametricˇnimi postopki ali daljinskim zaznavanjem ter
klasicˇno ali GPS-izmero na terenu. Podzemne vode lahko izmerimo le ob namesˇcˇanju teh vodov
v zemljo, kar se vecˇinoma izvaja s klasicˇno ali GPS-izmero.
Za prostorsko nacˇrtovanje so pomembni tudi podatki o dejanski rabi prostora. Le-ta se na
drzˇavni ravni vodi v dveh stopnjah detajla. Geodetska uprava Republike Slovenije ciklicˇno
vzdrzˇuje podatke o dejanjski rabi prostora, ki je razdeljena na pet razredov rabe (Pravilnik
...dejanska raba prostora..., 2004), in se vzdrzˇuje na osnovi fotointerpretacije posnetkov CAS.
Ministrstvo za kmetijstvo vodi podrobnejˇso bazo o dejanski rabi kmetijskih in gozdnih zemljiˇscˇ,
kjer je opredeljenih 16 razredov rabe (Pravilnik ...kmetijskih in gozdnih zemljiˇscˇ, 2006). Tudi
ta raba je dolocˇena na osnovi fotointerpretacije ortofotografij CAS ali satelitskih posnetkov.
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10.3 Pregled napak zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja
Razlicˇni avtorji so preverjali dosezˇeno natancˇnost zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja z a-posteriori
izmero terenskih kontrolnih tocˇk oz. kontrolnih podrocˇij (Alharthy et al., 2004; Ahokas et al.,
2005b; Burman, 2000; Crosilla et al., 2005; Schenk, 2001; Schnurr et al., 2004; McKean in
Roering, 2005; Thoma et al., 2005). Rezultati se ujemajo z zˇe prej omenjenimi odstopanji 30-50
cm po planimetriji in 5-15 cm po viˇsini, ki jih je prvi podal Baltsavias (1999a) in potrdil Maas
(2003).
Obstojecˇi rigorozni modeli napak zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja (Schenk, 2001; Beinat in
Crosilla, 2002; Friess, 2006; Skaloud in Lichti, 2006) so prezapleteni za vsakodnevno uporabo pri
nacˇrtovanju zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja, zato smo se odlocˇili, da enega izmed njih poenos-
tavimo. Kot osnovo za izdelavo poenostavljenega modela napak smo uporabili Schenkov model
napak (Schenk, 2001). S pomocˇjo podrobnega pregleda literature smo opredelili tipe napak,
njihove velikosti in obnasˇanje ter njihov vpliv na skupno napako zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja.
Osnovno geolokacijsko enacˇbo zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja lahko opiˇsemo z naslednjimi pro-
cesnimi sklopi (Wehr in Lohn, 1999; Baltsavias, 1999b; Kraus, 2005): opredelitev laserskega
snemalnega sistema z njegovimi fizikalnimi karakteristikami, postopek transformacije podatkov
iz snemalnega sistema v lokalni koordinatni sistem nosilca laserskega sistema (helikopter ali
letalo), transformacija podatkov iz lokalnega koordinatnega sistema nosilca v globalni koordi-
natni sistem ter transformacija iz globalnega v nacionalni koordinatni sistem. Vsak procesni
sklop je obremenjen tudi z napakami.
Neodvisno od delitve procesnih sklopov, lahko napake zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja delimo
glede na izvor napak (Slika 5.1 na strani 50). Prvo skupino napak predstavljajo osnovne sis-
tematicˇne napake oz. napake vpliva programske in strojne opreme (McKean in Roering, 2005),
ki jih lahko modeliramo z analiticˇnim modelom napak (Schenk, 2001). Drugo skupino napak
imenujemo napake misije snemanja in so po naravi tudi sistematicˇne napake (McKean in Roer-
ing, 2005). V tretji skupini so napake, ki nastanejo zaradi lastnosti terena oz. tarcˇe, od katere
se laserski zˇarek odbije. Zadnje navadno odkrijemo ob koncˇni uporabi laserskih podatkov in se
ne obnasˇajo sistematicˇno.
10.3.1 Opis osnovnih sistematicˇnih napak s Schenkovim modelom
Osnovne sistematicˇne napake lahko modeliramo s Schenkovo geolokacijsko enacˇbo, ki jo opiˇsemo
z rotacijami med razlicˇnimi sistemi (Slika 5.2 na strani 53):
xL = x0 +∆x0 +RW ·RGEO ·∆RINS ·RINS
 
s0 +∆s0 +∆Rm ·Rm ·∆RsRs · h−(d+∆d)

(10.1)
kjer imajo spremenljivke naslednje pomene:
xL je vektor laserske tocˇke na tleh v globalnem ortogonalnem koordinatnem sistemu (KS) (npr.
WGS84)
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x0 je vektor lokacije GPS-sprejemnika na nosilcu snemanja (helikopter ali letalo), dolocˇen v
globalnem ortogonalnem koordinatnem sistemu, ∆x0 natancˇnost dolocˇitve x0
RW je rotacijska matrika za prehod iz lokalnega ortogonalnega KS v globalni ortogonalni KS
RGEO je rotacijska matrika za prehod meritve iz geoida na elipsoid (lokalni ortogonalni KS)
RINS je rotacijska matrika za prehod iz lokalnega KS nosilca snemanja v KS, ki ga opisuje geoid
(je definiran z lokalno navpicˇnico), ∆RINS je napaka RINS
s0 je vektor zamika med centrom GPS/INS-sistema in laserskega sistema, ∆s0 je napaka ∆s0
Rm je matrika nepravilne namestitve laserskega sistema v nicˇto lego, ∆Rm je napaka Rm
Rs je rotacijska matrika zasuka med nicˇto in trenutno lego laserskega zˇarka, definirana je s koti
skeniranja, ∆Rs so napake kotov skeniranja Rs
h−(d+∆d) vektor razdalje do laserske tocˇke na tleh, ∆ps napaka sinhronizacije med INS, GPS
in laserskim sistemom
Rotacija med trenutnim kotom ter nicˇtim kotom laserskega zˇarka – Rs
Rotacija med trenutnim kotom in nicˇtim kotom laserskega zˇarka je definirana s trenutnim kotom
skeniranja βi1. Rotacijo Rs zapiˇsemo z enacˇbo 5.4 (stran 54). Osi koordinatega sistema laserske
naprave so definirane na naslednji nacˇin: ZLS z nicˇto lego laserskega zˇarka, XLS priblizˇno v
smeri nosu letala, YLS skozi desno krilo (Schenk, 2001; Filin, 2001a). Na izmero trenutnega
kota skeniranja vplivajo naslednje napake: indeksna napaka ε, napaka dolocˇitve sˇirine pasu
snemanja ∆τ ter vertikalno in horizontalno neujemanje ravnine skeniranja s teoreticˇno ravnino
skeniranja (Slika 5.4 na strani 56). Indeksna napaka je lahko med 0,001◦ in 0,02◦ (Jutzi and
Stilla, 2003; Schenk, 2001). Podobne vrednosti imajo tudi napake dolocˇitve sˇirine pasu snemanja
in napake neujemanja ravnine skeniranja s teoreticˇno ravnino skeniranja, ki lahko dosezˇejo do
0.03◦ (Schenk, 2001; Latypov, 2005). Zato lahko matriko ∆Rs zapiˇsemo kot matriko z majhnimi
koti (enacˇba 5.9 na strani 56).
Ujemanje INS/GPS in laserskega sistema – Rm in s0
Ujemanje INS/GPS in laserskega sistema predstavlja transformacijo laserskih meritev v koordi-
natni sistem nosilca laserskega skeniranja. Laserski sistem nosilca je definiran z: Zb je pravokotna
na trup letala in kazˇe poti tlom, Xb kazˇe tocˇno proti nosu letala, Yb pa je usmerjena skozi desno
krilo (Slika 5.5 na strani 57). Transformacija laserskih meritev v koordinatni sistem nosilca je
sestavljena iz translacije s0 in rotacije Rm. Rotacijo Rm izmerimo v postopku kalibracije med
letom. Vsebuje kote, ki so po navadi manjˇsi od 3◦ (Ba¨umker in Heimes, 2002; Morin in El-
Sheimy, 2002; Katzenbeisser, 2003; Skaloud in Lichti, 2006), zato jo lahko zapiˇsemo z rotacijsko
matriko za majhne kote (enacˇba 5.13 na strani 58). Napake dolocˇitve teh kotov ∆Rm so odvisne
od postopka kalibracije med letom (enacˇba 5.14 na strani 58). Po sami kalibraciji med letom
lahko pricˇakujemo najvecˇje napake kotov do 0,01◦ (Schenk, 2001; Katzenbeisser, 2003). Napaka
translacije ∆s0 pa je odvisna od velikosti Rm in s0.
1V primeru skenerjev, ki tvorijo Z-obliko ali elipsasto obliko pasu snemanja (glej stran 45) moramo uposˇtevati
sˇe dodatna dva kota skeniranja v ostalih dveh ravninah. V teoreticˇnih izpeljavah po navadi predpostavimo, da
obravnavamo skener z vzporednimi linijami skeniranja.
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Rotacija med koordinatnim sistemom nosilca in navigacijskim koordinatnim siste-
mom – RINS
Rotacija iz koordinatnega sistema nosilca v navigacijski koordinatni sistem, ki je definiran z
geoidom, je opredeljena z ZN -osjo, usmerjeno v smeri navpicˇnice (proti centru geoida), XN proti
severu, YN proti vzhodu (Slika 5.9 na strani 63). Rotacijo iz koordinatnega sistema nosilca v
navigacijski koordinatni sistem RINS izmerimo z INS in opiˇsemo z Eulerjevimi koti: pozibavanje
ψ, zibanje φ in guganje θ. Tem kotom pravimo tudi INS-koti. Kota zibanja in guganja sta
vecˇinoma v velikostnem redu do 10◦, pozibavanje pa ima lahko vrednosti 0◦-360◦. Rotacija
RINS je zapisana z enacˇbo 5.18 (stran 64).
Med napake RINS oz. napake INS-kotov sˇtejemo (Grejner-Brzezinska in Wang, 1998; Schenk,
2001): inicializacijske napake dolocˇitve zacˇetne lege in hitrosti nosilca, napake ujemanj med sis-
temi (razlika med izhodiˇscˇem navigacijskega sistema in sistema nosilca), kompenzacijske napake
INS-sistema ter napake gravitacijskega modela. Vse te napake je tezˇko modelirati, saj so nekatere
odvisne od cˇasa, druge pa od smeri leta. Odvisno od cene INS-sistema, ki dolocˇa natancˇnost
izdelave INS-sistema, lahko pricˇakujemo napake zibanja φ in guganja θ v okviru 0,004◦-0,02◦
po kalibraciji med letom (Katzenbeisser, 2003; Skaloud in Lichti, 2006; Friess, 2006). Napaka
pozibavanja ψ je dvakrat vecˇja od napak zibanja in guganja (Katzenbeisser, 2003). Za razliko
of INS-kotov so napake INS-kotov majhne in za njih lahko zapiˇsemo rotacijsko matriko majhnih
kotov (enacˇba 5.20 na strani 64).
Rotacija iz navigacijskega sistema v lokalni koordinatni sistem – RGEO
Lokalni koordinatni sistem GPS-sprejemnika na nosilcu snemanja je opredeljen z normalo
na lokalni elipsoid. Razlika med navigacijskim in lokalnim sistemom je opisana z odklonom
navpicˇnice, ki opisuje kot med normalo na lokalni elipsoid in navpicˇnico na geoidu. Najvecˇji od-
kloni navpicˇnice ne presegajo 0, 0175◦ (Vanicˇek in Krakiwski, 1996; Pribicˇevic´, 2000). Rotacija
RGEO je zapisana z rotacijsko matriko za majhne kote (enacˇba 5.24 na strani 66). Ker so zˇe
odkloni navpicˇnice opisani z zelo majhnimi koti, predstavljajo napake izmere odklona navpicˇnice
zanemarljive vrednosti.
Rotacija iz lokalnega v globalni koordinatni sistem – RW
Rotacija iz lokalnega v globalni koordinatni sistem predstavlja uskladitev med lokalnim koor-
dinatnim sistemom GPS-sprejemnika na nosilcu snemanja, z izhodiˇscˇem v faznem centru GPS-
sprejemnika in z osjo ZGEO usmerjeno po normali globalnega elipsoida, in globalnim koordinat-
nim sistemom z izhodiˇscˇem v srediˇscˇu Zemlje (npr. WGS84).
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10.3.2 Napake zaradi misije snemanja
Na natancˇnost zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja vplivajo tudi lastnosti postopka snemanja: viˇsina
leta, hitrost leta, odstotek preklopa med snemalnimi pasovi, oddaljenost referencˇne GPS-postaje,
zracˇna turbulenca in ostali vremenski pogoji, ki vplivajo na stabilnost leta in natancˇnost GPS-
izmere.
Napaka sinhronizacije – ∆ps
Laserski skener, INS in GPS uporabljajo vsak svoj lokalni cˇas in svojo frekvenco meritev. Naj-
vecˇjo frekvenco meritev ima laserski skener s povprecˇnimi vrednostmi 20-40 kHz (Baltsavias,
1999a; Friess, 2006) in najvecˇjo 200 kHz (TopoSys, 2008). Sledi INS s povprecˇno frekvenco
100 Hz in najvecˇjo 200-400 Hz (Baltsavias, 1999a; Turton, 2006; Legat et al., 2006; Skaloud
in Lichti, 2006). GPS meri polozˇaj nosilca z mnogo manjˇso frekvenco, povprecˇno 1-2 Hz in
najvecˇjo 10 Hz (Baltsavias, 1999a; Maas, 2002; Schnurr et al., 2004; Legat et al., 2006). Vendar
ima med vsemi sistemi GPS najnatancˇnejˇso uro, katere neujemanje s standardnim GPS-cˇasom
lahko znasˇa najvecˇ 1 µs. Temu neujemanju pravimo napaka GPS-sinhronizacije. GPS-cˇas je
referenca tudi za ostala dva merinika (laserski skener in INS) (Ding et al., 2005).
Neujemanje med INS-cˇasom meritve in GPS-cˇasom je napaka INS-sinhronizacije. Neujemanje
med cˇasom pulza laserskega skenerja in GPS-cˇasom je napaka sinhronizacije laserskega skenerja.
Vsota zgornjih napak sinhronizacije poda skupno napako sinhronizacije ∆t, ki definira polozˇajni
vektor napake sinhronizacije ∆ps. Po izvedeni povezavi GPS- in INS-meritev s Kalmanovim
filtrom, velikost skupne napake sinhronizacije raste s povecˇevanjem oddaljenosti od nicˇte lege
nosilca in s povecˇevanjem razlike v hitrosti med nicˇto in trenutno lego nosilca. Cˇe uporabimo
nosilec z 100 Hz INS in 1 Hz GPS, lahko dolocˇimo gladko trajektorijo nosilca s frekvenco 20
Hz (Ding et al., 2005). Vmesne meritve lege nosilca izracˇunamo na osnovi interpolacije. Tako
lokacija nosilca ob vsaki laserski meritvi ni dolocˇena, ampak jo vecˇinoma dolocˇimo na osnovi
interpolacije. Zato v teh interpoliranih legah tudi velikost in obnasˇanje napake sinhronizacije
ni znana in je ne moremo obravnavati kot sistematicˇno (Schenk, 2001). Napaka sinhronizacije
je v veliki meri odvisna od zracˇnih turbulenc, ki onemogocˇajo stabilen let nosilca v cˇasu sne-
manja. Katzenbeisser (2003) trdi, da ∆t lahko obdrzˇimo pod 10 µs, kar omeji vektor napake
sinhronizacije na 5·10−5 m. Vektor napake sinhronizacije lahko izracˇunamo z enacˇbo 5.33 (stran
70).
Napaka izmere lege faznega centra GPS – ∆x0
Kljub temu, da so meritve INS in GPS integrirane v skupno meritev lege nosilca, vseh napak
INS in GPS ne moremo v celoti odpraviti. To so neodstranjeni vplivi ionosfere, troposfere,
razporeditve GPS-satelitov, vecˇkratnih odbojev, dinamike leta in gravitacijskih anomalij. Zato
je vpeljana napaka izmere lokacije z GPS, imenovana tudi napaka izmere lege faznega centra
GPS – ∆x0. Cˇe so zgornji vplivi optimalni, se ta napaka obnasˇa skoraj sistematicˇno in jo lahko
dolocˇimo. V obratnem primeru pa je ne moremo dolocˇiti. V optimalnih pogojih je napaka lege
faznega centra GPS-merilnika med 0,05 in 0,1 m (Schenk, 2001; Maas, 2003; Katzenbeisser,
2003; Lee et al., 2003; Skaloud in Lichti, 2006).
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Vpliv viˇsine leta na natancˇnost izmere razdalje
Razdalja med laserskim oddajnikom in tarcˇo na tleh, od katere se laserski zˇarek odbije, je odvisna
od grupne hitrosti vg potovanja laserskega zˇarka v zraku in izmerjenega cˇasa med oddajo in
sprejemom laserskega zˇarka. Natancˇnost izmerjenega cˇasa je odvisna od natancˇnosti merilnika
cˇasa te, ki jo definira izdelovalec merilnikov in jo lahko obravnavamo kot konstanto. V realnosti
ta napaka ni konstantna, saj na njeno velikost vplivajo spremembe v temperaturi in staranje
merilnika. Po navadi je natancˇnost merilnika cˇasa 1 µs (Baltsavias, 1999b). Da dosezˇemo
natancˇnost meritve razdalje 3 cm, moramo uporabiti merilnik cˇasa s frekvenco meritve cˇasovnih
intervalov 10 GHz (Katzenbeisser, 2003). Take merilnike cˇasa uporabljajo za izmero laserskih
zˇarkov z dolzˇino pulza 10 µs.
Zanemarimo spremembo grupne hitrosti med meritvami na morski obali ali pa v gorah na nad-
morski viˇsini 2000 m in v obeh primerih vzemimo enako viˇsino leta 1000 m. Tedaj lahko
pricˇakujemo napako v izmerjeni razdalji 6 cm zaradi neuposˇtevanja razlik v zracˇnem pritisku
(Katzenbeisser, 2003).
10.3.3 Napake zaradi lastnosti tarcˇe, od katere se odbije laserski zˇarek
Napake zaradi lastnosti tarcˇe niso vkljucˇene v Schenkov model napak. Mi smo jih uvedli z
vektorjem c(H), kjer je H viˇsina vegetacije. V to skupino sˇtejemo: napaka zaradi razlicˇne
odbojnosti tarcˇe, napake odvisne od viˇsine vegetacije, dodatna vertikalna napaka v hribovitem
svetu in napake zaradi motnosti vode, cˇe uporabljamo batimetricˇni laser.
Napaka zaradi razlicˇne odbojnosti tarcˇe
Odbojnost je odvisna od fizikalnih znacˇilnosti povrsˇja tarcˇe, od katerega se odbije laserski zˇarek
(gladkost v valovni dolzˇini laserskega zˇarka). Mikrostrukturo tarcˇ, od katerih se odbije laserski
zˇarek, lahko delimo po Wagnerju (2005a) (Slika 4.12 na strani 44): tocˇkovni objekti, manjˇsi od
obsega laserskega zˇarka na tleh; linearni objekti, kot so zˇice; ploskovni elementi, ki zajamejo
celoten obseg laserskega zˇarka; volumenski objekti, kjer se v obsegu laserskega zˇarka nahaja
veliko majhnih objektov na razlicˇnih viˇsinah (npr. listje, trava). Razlicˇna mikrostruktura in
odbojnost tarcˇe vplivata na to, koliksˇen del gostote mocˇi laserskega zˇarka se bo od tarcˇe odbil, in
ali bo ta presegla prag laserskega sprejemnika. Cˇe primerjamo dva objekta z enako odbojnostjo
in razlicˇno mikrostrukturo, zadnja dolocˇa, kateri objekt bo laserski sprejemnik zaznal. Velja
tudi obratno (Jutzi in Stilla, 2003; Wagner, 2005a).
Napaka zaradi viˇsine vegetacije, snega ali motnosti vode pri batimetricˇnih laserjih
Enako kot pri fotogrametricˇnih postopkih izmere je zracˇno lasersko skeniranje odvisno od letnega
cˇasa, v katerem se izvaja. Kljub temu, da laserski sprejemnik lahko prepozna vecˇ odbojev istega
laserskega pulza, ne vemo, ali je zadnji odboj res dosegel tla pod vegetacijo ali pa se je odbil
zˇe kje vmes. Cˇe obravnavamo zadnji odboj, kot da se je odbil od tal, v resnici pa se je odbil
na vmesni vegetaciji, s tem pridelamo viˇsinsko napako zaradi vegetacije. Kaksˇen delezˇ laserskih
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odbojev se v resnici odbije od tal, dolocˇamo na osnovi delezˇa prodiranja. Dolocˇiti moramo
dva delezˇa prodiranja: enega za zimsko obdobje brez listja in enega za poletno obdobje, ko je
vegetacija gosta in s tem onemogocˇa prodiranje. Za bolj natancˇen prikaz tal pod vegetacijo
je smiselna uporaba zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja v zimskem obdobju, saj s tem zmanjˇsamo
napako, ki bi jo dobili zaradi vegetacije. Zˇal to ne velja za obmocˇja, porasˇcˇena vecˇinoma z
iglavci. Cˇe uporabimo lasersko skeniranje s srednjo gostoto laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine (2-
10 tocˇk/m2) je razlika med digitalnima modeloma terena, izmerjenima pozimi ali poleti, manj
kot 5 cm (Hyyppa¨ et al., 2005; Ahokas et al., 2005b).
Vegetacija vpliva na natancˇnost digitalnega modela terena na dva nacˇina: sistematicˇni viˇsinski
zamik tocˇk terena glede na prava tla in vecˇja variabilnost v viˇsinah za enako razgiban teren, kot
cˇe bi snemali tla brez vegetacije (Kraus in Pfeifer, 1998; Ahokas et al., 2003; Pfeifer et al., 2004;
Gorte et al., 2005; Brzank et al., 2005; Hodgson et al., 2005; Hopkinson et al., 2005; Hyyppa¨ et
al., 2005; Hopkinson et al., 2006; Go¨pfert in Heipke, 2006; Barilotti et al., 2006; Raber et
at., 2007). Sistematicˇni viˇsinski zamik vecˇinoma opazimo v zelo gosti vegetaciji, kjer je vecˇina
zadnjih odbojev izmerjena nekje na sredi vegetacije, le redki zadnji odboji pa prodrejo prav do
tal in so zato obravnavani kot grobe napake. Podobno je pri snemanju z batimetricˇnim laserjem
v motni oz. kalni vodi, saj se kolicˇina delcev v vodi obnasˇa enako kot kolicˇina listja na drevju.
Bolj je voda motna, manj lahko vanjo prodremo z laserjem. Pri snemanju zasnezˇenih obmocˇij se
debelina snezˇne oddeje obnasˇa podobno kot zelo gosta vegetacija. Laserski zˇarek prodre v sneg
le kaksˇen centimeter (Deems in Painter, 2006), ostali sneg pa nam doda sistematicˇno viˇsinsko
razliko glede na prava tla, ki se nahajajo pod snegom.
Razlicˇni avtorji (Hodgson in Bresnahan, 2004; Hodgson et al., 2005; Hopkinson et al., 2005;
Reutebuch et al., 2003; Pfeifer et al., 2004; Ahokas et al., 2003; Raber et at., 2007) so preucˇevali
povezavo med standardno deviacijo (SD) ali srednjim kvadratnim pogresˇkom (RMSE) in tipom
vegetacije. Hopkinson et al. (2006) je ugotovil linearno povezavo H = 2, 5·SD med SD in viˇsino
vegetacije predvsem za nizke (H < 2 m) in visoke (H > 4 m) vegetacijske tipe, medtem ko pri
gozdnem podrastju (2 m < H < 4 m) ni ugotovil korelacije. Gorte et al. (2005) je ugotovil
podobno povezavo H = 2, 2·SD - 0,03 za zelo nizko vegetacijo (H < 20 cm). Cˇe primerjamo
laserske podatke in terensko izmerjene kontrolne tocˇke, ki jih obravnavamo kot tocˇke brez napak,
postane standardna deviacija viˇsinska natancˇnost laserskih podatkov za dolocˇen vegetacijski tip
(Pfeifer et al., 2004). Zato lahko kot prvi priblizˇek viˇsinske napake, ki jo povzrocˇi vegetacija,
vzamemo kar izvedbo po Hopkinson et al. (2006) za nizko in visoko vegetacijo c(H)z=H/2, 5 (v
vektorski obliki je zapisana v enacˇbi 5.44 na strani 76).
Viˇsina leta in gostota laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine tudi vplivata na natancˇnost izmere dig-
italnega modela terena za posamezne vegetacijske tipe. Ahokas et al. (2003) in Hyyppa¨ et
al. (2005) pravita, da cˇe povecˇamo viˇsino leta s 400 m na 1500 m, povecˇamo variablinost
izracˇunanega digitalnega modela reliefa za 50 % in seveda povecˇamo tudi sistematicˇno napako
viˇsine, pridobljeno zaradi vegetacije. Vecˇjo gostoto laserskih tocˇk uporabljamo, globlje v veg-
etacijo uspemo prodreti, to velja tudi za iglaste gozdove. Za dolocˇitev terena pod vegetacijo s
primerljivo natancˇnostjo, kot je dolocˇen teren na obmocˇjih brez vegetacije, moramo uporabiti
zracˇno lasersko skeniranje z veliko gostoto tocˇk 8-10 tocˇk/m2(Reutebuch et al., 2003; Chasmer
et al., 2006; Deems and Painter, 2006). Raber et al. (2007) je nasˇel le sˇibko povezavo med
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tipom vegetacije in gostoto laserskih tocˇk, z generalnim trenom povecˇanja napak, ko se zmanjˇsa
gostota tocˇk.
Dodatna viˇsinska napaka zaradi snemanja v hribovitem svetu
Vecˇina testov dosezˇene tocˇnosti zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja se je izvajala na ravnem ali rahlo
hribovitem terenu, kjer so tudi dolocˇili mejne vrednosti posameznih prej omenjenih napak.
Cˇe snemamo v hribovitem svetu, moramo uposˇtevati sˇe dva dodatna tipa napak (Baltsavias,
1999b; Schenk, 2001; Hodgson in Bresnahan, 2004; Deems in Painter, 2006): vpliv osnovnih
planimetricˇnih sistematicˇnih napak na viˇsinsko napako in vpliv velikosti odtisa laserskega zˇarka
na tleh na viˇsinsko napako (Slika 5.16 na strani 78).
Hodgson et al (2005) ni odkril dodatne viˇsinske napake pri preucˇevanju natancˇnosti digitalnega
modela terena za naklone terena, manjˇse od 8◦. Skupne vertikalne napake za naklone terena
25◦ so dvakrat vecˇje od osnovne vertikalne napake, ki jo dosezˇemo ob izmeri relativno ravnega
terena (naklon manj kot 4◦) (Hodgson in Bresnahan, 2004).
10.4 Izpeljava poenostavljenega modela napak zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja
Na osnovi podrobnega pregleda literature iz prejˇsnjega poglavlja, ki opisuje razlicˇne tipe na-
pak, smo postavili robne pogoje za velikost posameznih napak, ki vplivajo na skupno oceno
natancˇnosti laserskega skeniranja. Za opis vseh izvorov napak Schenkov model sistematicˇnih
napak ne zadosˇcˇa. Zato smo se odlocˇili, da Schenkovemu modelu dodamo elemente, ki bodo
opisali sˇe ostale pomembne nesistematicˇne vplive na skupno oceno natancˇnosti laserskega skeni-
ranja. Tako smo mu dodali napako sinhronizacije ∆ps in napako vpliva vegetacije c(H).
Ker je Schenkov model odvisen od kota skeniranja, smo se odlocˇili, da ga poenostavimo.
Tipicˇen narocˇnik laserskega skeniranja, ki potrebuje podatke za potrebe lokalnega prostorskega
nacˇrtovanja, ne prejme podatkov o razdalji do tocˇke in o kotu skeniranja, ampak zˇe izracˇunane
koordinate tocˇke na tleh v formatu X,Y ,Z. Ker tipicˇen narocˇnik tudi ni vesˇcˇ uporabe linearne
algebre, smo se odlocˇili, da z analiticˇno izpeljavo zapiˇsemo enacˇbo, ki bo cˇim bolj enostavna.
Najprej smo s pomocˇjo simulacije v Matlabu preucˇili vpliv napak na originalni Schenkov model
napak. Ugotovili smo, da je Schenkov model odvisen predvsem od kota skeniranja βi in kota
pozibavanja ψ, cˇe sta kota zibanja φ in guganja θ majhna. Schenkov model ob spreminjajocˇem
kotu pozibavanja opiˇsemo s sinusuido, ki pa ima nezanemerljivo amplitudo (glej grafe v prilogi
C na straneh 181-191). To nam ne omogocˇa hitrega izracˇuna srednje in najvecˇje napake.
Potem smo se lotili poenostavitve sistematicˇnih napak, ki so opisane z osnovnim Schenkovim
modelom. Vpeljali smo naslednje poenostavitve:
• Ker pred samim snemanjem ne vemo, kaksˇen laserski skener bo izvajalec uporabil, smo
cˇlenu K1 ≡ ∆RmRm∆Rs priredili vrednosti, pridobljene iz literature. Po testiranju
razlicˇnih vrednosti smo zaradi njihovega majhnega vpliva na celotno napako privzeli za
kote v matriki Rm vrednosti 0,001◦. Za ∆Rm in ∆Rs smo privzeli minimalne vrednosti
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iz tabele 6.1 na strani 85.
• Predpostavili smo, da se izhodiˇscˇa INS/GPS-sistemov in laserskega skenerja nahajajo na
istem mestu, zato lahko s0 in njena napako ∆s0 zanemarimo.
• Pri izpeljavi poenostavljenega modela natancˇnosti dovoljujemo kote zibanja in guganja do
±6◦, saj s tem omejimo nosilec v cˇim bolj horizontalno lego glede na teren v cˇasu snemanja.
• Razdaljo d + ∆d izmerjeno z laserskim zˇarkom, smo nadomestili z njenim priblizˇkom v
obliki viˇsine leta h.
• V poenostavitvi nismo obravnavali rotacije iz lokalnega v globalni koordinatni sistem
(Schenk, 2001). Predposavili smo, da je izhodiˇscˇe lokalnega sistema kar v izhodiˇscˇu global-
nega, torej da se fazni center GPS na nosilcu nahaja kar v srediˇscˇu Zemlje in da koordinatne
osi lokalnega in globalnega koordinatnega sistema sovpadajo.
• Definirali smo vektor z napakami x(h)1 ≡ K1 ·Rs ·h−h = ∆RmRm∆Rs ·Rs ·h−h in vektor
brez napak x(h)∗1 ≡ Rm ·Rs · h−h
Na osnovi zgornjih poenostavitev sedaj zapiˇsemo enacˇbo skupne napake laserskega skeniranja:
∆x = (RGEO ·∆RINS ·RINS · x(h)1 −RGEO ·RINS · x(h)∗1) + (∆ps +∆x0 + c(H)) (10.2)
V prvem oklepaju enacˇbe 10.2 se nahajajo osnovne sistematicˇne napake ∆xs, v drugem oklepaju
pa si sledijo sˇe napaka sinhronizacije ∆ps, napaka dolocˇitve faznega centra GPS ∆x0 in napaka,
pridobljena zaradi vegetacije c(H).
10.4.1 Osnovne sistematicˇne napake — ∆xs
Da bi lahko poenostavili enacˇbo 10.2, smo najprej preucˇili vpliv RGEO. V Sloveniji lahko na
Besselovem elipsoidu izmerimo srednjo vrednost odklona navpicˇnice 0,0028◦, najvecˇjo pa 0,0055◦
(Pribicˇevic´, 2000). Razlika med tema dvema vrednostima, nam prinese razliko v posamezni
koordinatni komponenti osnovne sistematicˇne napake samo 10−5 m. Zato lahko matriko RGEO
v enacˇbi 10.2 zanemarimo.
INS-koti in napake INS-kotov imajo najvecˇji vpliv na celotno vrednost sistematicˇne napake. Na
osnovi splosˇne predpostavke, da dovoljujemo kote zibanja in guganja do ±6◦, dobimo povprecˇno
vrednost kotov zibanja φ in guganja θ 0◦, povprecˇno velikost kotov pa 3◦ (glej sliko 6.3 na
strani 87). Cˇe smo sˇe bolj strogi in dovoljujemo kote zibanja in guganja samo do ±2◦, dobimo
povprecˇno vrednost kotov ponovno 0◦ in povprecˇno velikost kotov 1◦. V simulaciji oz. nasˇem
analiticˇnem izvajanju poenostavitve bomo uporabili samo povprecˇno velikost kotov. Pozibavanje
ψ nosilca laserskega skenerja se spreminja s cˇasom in smerjo, v katero je nosilec obrnjen, zato
je lahko kot pozibavanja predstavljen z vrednostmi 0-360◦.
Pri testiranju obnasˇanja osnovne sistematicˇne napake s spreminjajocˇo matriko ∆RINS smo
uporabili realne vrednosti napak INS-kotov, ki se dandanes uporabljajo pri zracˇnem laserskem
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skeniranju. V vecˇini nasˇih primerov smo uporabili vrednosti napake zibanja in guganja
∆φ = ∆θ=0.005◦ in napako pozibavanja ∆ψ = 0.007◦.
Povprecˇna vrednost osnovne sistematicˇne napake
S simulacijo smo ugotovili, da so osnovne sistematicˇne napake najbolj odvisne od kota skeniranja
βi, kota pozibavanja ψ in viˇsine snemanja. Ob predostavki, da se kot pozibavanja med letom
spreminja enakomerno, lahko izracˇunamo povprecˇno vrednost osnovnih sistematicˇnih na-
pak za razlicˇne kote skeniranja∆xs ave(β) kot integral po kotu pozibavanja 0◦-360◦ za vsako
koordinatno komponento ∆xs posebej:
∆xs ave(β) =< ∆xs >=
 12pi
∫ 2pi
0 ∆Xsdψ
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 ∆Ysdψ
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 ∆Zsdψ
 (10.3)
Povprecˇno vrednost ∆xs ave neodvisno od kota skeniranja pa izracˇunamo kot dvojni
intergral po kotu pozibavanja in kotu skeniranja, od najmanjˇse do najvecˇje vrednosti kota skeni-
ranja:
∆xs ave =<< ∆xs >>=

1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 dψ
∫ β0
−β0 dβ∆Xs
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 dψ
∫ β0
−β0 dβ∆Ys
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 dψ
∫ β0
−β0 dβ∆Zs
 (10.4)
Izracˇunani integrali po posamezni komponenti so izpisani na strani 88:
• povprecˇna vrednost odvisna od kota skeniranja v enacˇbi 6.12
• povprecˇna vrednost neodvisna od kota skeniranja v enacˇbi 6.13
Vrednosti nasˇih poenostavljenih modelov povprecˇnih vrednosti ∆xs lahko izracˇunamo, cˇe
poznamo vrednosti napake INS-kotov in viˇsino leta. Cˇe primerjamo velikosti povprecˇnih
planimetricˇnih komponent in viˇsinske komponente osnovne sistematicˇne napake, ugotovimo,
da so povprecˇne vrednosti viˇsinske komponente zelo majhne (velikostni razred 1 cm).
Najvecˇja vrednost osnovne sistematicˇne napake
Cˇe planiramo narocˇilo zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja, nas poleg povprecˇne vrednosti napake
zanima tudi najvecˇja napaka, ki se nahaja v celotnem oblaku laserskih tocˇk. Ta napaka nam pove
mejno natancˇnost nasˇih podatkov. Najvecˇje napake se nahajajo pri najvecˇjih kotih skeniranja.
Zˇal pa je najvecˇja napaka, cˇe uporabimo konstanten kot skeniranja, odvisna od kota pozibavanja
in je zato ne moremo preprosto izracˇunati.
Najprej moramo izracˇunati kot pozibavanja, pri katerem se pojavlja najvecˇja napaka. Za vsako
koordinatno komponento osnovne sistematicˇne napake (∆Xs, ∆Xs, ∆Xs) izracˇunamo odvod po
kotu pozibavanja. Odvod ∂∆xs/∂ψ nam poda kote pozibavanja, pri katerih se pojavijo najvecˇje
ali najmanjˇse vrednosti ∆xs. Katera vrednost je najvecˇja, ugotovimo z izracˇunom drugega
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odvoda ∆2xs/∂ψ2 (glej prilogo C na strani 180). Kot pozibavanja, pri katerem je drugi odvod
manjˇsi od nicˇ, predstavlja najvecˇjo vrednost funkcije ∆xs. Torej cˇe zˇelimo izracˇunati najvecˇjo
vrednost osnovne sistematicˇne napake, moramo izracˇunati vsaj tri vrednosti (prvi odvod, drugi
odvod in izracˇun same vrednosti napake).
Da bi dobili enostavnejˇsi postopek, kako izracˇunati najvecˇjo napako, smo se odlocˇili preveriti
korelacijo med najvecˇjo napako in povprecˇno napako, ki je neodvisna od kota skeniranja in smo
jo izracˇunali v prejˇsnjem razdelku. Na sliki 6.7 (stran 94) so predstavljene najvecˇje vrednosti
osnovne sistematicˇne napake pri kotu skeniranja 20◦ in povprecˇna osnovna sistematicˇna napaka,
ki je neodvisna od kota skeniranja. Izracˇunali smo jih za razlicˇne viˇsine leta in razlicˇne kombi-
nacije napak INS-kotov. Ugotovili smo, da so napake med seboj linearno korelirane. Z izravnavo
na osnovi indirektnih opazovanj po metodi najmanjˇsih kvadratov (glej prilogo D na strani 193)
smo izracˇunali linearno regresijo za 32 vrednosti ∆xs ave in ∆xs max. Med sabo smo povezali
naslednje parametre: ∆xs ave, ∆xs max, napako pozibavanja ∆ψ, napako zibanja in guganja ∆φ
(∆φ = ∆θ) ter viˇsino leta h. S pomocˇjo t-Studentove testne statistike in ob stopnji znacˇilnosti
testa α = 95 % smo izlocˇili parametre z neznacˇilnim vplivom. Koncˇno linearno povezavo med
najvecˇjo in povprecˇno osnovno sistematicˇno napako zapiˇsemo kot:
∆xs max =
 |∆Xs max| = |∆Ys max|
∆Zs max
 = (10.5)
=
[
∆Xs ave · 1.44 + ∆ψ · 5.60 + ∆φ · (−7.59) + h · 1.79 · 10−4
∆φ · (−8.74) + h · 2.11 · 10−4 + 0.15
]
V enacˇbi 10.5 je viˇsina leta zapisana v metrih, napake, povezane z INS-koti, pa v stopinjah.
10.4.2 Napake sinhronizacije, lege faznega centra GPS in napake, povezane z viˇsino
vegetacije
Sedaj moramo k povprecˇni in najvecˇji vrednosti osnovne sistematicˇne napake priˇsteti sˇe napako
sinhronizacije ∆ps, napako lege faznega centra GPS ∆x0 in napako, povezano z viˇsino vegetacije,
c(H).
Ker lahko ob idealnih pogojih pricˇakujemo vektor napake sinhronizacije, ki ni vecˇji od 5·10−5 m,
lahko njegove posamezne komponente zanemarimo. Obratno je z napako lege faznega centra
GPS, ki ob idealnih pogojih znasˇa |∆x0|=0,05–0,10 m in je zato ne moremo zanemariti.
Napake, odvisne od viˇsine vegetacije, vplivajo samo na viˇsinsko komponento skupne napake in
so odvisne od posameznega tipa vegetacije. Zato je pomembno, da zˇe med samim procesom
narocˇanja podatkov zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja razmejimo obmocˇje po glavnih vegetacijskih
tipih. Na primer, cˇe obravnavamo iglast gozd kot tla brez vegetacije, bomo pridelali 0,2-metrsko
viˇsinsko napako zaradi vegetacije ob snemanju na viˇsini 1000 m.
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Dokoncˇno poenostavljeno obliko enacˇbe za izracˇun povprecˇnih in najvecˇjih napak laserskega
skeniranja zapiˇsemo:
∆xave = ∆xs ave +∆x0 + c(H) (10.6)
∆xmax = ∆xs max +∆x0 + c(H) (10.7)
Nasˇ poenostavljen model napak ni odvisen od kota skeniranja in kota pozibavanja nosilca
laserskega skeniranja ter podrobnih tehnicˇnih specifikacij posameznega sistema za lasersko skeni-
ranje. Vnaprej moramo predvidevati samo viˇsino leta, velikosti napak INS-kotov in tip veg-
etacije, ki ga bomo posneli.
10.5 Optimalna gostota tocˇk zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja
Z geometricˇno locˇljivostjo karte opredelimo preciznost izdelave karte. Geometricˇno locˇljivost
izracˇunamo s pomocˇjo graficˇne natancˇnosti in merila karte. Graficˇna natancˇnost je definirana kot
najozˇja debelina cˇrte na izrisani karti. Pravilnik o znakih za temeljne topografske nacˇrte (1982) je
opredelil najozˇjo debelino cˇrte na 0,13 mm, minimalno dimenzijo entitete, predstavljene na karti,
pa 0,5 mm za razlicˇne kartografske prikaze Slovenije. Cˇe to graficˇno natancˇnost uporabimo pri
izrisu karte merila 1 : 1000, dobimo geometricˇno locˇljivost karte 0,13 m v naravi. Maling (1989)
definira 0,25 mm kot graficˇno natancˇnost karte. Graficˇna natancˇnost omejuje tudi velikost
minimalnih entitet, ki so na karti prikazane.
Ker se v tem doktorskem delu ukvarjamo z geodetskimi podatki, ki jih potrebujemo pri lokalnem
prostorskem nacˇrtovanju, smo princip prenosa graficˇne natancˇnosti v geometricˇno locˇljivost
izvedli tudi za nekaj drugih podatkovnih baz, kjer bi lahko uporabili zracˇno lasersko skeniranje.
Kot prostorske podlage za lokalno prostorsko nacˇrtovanje vecˇinoma uporabljamo DTK5 ali pa
geodetske nacˇrte v merilu 1 : 5000, njihova geometricˇna locˇljivost je 0,65 m. Na njih lahko
prikazˇemo sˇe podatke Katastra stavb in zemljiˇskokatastrskega prikaza. Osnovni lokacijski
podatki Katastra stavb so bili izvrednoteni na osnovi fotogrametricˇne stereorestitucije s pos-
netkov CAS. Ker pa so posnetki CAS namenjeni vecˇinoma za merila 1 : 5000, lahko opredelimo
geometricˇno locˇljivost Katastra stavb preko vira zajema na 0,65 m. V postopku zajema stavb je
bila geometricˇna natancˇnost zajema definirana na 0,5 m, kar se dobro ujema z nasˇim zgornjim
izvajanjem. Register nepremicˇnin povzema lokacijske podatke iz Katastra stavb, torej je njegova
lokacijska natancˇnost enaka.
Geometricˇna locˇljivost Zbirnega katastra gospodarske javne infrastrukture je razdeljena v 5
razredov (natancˇnost boljˇsa od 0,1 m, 0,1–1 m, 1–5 m, natancˇnost slabsˇa od 5 m, neznana
natancˇnost). Vecˇina podatkov se nahaja v prvih dveh razredih, zato lahko recˇemo, da je
povprecˇna geometricˇna locˇljivost v Zbirnem katastru gospodarke javne infrastrukture boljˇsa
od 1 m. Cˇe bi te podatke predstavili na karti merila 1 : 5000, bi s tem zadostili pogojem za
graficˇno natancˇnost 0,2 mm, ki ustrezajo graficˇni natancˇnosti kot jo je opredelil Maling (1989).
Z uporabo Nyquistove frekvence oz. teorema vzorcˇenja pa preko poznavanja minimalne
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geometricˇne locˇljivosti dolocˇimo potrebno gostoto laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine, ki bo za-
dostila zahtevi po dolocˇeni geometricˇni locˇljivosti. Najmanjˇsa frekvenca vzorcˇenja, ki nam
omogocˇi zajem dolocˇenih objektov, je enaka polovici frekvence pojavljanja teh objektov v na-
ravi. Geometricˇno locˇljivost obravnavamo kot frekvenco objektov v naravi. Na sliki 7.3 (stran
104) vidimo, kako dolocˇimo minimalno gostoto laserskih tocˇk, ki nam omogocˇi zajem z dolocˇeno
geometricˇno locˇljivostjo. Z znano geometricˇno locˇljivostjo karte GA lahko izracˇunamo najmanjˇso
potrebno gostoto tocˇk ρt = 1/(GA/2)2. Graficˇna natancˇnost 0,2 mm karte merila 1 : 5000, ki da
geometricˇno locˇljivost 1 m, zahteva gostoto laserskih tocˇk 4 tocˇke/m2.
Laserske tocˇke pa niso razporejene samo v eni ravnini, ampak so prostorsko razprsˇene. Zato
teoreticˇna minimalna gostota tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine ni dovolj za izdelavo izdelkov z zahte-
vano geometricˇno locˇljivost. Na primeru oblaka laserskih tocˇk iz Nove Gorice z gostoto 15–20
tocˇk/m2 (podrobnosti o testnem setu podatkov so v prilogi E na strani 201) smo preucˇili vpliv
razlicˇnih vegetacijskih tipov na delezˇ prodiranja laserskega zˇarka do tal. Delezˇe prodiranja do
tal smo izmerili za: mediteransko vegetacijo, gost gozd, mesˇano rastje (travniki, vinogradi in
gozd) in za poseljeno obmocˇje (hiˇse, mesˇana vegetacija ob hiˇsah). Cˇe do tal prodre zelo maj-
hen delezˇ vseh tocˇk, moramo minimalno gostoto tocˇk, zahtevano z geometricˇno locˇljivostjo,
povecˇati. Z uposˇtevanjem delezˇa prodiranja izracˇunamo optimalno gostoto laserskih tocˇk, ki
nam v resnici omogocˇa zajem podatkov z dolocˇeno geometrijsko locˇljivostjo. Optimalno gostoto
tocˇk izracˇunamo z enacˇbo, kjer je GA zahtevana geometricˇna locˇljivost:
ρo[tocˇk/m
2] =
1
(GA/2)2
· 100
delezˇ prodiranja
(10.8)
Za sˇtiri vegetacijske tipe, v katerih smo testirali delezˇ prodiranja in predvideno graficˇno
natancˇnost 0,2 mm v merilu 1 : 5000, smo dobili naslednjo optimalno gostoto tocˇk: za mediter-
ansko vegetacijo 20 tocˇk/m2, za gost gozd 67 tocˇk/m2, za mesˇano rastje in poseljena obmocˇja
12 tocˇk/m2.
10.6 Predlagana metodologija izdelave geodetskih podatkov z uposˇtevanjem
zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja
Z znano a-priori tocˇnostjo zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja in znano optimalno gostoto laserskih
tocˇk pred snemanjem lahko opredelimo, kaksˇne podatke zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja potre-
bujemo za izdelavo oz. posodabljanje dolocˇene geodetske podatkovne baze.
Zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja zaenkrat sˇe ne moremo vpeljati v uradne evidence Zemljiˇskega
katastra in Katastra stavb, saj se ti dve evidenci vzdrzˇujeta le na podlagi detajlnih terenskih
meritev. Metoda vzrzˇevanja teh dveh evidenc je predpisana s podzakonskimi akti. Cˇe bi zˇeleli
spremeniti zakonski akt, bi morali predhodno izvesti detajlno sˇtudijo primernosti nove metode
zajema. Na osnovi rezultatov doktorske naloge trdimo, da lahko vnaprej opredelimo zahtevano
natancˇnost in gostoto tocˇk, ki nam bi omogocˇila vzdrzˇevanje obeh evidenc tudi s pomocˇjo
zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja.
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Zracˇno lasersko skeniranje bi lahko vpeljali tudi v izmero nadzemnih vodov Zbirnega katastra
gospodarske javne infrastrukture.
Zracˇno lasersko skeniranje z gostoto tocˇk 20 tocˇk/m2, natancˇnostjo INS-kotov zibanja in gu-
ganja 0,005◦ in pozibavanja 0,007◦ ter z viˇsino leta 800 m nad tlemi pa zadosti potrebam po
geometricˇni locˇljivosti in polozˇajni natancˇnosti kart merila 1 : 5000 (slika 8.5 na strani 121).
Zracˇno lasersko skeniranje s takimi karakteristikami je zadosten vhodni podatek za samostojen
zajem in posodabljanje geodetskih nacˇrtov 1 : 5000 in DTK5. Cˇe pa poleg zracˇnega laserskega
skeniranja uporabimo sˇe aerofotografije, se sama identifikacija objektov poenostavi, s cˇimer lahko
postopek zajema podatkov pospesˇimo. Taksˇna kombinirana metodologija zajema bi omogocˇila
tudi natancˇnejˇsi zajem podatkov, saj ne bi bili omejeni z viˇsinsko natancˇnostjo stereorestitu-
cije. Natancˇnost zajema viˇsin je v primeru fotogrametricˇnega postopka v veliki meri odvisna od
natancˇnosti operaterja. Natancˇnost viˇsin je v primeru kombinirane metodologije zajema odvisna
samo od natancˇnosti zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja.
Najvecˇ pa bi z vpeljavo zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja pridobil drzˇavni digitalni model reliefa
(DMR). Tu nismo omejeni z visoko natancˇnostjo laserskega skeniranja in veliko gostoto tocˇk,
saj bi zˇe zracˇno lasersko skeniranje s slabo natancˇnostjo INS-kotov in majhno gostoto tocˇk
(1 tocˇka/m2), obcˇutno izboljˇsalo natancˇnost trenutnih DMR-jev. Tako izdelan DMR bi imel
enovito natancˇnost v nezarasˇcˇenih in zarasˇcˇenih obmocˇjih, s cˇimer bi odpadla dvojna definicija
natancˇnosti trenutnih DMR-jev. Iz viˇsinske natancˇnosti 1,5 m v nezarasˇcˇenem in 6,5 m v
zarasˇcˇenem delu, ki je bila predpisana za DMR 25, bi priˇsli na viˇsinsko natancˇnost obeh tipov
obmocˇij 0,3 m ali manj (tu je zˇe vkljucˇena tudi napaka zaradi viˇsine vegetacije). Tako izboljˇsan
DMR bi predstavljal tudi veliko boljˇso podlago za izdelavo ortofotografij na podlagi ciklicˇnega
aerosnemanja. Ko bi se izboljˇsala natancˇnost aerofotografij, bi se izboljˇsala tudi natancˇnost
fotointerpretacije (slika 8.6). S tem bi se izboljˇsale tudi evidence dejanske rabe prostora.
10.7 Sklep
Zracˇno lasersko skeniranje se lahko uporablja kot samostojna tehnika zajema ali pa jo kombini-
ramo z drugimi metodami daljinskega zaznavanja. V tem doktorskem delu smo analiticˇno opre-
delili minimalne pogoje, ki opredeljujejo, kaksˇne podatke zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja potrebu-
jemo, da jih lahko uporabimo kot samostojno tehniko zajema pri izdelavi oz. posodobljanje geo-
detskih podatkov, ki se uporabljajo v lokalnem prostorskem nacˇrtovanju. S tem omogocˇimo opre-
delitev zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja tudi, ko je kombinirano z drugimi metodami daljinskega
zaznavanja.
Najprej smo na osnovi detajlnega pregleda literature dolocˇili vire napak zracˇnega laserskega
skeniranja, njihovo obnasˇanje in tipicˇne velikosti. Nato smo uporabili rigorozni Schenkov model
napak kot osnovo za analiticˇno izpeljavo a-priori poenostavljenega modela napak laserskega
skeniranja. S pomocˇjo simulacije napak v Matlabu smo primerjali obnasˇanje Schenkovega
modela in poenostavljenega modela napak. Poenostavljeni model napak ni odvisen od kota
skeniranja in kota pozibavanja nosilca laserskega skeniranja ter podrobnih tehnicˇnih specifikacij
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posameznega sistema za lasersko skeniranje. Vnaprej moramo predvidevati samo viˇsino leta,
velikosti napak INS-kotov in vegetacijski tip, ki ga bomo posneli. Rezultat poenostavljenega
modela napak lahko izracˇunamo brez uporabe linearne algebre. S tem odpremo mozˇnosti za
vpeljavo zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja tudi usluzˇbencem, ki skrbijo za organizacijo izvedbe
prostorskega nacˇrtovanja na razlicˇnih nivojih odlocˇanja (lokalni, regionalni in drzˇavni delezˇniki
prostorskega nacˇrtovanja). S poenostavljenim a-priori modelom napak lahko sedaj preizkusˇamo,
kateri robni pogoji nam dajo zadovoljivo tocˇnost laserskega skeniranja za nasˇe konkretne namene.
Preucˇili smo sˇe povezavo med geometricˇno locˇljivostjo dolocˇene podatkovne zbirke oz. graficˇno
natancˇnostjo dolocˇene prostorske podlage in zadostno gostoto laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine,
ki nam tako geometricˇno locˇljivost omogocˇa. Z Nyquistovo frekvenco smo povezali geometricˇno
locˇljivost in gostoto laserskih tocˇk. Tako dobljeno teoreticˇno vrednost smo nadgradili z
uposˇtevanjem delezˇa prodiranja laserskega zˇarka skozi razlicˇne tipe vegetacije, ki smo ga izmerili
na testnem primeru (mediteranska vegetacija, gost gozd, mesˇano rastje in poseljeno obmocˇje).
Izracˇunali smo optimalno gostoto laserskih tocˇk za posamezni testiran tip vegetacije.
Znani a-priori natancˇnost zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja in optimalna gostota laserskih tocˇk
omogocˇita uvajanje zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja v metodologijo zajema za razlicˇne geodetske
podatke, ki se uporabljajo v prostorskem nacˇrtovanju.
Osrednji znanstveni prispevek doktorske naloge je analiticˇna izpeljava poenostavljenega modela
napak, ki nam omogocˇi analiticˇno opredelitev robnih pogojev pri narocˇilu zracˇnega laserskega
skeniranja. Teoreticˇna gostota potrebnih laserskih tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine je izpeljana analiticˇno
iz geometrijske locˇljivosti dolocˇene baze geodetskih podatkov ali karte. Teoreticˇna gostota pa je
nadgrajena sˇe na osnovi testa na realnem primeru oblaka laserskih tocˇk. S tem smo pridobili
optimalno prakticˇno gostoto laserskih tocˇk, potrebno za izdelavo geodetskih podatkov, ki so
opredeljeni z dolocˇeno geometricˇno locˇljivostjo. Pred narocˇilom zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja
moramo sedaj dolocˇiti samo: natancˇnost INS-kotov, viˇsino leta, tip vegetacije v katerem bomo
snemali in geometricˇno locˇljivost geodetskih podatkov, za katere nameravamo zracˇno lasersko
skeniranje uporabiti.
Opisani robni pogoji so osnova za predlog izboljˇsave metodologije zajema podatkov za razlicˇne
geodetske podatke, ki se uporabljajo v lokalnem prostorskem nacˇrtovanju. Zracˇno lasersko
skeniranje lahko uvedemo v vse obravnavane geodetske zbirke. Najvecˇ pa bi pridobili, cˇe bi
zracˇno lasersko skeniranje uvedli v izdelavo drzˇavnega DMR-ja, saj bi s tem omogocˇili tudi
izdelavo natancˇnejˇsih ortofotografij in naknadno tudi natancˇnejˇse baze dejanske rabe prostora.
Rezultate doktorske naloge lahko apliciramo tudi izven Slovenije, saj sta poenostavljen a-priori
model napak, prav tako tudi optimalna gostota tocˇk na enoto povrsˇine splosˇni kolicˇini. Izsledki
so bili v tej nalogi sicer aplicirani na primer geodetskih podatkov namenjenih lokalnemu pros-
torskemu nacˇrtovanju v Sloveniji. Vendar s poznavanjem geometrijske locˇljivosti drugih geodet-
skih izdelkov izven nasˇim meja, lahko izracˇun a-priori model napak, izracˇun optimalne gostote
tocˇk in optimizacijo metodologije zajema apliciramo tudi sˇirsˇe.
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11 SUMMARY
Aerial laser scanning, also named LIDAR, is becoming a widely used technique for acquisition
of topographic or bathymetric data. It is an active system, where sensor measures the time
interval between the laser pulse transmission and the pulse echo return to the receiver. This
time interval defines the distance from the transmitter to the target and back to the receiver,
which together with the scan angle define the location of the target in physical space. Additional
information to the location is the intensity or amplitude of the returning echo. This can give us
a lot of information on the material from which the echo reflected.
Aerial laser scanning technique can be used as a stand-alone technique or in combination with
the multi- or hyperspectral photogrammetric data. Aerial laser scanning can be effectively
implemented in the production of geodetic data used in local spatial planning. Traditionally,
photogrammetric and geodetic methods have been applied for local spatial data acquisition, so
the existing processing methodology is based upon these methods. To enable an optimization
of data processing methodology by applying aerial laser scanning this thesis developed two
advantages in the decision-making process: the simplified a-priori error model which can be
easily used for aerial laser scanning planning, and a model for aerial laser scanning point density
prediction on the basis of requred end-product precision.
Spatial planning is an interdisciplinary science, which defines how the physical space on the
national, regional or local level should develop. Spatial planning of Slovenia is mainly regulated
by the Spatial planning act (2007). This act defines possible geodetic data used for spatial plan-
ning, spatial planning stakeholders, legal procedures how spatial planning has to be conducted,
and the intention of spatial planning. Therefore in the first part of this thesis the geodetic
data, which can be used for local spatial planning, and their current acquisition methodology
are described. The following geodetic data are described: nationwide digital terrain models,
ortophotographies in the scale 1 : 5000, national topographic maps in the scale 1 : 5000 (DTK5),
Land cadastre, Building cadastre, Real estate register, Register of spatial units, Register of
geographical names, Cadastre of public infrastructure, databases on land use.
In the second part physical background of aerial laser scanning is described: different types
of products (stand-alone aerial topographic and bathymetric laser scanning or combinations
with multi- and hyperspectral photogrammetric data), the intensity of received laser echo, the
principle of laser measurements (range resolution, horizontal resolution, reflectivity and laser
equation) and the geometrical characteristics of the flight. To enable aerial laser scanning a-
priori error assessment, a detailed study of lasers scanning errors is given in the next chapter.
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Different error sources have been identified and evaluated according to error sizes and impor-
tance. As a base for the error model development and simplification, the Schenk’s geolocation
equation was used. The error sources were divided in three groups: basic systematic errors,
flight mission related errors and errors caused by the target characteristics (the object from
which the laser echo reflects). The basic systematic errors are: scan angle errors, mounting bias
errors, errors of INS angles, error of rotation from navigational to local reference frame and er-
rors of rotation from local to global reference frame. The errors resulting from the laser scanning
mission are: influence of flying height, synchronization errors, gravity model errors and error
of GPS sensor positioning errors. The errors resulting from the characteristic of the target are:
error caused by reflectivity and structure of the target, height error resulting from the thickness
of vegetation and snow, turbidity of water for bathymetric laser scanners and additional vertical
error in steeper terrain.
Analytically a simplified a-priori error model was developed in this thesis, which returns an
average and maximal error size for the whole aerial laser scanning point cloud. This simplified
error model is independent from the scan and heading angles. To calculate the average and
maximal error sizes, we have to decide only on the permitted size of INS errors (roll, pitch and
heading error components), GPS sensor positioning errors, vegetation height related error and
flying height. Therefore our simplified error model provides an easy tool to define possible error
sizes in aerial laser scanning a-priori to laser scanning ordering. Just two simple equations define
the average and maximal possible error sizes.
To enable easier decision making, one has to decide in advance also on the level of detail which
should be present in the end-product – the geodetic data for local spatial planning. The level
of detail, which can be acquired from aerial laser scanning, defines the precision of the end-
product. The precision which can be acquired from the laser scanning data is connected to the
laser scanning point density by the Nyquist frequency (minimal sampling density). Based on a
practical test also a correction factor was introduced which includes the penetration rate in a
certain vegetation type. Again a simple equation was given, which can be used to define a-priori
an optimal laser scanning point density for a certain end-product.
In the last chapter of the thesis, the proposal for the methodology change from photogrammetric
stereo-restitution to stand alone aerial laser scanning for the next geodetic data, used in Slovenia
for local spatial planning, was given: the topographic maps in scale 1 : 5000, Real estate register
and for above-ground layers of the Cadastre of public infrastructure.
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12 POVZETEK
Zracˇno lasersko skeniranje, imenovano tudi LIDAR, se cˇedalje vecˇ uporablja za zajem topograf-
skih in batimetricˇnih podatkov. Uporablja aktivni sistem, kjer senzor meri cˇas med oddajo in
sprejemom laserskega pulza. Ta cˇas dolocˇa razdaljo med sprejemnikom in tarcˇo, od katere se
laserski zˇarek odbije. Iz te razdalje in kot skeniranja izracˇunamo lego tarcˇe v prostoru. Do-
daten podatek o tarcˇi, ki ga dobimo poleg razdalje in kota skeniranja, je sˇe intenziteta odboja.
Intenziteta oboja pove veliko o materialu, od katerega se je laserski zˇarek odbil.
Zracˇno lasersko skeniranje se lahko uporablja kot samostojna tehnika zajema ali pa jo kom-
biniramo z drugimi fotogrametricˇnimi podatki (multi- in hiperspektralni posnetki). Zracˇno
lasersko skeniranje lahko efektivno uvedemo v zajem podatkov za razlicˇne geodetske podatke,
ki se uporabljajo kot podloge v lokalnem prostorskem nacˇrtovanju. Tradicionalno so za te geo-
detske podatke v uporabi razlicˇne fotogrametricˇne in geodetske metode izmere, zato trenutna
metodolosˇka navodila za izdelavo le-teh izdelkov temeljijo na prej nasˇtetih metodah. Da bi
omogocˇili lazˇje odlocˇevanje za uporabo zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja tudi za geodetske po-
datke, ki se uporabjajo pri lokalnem prostorskem nacˇrtovanju, smo v nasˇem delu razvili dva
postopka za pomocˇ: poenostavljen a-priori model napak zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja, ki je
uporaben za narocˇanje laserskih podatkov, ter model za napoved optimalne gostote laserskih
tocˇk glede na zahtevano geometricˇno locˇjivost koncˇnega izdelka.
Prostorsko nacˇrtovanje je interdisciplinarna znanost, ki se ukvarja s celostnim urejanjem pro-
stora drzˇav, regij in obcˇin. Prostorsko nacˇrtovanje v Sloveniji temelji vecˇinoma na prostorski
zakonodaji – Zakon o prostorskem nacˇrtovanju (2007). Ta zakon opredeljuje podatke, ki se
lahko uporabljajo za potrebe prostorskega nacˇrtovanja, delezˇnike prostorskega nacˇrtovanja, za-
konsko opredeljene postopke za izvajanje prostorskega nacˇrtovanja in sam namen prostorskega
nacˇrtovanja. Zato smo v prvem delu doktorskega dela opisali geodetske podatke, ki jih lahko
uporabljamo pri prostorskem nacˇrtovanju, in trenutno prepisano metodologijo njihove izdelave.
Opisani so naslednji podatki: digitalni modeli reliefa, ortofotografije v merilu 1 : 5000, drzˇavne
topografske karte merila 1 : 5000 (tudi geodetski nacˇrt istega merila), Zemljiˇski kataster, Kataster
stavb, Register nepremicˇnin, Register prostorskih enot, Register zemljepisnih imen, Zbirni
kataster gospodarske javne infrastrukture ter razlicˇne baze dejanske rabe prostora.
Opisane so fizikalne znacˇilnosti zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja: razlicˇne vrste izdelkov (samo-
stojno zracˇno topografsko ali batimetricˇno lasersko skeniranje, ali le-to kombinirano z razlicˇnimi
fotogrametricˇnimi snemanji), intenziteta odboja, princip laserskih meritev (locˇljivost razdalje,
locˇljivost po planimetriji, odbojnost in enacˇba laserja) ter na koncu sˇe geometricˇne znacˇilnosti
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misije snemanja. V naslednjem poglavju smo opisali sˇe podrobno princip laserskega skeniranja
in napake laserskega skeniranja.
Opisali in ovrednotili smo, glede na velikost in pomen, razlicˇne vire napak. Kot osnovo za
izvajanje poenostavljenega modela napak smo vzeli Schenkovo geolokacijsko enacˇbo laserskega
skeniranja. Vire napak smo razdelili v tri skupine: osnovne sistematicˇne napake, napake misije
snemanja in napake zaradi lastnosti tarcˇe od katere se odbije laserski zˇarek. V skupino os-
novnih sistematicˇnih napak sodijo: napaka kotov skeniranja, napaka ujemanja med INS/GPS
in laserskim sistemom, napake INS-kotov, napake rotacije iz navigacijskega sistema v lokalni
koordinatni sistem, napake rotacije iz lokalnega v globalni koordininatni sistem. Med napake
zaradi misije snemanja sodijo: napaka sinhronizacije, napaka izmere lege faznega centra GPS-
sistema, vpliv viˇsine na natancˇnost izmerjene razdalje. Med napake zaradi lastnosti tarcˇe, od
katere se odbije laserski zˇarek, sodijo: napaka zaradi razlicˇne odbojnosti tarcˇe, napaka zaradi
viˇsine vegetacije, snega ali celo motnosti vode pri batimetricˇnih laserjih ter dodatna viˇsinska
napaka zaradi snemanja v hribovitem svetu.
Analiticˇno smo izpeljali poenostavljen a-priori model napak, ki poda povprecˇno in maksimalno
pricˇakovano napako laserskega skeniranja za celoten oblak laserskih tocˇk. Ta poenostavljen
model napak ni odvisen od kota skeniranja in kota pozibavanja. Za izracˇun povprecˇne in mak-
simalne vrednosti napak potrebujemo samo vrednost INS-napak, napako lege faznega centra
GPS-sprejemnika, napako zaradi viˇsine vegetacije in viˇsino leta. Zato nasˇ poenostavljen a-priori
model napak omogocˇa enostavno orodje za dolocˇitev velikosti napak zracˇnega laserskega skeni-
ranja zˇe pred samim snemanjem. Koncˇni rezultat sta dve enostavni enacˇbi, ki omogocˇita izracˇun
povprecˇne in maksimalne napake laserskega skeniranja.
Da omogocˇimo lazˇjo odlocˇitev za uporabo zracˇnega laserskega skeniranja, se moramo vnaprej
tudi odlocˇiti kaksˇno podrobnost bi radi zajeli iz oblaka laserskih tocˇk. To pomeni, kaksˇna po-
drobnost mora biti prikazana na koncˇnem izdelku, ki so v nasˇem primeru geodetski podatki kot
podlage za lokalno prostorsko nacˇrtovanje. Podrobnost, ki je lahko zajeta iz oblaka laserskih
tocˇk, je povezana z geometricˇno locˇljivostjo koncˇnega izdelka, oz. tudi graficˇno natancˇnostjo,
cˇe govorimo o kartah. Z Nyquistovo frekvenco smo povezali geometricˇno locˇljivost in gostoto
laserskih tocˇk. Tako dobljeni teoreticˇni vrednosti smo dodali sˇe delezˇ prodiranja laserskega zˇarka
skozi razlicˇno vegetacijo, ki smo ga dolocˇili na testnem obmocˇju. Koncˇni rezultat je enostavna
enacˇba, ki jo lahko uporabimo pred samim laserskim snemanjem, da definiramo optimalno gos-
toto laserskih tocˇk za dolocˇen koncˇni produkt, ki smo ga iz tega oblaka laserskih tocˇk namenjeni
izdelati.
V zadnjem poglavju je podan predlog optimizacije metodologije zajema iz fotogrametricˇne ste-
reorestitucije v samostojno lasersko skeniranje za naslednje podatke, ki se lahko uporabijo za
potrebe lokalnega prostorskega nacˇrtovanja v Sloveniji: drzˇavne topografske karte merila 1 : 5000
(ali geodetski nacˇrt istega merila), Register nepremicˇnin ter nadzemne infrastrukture Zbirnega
katastra gospodarske javne infrastrukture.
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Appendix A
Spatial planning in Slovenia
A.1 The history of spatial planning in Slovenia
Spatial planning is an interdisciplinary science, which defines how the physical space on na-
tional, regional and local level should develop. It provides guidelines and acts which direct the
development of urban and rural areas (Pogacˇnik, 1992). Spatial planning must include also
social and economical planning (Naprudnik, 2005). Nowadays the spatial planning emphasizes
the sustainable development and the necessity of physical space preservation, therefore various
European and word-wide directives (Pogacˇnik, 2005) has to be implemented in spatial planning
acts: Kyoto protocol, EU INSPIRE directive (Rezˇek, 2007). The new interdisciplinary spatial
planning has a tendency towards evidence-based planning (Rezˇek, 2007), therefore a detailed
presentation of the current state of physical space is needed. Today there is a trend of increasing
role of spatial data (geodetic data). Spatial data is not used just for studying the current state
of space on which spatial planning is conducted, but also to monitor the realization of spatial
plans (Rezˇek, 2007).
The first act including also spatial planing on the area of Slovenia was enacted in 1875 as Building
order for the Dukedom of Kranjska1. The Building act of Kingdom of Jugoslavia2 followed in
1931. After WWII the first Act on spatial planning3 in 1958 was enacted in Yugoslavia. In
the year 1967 the basic acts defining regional and spatial planning were enacted: Urbanistic
planning act and Regional planning act (see the timetable in Figure A.14). This acts enroled
social spatial planning with (Naprudnik, 2005):
• short-term spatial plans – mainly used on local level
• medium-term spatial plans for the state and regional level
• long-term spatial plan for the whole country
The long- and medium-term plans remained valid even after the social spatial planing was
abolished by the fall of planned economy (socialism) in Slovenia in 1990. The new country
1Stavbni red za Vojvodino Kranjsko
2Gradbeni zakon Kraljevine Jugoslavije
3Zakon o urbanisticˇnem planiranju
4The diagram in Slovene is in Appendix A.2 on page 167.
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1967 Urbanizationplanning act
Regional planning act
STRATEGIC DOCUMENTS
EXECUTING DOCUMENTS - PLANS
1973 Basic aims and guidelines for spatial planning
1974 The concept of urbanization of SRS
1976
1976
Medium-term state plan for SRS for 1976-1980
Medium-term state plan for SRS for 1981-1985
1990
Medium-term state plan for SRS for 1986-1990
1967
municipal spatial plans
1986
Long-term state plan for SRS for 1986-2000
Figure A.1: The timetable of spatial planning in Slovenia before the spatial planning act of 2002
(Naprudnik, 2005). SRS – Socialist Republic of Slovenia.
Slika A.1: Cˇasovnica prostorskega nacˇrtovanja pred zakonom sprejetim v letu 2002.
needed a relatively long time to enact the new Spatial planing and management act in 2002.
After it the Strategy of spatial development of Slovenia was adopted in 2004. Apart from
the Strategy of spatial development of Slovenia, Slovenia adopted the National development
programme 2001–2006, concerning economic development (Drzˇavni razvojni program, 2008),
and Strategy of regional development in 2001, concerning regional policy, which also influences
spatial planning. As late as in 2005 the Development strategy of Slovenia was adopted, which
should be a base for all the strategic and program documents of Slovenia (Naprudnik, 2005;
Strategija razvoja Slovenije, 2005). The influencing strategies and acts on spatial planning
are presented in Figure 2.15. Apart of Promotion of balanced regional development act (UL
RS 60/1999 and 93/2005) and Public finance act (UL RS 79/1999) the local spatial planing
depends also on Local self-government act (UL RS 72/1993), which defines the competences of
municipalities.
Because the Spatial planning and management act from 2002 had some weak points (e.g. not
totaly considering EU regulation for spatial planning and environment preservation) the new
Spatial planing act was enacted in 2007 (UL RS 33/2007). Unfortunately until now all the
regulations of Spatial planning act from 2007 are not enacted jet, therefore at this moment both
acts are relevant and presented in Chapter 2.3 on page 8.
5this diagram in Slovene is on Figure A.3 on page 167
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A.2 Diagrams of spatial planning in Slovene
1967 Zakono urbanisti nem planiranju
Zakon o regionalnem prostorskem planiranju
č
STRATEŠKI DOKUMENTI
IZVEDBENI DOKUMENTI - PLANI
1973 Resolucija o poglavitnih smotrih in smernicah
za urejanje prostora
1974 Zasnova urbanizacije SRS
1976
1976
Srednjero ni družbeni plan SRS za 1976-1980č
Srednjero ni družbeni plan SRS zač 1981-1985
1990
Srednjero ni družbeni plan SRS zač 1986-1990
1967
ob inski prostorski planič
1986
1986-2000Dolgoro ni plan SRS zač
Figure A.2: The timetable of spatial planning in Slovenia before the spatial planning act of 2002 in
Slovene (Naprudnik, 2005).
Slika A.2: Cˇasovnica prostorskega nacˇrtovanja pred zakonom sprejetim v letu 2002. (v slovensˇcˇini)
STRATEŠKI IN IZVEDBENI DOKUMENTI
regionalni prostorski akti
ob inski prostorski aktič
državni prostorski akti
2002 Zakon o urejanju prostora
Zakon o prostorskem na rtovanjuč2007
ZPNa rt,UL RS 33/2007č
ZureP-1,UL RS 110/2002
STRATEŠKI DOKUMENI
2001 Strategija regionalnega razvoja Slovenije 2002-2006
2008 Strategija regionalnega razvoja Slovenije 2007-2013
2005 Zakon o spodbujanju skladnega regionalnega razvoja
ZSRS-1,UL RS 93/2005
1999 Zakon o spodbujanju skladnega regionalnega razvoja
ZSRS,UL RS 60/1999
2007 Uredba o dokumentih razvojnega na rtovanja in postopkih
za pripravo predloga državnega prora una in prora unov
samoupravnih lokalnih skupnosti
č
č č
UL RS 44/2007
1999 Zakon o javnih financah
ZJF, 79/1999
2000 Uredba o podlagah in postopkih za pripravo predloga
2002 državnega prora unač UL RS 56/2000
UL RS 45/2002
2001 Državni razvojni program 2001-2006
2008 Državni razvojni program 2007-2013
Planned
NADREJENI ZAKONI
1993 Local self-government act
ZLS, 72/1993
Figure A.3: The influencing acts on Slovenian spatial planning after 1991 (in Slovene).
Slika A.3: Vplivajocˇi zakoni in strategije na prostorsko planiranje v Sloveniji po 1991.
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državniprostorski akti
2002 Zakon o urejanju prostora
Zakon o prostorskem na rtovanjuč2007
ZPNa rt,UL RS 33/2007č
ZureP-1,UL RS 110/2002
2004 Strategija prostorskega razvoja Slovenije
2004 Prostorski red Slovenije
ob inski prostorski na rtč č
Državni prostorski na rtč
ob inski strateški prostorski na rt kot samostojen aktč č
UL RS 122/2004
regionalni prostorski na rtč
regionalni prostorski akti
ob inski prostorski aktič
ob inski podrobni prostorski na rtč č
OdSPRS, UL RS 76/2004
Figure A.4: Spatial planning documents in Slovenia as proposed by current legislation (in Slovene).
Slika A.4: Dokumenti, ki opredeljujejo prostorsko planiranje.
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državniprostorski akti
2002 Zakon o urejanju prostora
Zakon o prostorskem na rtovanjuč2007
ZPNa rt,UL RS 33/2007č
ZureP-1,UL RS 110/2002
2004 Strategija prostorskega razvoja Slovenije
2004 Prostorski red Slovenije
ob inski prostorski na rtč č
Državni prostorski na rtč
ob inski strateški prostorski na rt kot samostojen aktč č
regionalni prostorski na rtč
regionalni prostorski akti
ob inski prostorski aktič
ob inski podrobni prostorski na rtč č
Rules on the detailed content, format and method of drawing up
the Strategy of Slovenia for spatial development and the types of
expert bases for it UL RS 38/2003
Pravilnik o podrobnejši vsebini, obliki in na inu priprave
strategije prost rskega razvoja Slovenije in vrstah njenih
strokovnih p dlag
č
Program priprave strategije prostorskega razvoja
Slovenije
UL RS 50/2003
Odlok o strategiji prostorskega razvoja Slovenije
OdSPRS, UL RS 76/2004
Rules on the detailed content, format and method of drawing up
the Strategy of Slovenia for spatial development and the types of
expert bases for it UL RS 38/2003
Pravilnik o podrobnejši vsebini, obliki in na inu priprave
pros orskega reda Slovenije ter vrstah njegovih
strokovnih p dlag
č
42 4
Program priprave prostorskega reda Slovenije
UL RS 60/2004
Uredba o prostorskem redu Slovenije
UL RS 122/2004
Rules on the detailed content, format and method of drawing up
the Strategy of Slovenia for spatial development and the types of
expert bases for it UL RS 38/2003
Uredba o vrstah prostorskih ureditev
državn a pom UL RS 95/2007
UL RS 54/2 03
Pravilnik o vsebini, obliki in na inu priprave
državnih in ob inskih lokacijskih na rtov
č
č č
UL RS 86/2004
Program priprave državnega prostorskega na rtač
Pravilnik o vsebini, obliki in na inu priprave državnega
prostorskega na rta ter o na inu priprave variantnih rešitev
prostorskih ureditev, njihovega vrednotenja
in primerjave
č
č č
UL RS 99/2007
Sklep o javni razgrnitvi predloga državnega
prostorskega na rtač
Uredba o državnem prostorskem na rtuč
Program priprave sprememb in dopolnitev
državnega prostorskega na rtač
Uredba o spremembah in dopolnitvah
državnega prostorskega na rtač
DOKUMENTI
PODZAKONSKI AKTI
Figure A.5: Subacts regulating national spatial planning (in Slovene).
Slika A.5: Podzakonski akti, ki definirajo drzˇavno prostorsko planiranje.
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državniprostorski akti
2002 Zakon o urejanju prostora
Zakon o prostorskem na rtovanjuč2007
ZPNa rt,UL RS 33/2007č
ZureP-1,UL RS 110/2002
2004 Strategija prostorskega razvoja Slovenije
2004 Prostorski red Slovenije
ob inski prostorski na rtč č
Državni prostorski na rtč
ob inski strateški prostorski na rt kot samostojen aktč č
regionalni prostorski na rtč
regionalni prostorski akti
ob inski prostorski aktič
ob inski podrobni prostorski na rtč č
Pravilnik o podrobni vsebini, obliki in na inu priprave regionalne
zasnove prostorskega razvoja ter vrstah njenih strokovnih podlag
č
UL RS 24/2004
program priprave regionalnega prostorskega na rtač
Pravilnik o vsebini, obliki in na inu priprave regionalnega
prostorskega na rta
č
č
UL RS 99/2007
sklep o javni razgrnitvi predloga regionalnega
prostorskega na rtač
uredba o regionalnem prostorskem na rtuč
program priprave sprememb in dopolnitev
regionalnega prostorskega na rtač
uredba o spremembah in dopolnitvah
regionalnega prostorskega na rtač
DOKUMENTI
PODZAKONSKI AKTI
Figure A.6: Subacts regulating regional spatial planning (in Slovene).
Slika A.6: Podzakonski akti, ki definirajo regionalno prostorsko planiranje.
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ULRS 99/2007
državni prostorski akti
2002 Zakon o urejanju prostora
Zakon o prostorskem načrtovanju2007
ZPNa rt,UL RS 33/2007č
ZureP-1,UL RS 110/2002
2004 Strategija prostorskega razvoja Slovenije
2004 Prostorski red Slovenije
občinski prostorski načrt
Državni prostorski načrt
občinski strate črt kot samostojen aktški prostorski na
regionlani prostorski načrt
regionalni prostorski akti
občinski prostorski akti
občinski podrobni prostorski načrt
Pravilnik o vsebini, obliki in načinu priprave
dr činskih lokacijskih načrtovžavnih in ob
UL RS 86/2004
Pravilnik o vsebini, obliki in načinu proprave občinskega
prostorskega načrta ter pogojih za določitev območij sanacij
razpr čij za razvoj inšene gradnje in obmo širitev naselij
UL RS 99/2007
DOKUMENTI
PODZAKONSKI AKTI - NAČRTOVANJE
Pravilnik o vsebini, obliki in načinu priprave občinskega
podrobnegaprostorskega načrta
Pravilnik o obliki lokacijske informacije ter načinu njene izdaje
UL RS 35/2004
Pravilnik o javnih natečajih za izbiro strokovno najprimernejših
rešitev prostorskih ureditev in objektov
UL RS 108/2004
PODZAKONSKI AKTI - PROSTORSKI PODATKI
Pravilnik o katastru javnega komunalnega omrežja in
pripadajoče infrastrukture UL RS 56/2005
Pravilnik o podlagah za odmero komunalnega prispevka na osnovi
povprečnih stro č s posebnimi vrstami
komunalne infrastrukture
škov opremljanja stavbnih zemljiš
UL RS 95/2007
Pravilnik o vsebini in načinu vodenja zbirke podatkov o
dejanski rabi prostora UL RS 9/2004
Navodilo o vsebini in načinu vodenja sistema zbirk
prostorskih podatkov UL RS 123/2003
Uredba o prostorskem informacijskem sistemu
UL RS 119/2007
Pravilnik o geodetskem načrtu UL RS 40/2004
Uredba o oskrbi s pitno vodo
UL RS 35/2006
Uredba o vsebini programa opremljanja stavbnih zemljišč
UL RS 80/2007
Pravilnik o merilih za odmero komunalnega prispevka
UL RS 95/2007
PODZAKONSKI AKTI - UPRAVLJANJE
Figure A.7: Subacts regulating local spatial planning (in Slovene).
Slika A.7: Podzakonski akti, ki definirajo lokalno prostorsko planiranje.
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Appendix B
Basic equations for rotation between different coordinate systems
B.1 Rotation matrices
We can write the rotation from one spatial coordinate system (system 1) to another (system 2)
by three rotations:
r2 = Rz(γ) ·Ry(β) ·Rx(α) · r1 (B.1)
If we have a right-handed coordinate system and the angles of transformation are directed in
the clockwise direction (geodetical coordinate systems) we can write the rotation matrices
as:
Rz(γ) =
264 cos γ sin γ 0− sin γ cos γ 0
0 0 1
375 Ry(β) = 264 cosβ 0 − sinβ0 1 0
sinβ 0 cosβ
375 Rx(α) = 264 1 0 00 cosα sinα
0 − sinα cosα
375 (B.2)
Figure B.1: Righthanded coordinate system and the clockwise direction of transformation from
system 1 to system 2 around the Z axis.
Slika B.1: Desnosucˇni koortdinatni sistem in transformacija iz sistema 1 v sistem 2 okrog Z osi v
smeri vrtenja urinega kazalca.
If we have right-handed coordinate system and the rotations from one to another are in counter
clockwise direction (mathematical coordinate systems — they are used in most cases) we
can say that we have negative angles. By comparing them to the upper case, we replace in
Equation B.2 matrices the cos(−α) = cosα, sin(−α) = − sinα:
Rz(γ) =
264 cos γ − sin γ 0sin γ cos γ 0
0 0 1
375 Ry(β) = 264 cosβ 0 sinβ0 1 0
− sinβ 0 cosβ
375 Rx(α) = 264 1 0 00 cosα − sinα
0 sinα cosα
375 (B.3)
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When dealing with rotations we have to take care on the order of rotations. By changing the
order of rotations we get different rotations.
Rotation matrices for small angles
Rotation matrices for small angles can be written in the mathematical coordinate system
(Equation B.3) as:
Rz(γ) =
264 1 −γ 0γ 1 0
0 0 1
375 Ry(β) = 264 1 0 β0 1 0
−β 0 1
375 Rx(α) = 264 1 0 00 1 −α
0 α 1
375 (B.4)
B.2 Transformation from ellipsoidal to cartesian coordinates
In our measurements, location of the phase center of GPS receiver is known in the ellipsoidal
coordinates (φ, λ, h). Where h is height on the ellipsoid. We can compute the cartesian
coordinates (X, Y , Z) by the knowledge of the ellipsoid parameters (e, a) (Iliffe, 2000): XY
Z
 =
 (N + h) · cosφ · cosλ(N + h) · cosφ · sinλ
(N · (1− e2) + h) · sinφ
 (B.5)
where N is
N =
a√
1− e2 · sin2 φ
(B.6)
The parameters of WGS84 are defined as:
a = 6378137 and f = 1/298.257223563 (B.7)
The relations of the ellipsoid give the eccentricity (e) from flattening f :
e =
√
f2 − 2 · f (B.8)
The inverse rotation from ellipsoidal to cartesian coordinates of is written with:
λ = arctan
Y
X
(B.9)
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φ = arctan
Z + e′2 · b · sin3 u
p− e2 · a · cos3 u
h =
p
cosφ
−N
where
p =
√
X2 + Y 2 u =
Z
p
· a
b
(B.10)
e2 =
a2 − b2
a2
e′2 =
a2 − b2
b2
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Appendix C
Behaviour of the laser scanning error model when applying dif-
ferent geometrical parameters
C.1 Components and derivatives
C.1.1 Components of ∆xs
The error components of vector ∆xs = [∆Xs,∆Ys,∆Zs]T :
∆Xs = (cosψ cos θ −∆ψ sinψ cos θ −∆θ sin θ)x1(1, 1) +
(cosψ sin θ sinφ− sinψ cosφ−∆ψ(sinψ sin θ sinφ+ cosψ cosφ) + ∆θ cos θ sinϕ)x1(2, 1) +
(cosψ sin θ cosφ+ sinψ sinφ−∆ψ(sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ) + ∆θ cos θ cosφ)x1(3, 1)−
[cosψ cos θx∗1(1, 1)+(cosψ sin θ sinφ−sinψ cosφ)x∗1(2, 1)+(cosψ sin θ cosφ+sinψ sinφ)x∗1(3, 1)]
∆Ys = (∆ψ cosψ cos θ + sinψ cos θ −∆φ sin θ)x1(1, 1) +
(∆ψ(cosψ sin θ sinφ− sinψ cosφ) + sinψ sin θ sinφ+ cosψ cosφ−∆φ cos θ sinφ)x1(2, 1) +
(∆ψ(cosψ sin θ cosφ+ sinψ sinφ) + sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ−∆ψ cos θ cosφ)x1(3, 1)−
[sinψ cos θx∗1(1, 1)+(sinψ sin θ sinφ+cosψ cosφ)x∗1(2, 1)+(sinψ sin θ cosφ−cosψ sinφ)x∗1(3, 1)]
∆Zs = (−∆θ cosψ cos θ +∆φ sinψ cos θ − sin θ)x1(1, 1) +
(−∆θ(cosψ sin θ sinφ− sinψ cosφ) + ∆φ(sinψ sin θ sinφ+ cosψ cosφ) + cos θ sinφ)x1(2, 1) +
(−∆θ(cosψ sin θ cosφ+ sinψ sinφ) + ∆φ(sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ) + cos θ cosφ)x1(3, 1)−
[− sin θx∗1(1, 1) + cos θ sinφx∗1(2, 1) + cos θ cosφx∗1(3, 1)]
For easier calculation of integrals, first and second derivatives, equations can be written as:
∆xs = As cosψ +Bs sinψ +Cs
and:
As =
 AsxAsy
Asz
, Bs =
 BsxBsy
Bsz
, Cs =
 CsxCsy
Csz

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The rearranged upper equation by putting out scan angle β is written as:
∆xs = (Ds cosβ +Es sinβ) cosψ + (Fs cosβ +Gs sinβ) sinψ + (Hs cosβ + Js sinβ)
the coeficients are:
As = Ds cosβ +Es sinβ
Bs = Fs cosβ +Gs sinβ
Cs = Hs cosβ + Js sinβ
again:
Ds =
 DsxDsy
Dsz
, Es =
 EsxEsy
Esz
, Fs =
 FsxFsy
Fsz
, Gs =
 GsxGsy
Gsz
, Hs =
 HsxHsy
Hsz
, Js =
 JsxJsy
Jsz

For each component (Xs, Yx, Zs) separately this brings:
Asx = cos θx1(1, 1) + (sin θ sinφ−∆ψ cosφ)x1(2, 1) + (sin θ cosφ+∆ψ sinφ)x1(3, 1)
− cos θx∗1(1, 1)− sin θ sinφx∗1(2, 1)− sin θ cosφx∗1(3, 1)
Bsx = −∆ψ cos θx1(1, 1)− (cosφ+∆ψ sin θ sinφ)x1(2, 1) + (sinφ−∆ψ sin θ cosφ)x1(3, 1)
+ cosφx∗1(2, 1)− sinφx∗1(3, 1)
Csx = −∆θ sin θx1(1, 1) + ∆θ cos θ sinφx1(2, 1) + ∆θ cos θ cosφx1(3, 1)
Hsx = −∆θ sin θk13 +∆θ cos θ sinφk23 +∆θ cos θ cosφk33
Asy = ∆ψ cos θx1(1, 1) + (∆ψ sin θ sinφ + cosφ)x1(2, 1) + (∆ψ sin θ cosφ − sinφ)x1(3, 1) −
cosφx∗1(2, 1) + sinφx∗1(3, 1)
Bsy = cos θx1(1, 1) + (−∆ψ cosφ+ sin θ sinφ)x1(2, 1) + (∆ψ sinφ+ sin θ cosφ)x1(3, 1)
− cos θx∗1(1, 1)− sin θ sinφx∗1(2, 1)− sin θ cosφx∗1(3, 1)
Csy = ∆φ sin θx1(1, 1)−∆φ cos θ sinφx1(2, 1)−∆φ cos θ cosφx1(3, 1)
Hsy = ∆φ sin θk13 −∆φ cos θ sinφk23 −∆φ cos θ cosφk33
Asz = −∆θ cos θx1(1, 1)+(−∆θ sin θ sinφ+∆φ cosφ)x1(2, 1)−(∆θ sin θ cosφ+∆φ sinφ)x1(3, 1)
Bsz = ∆φ cos θx1(1, 1) + (∆θ cosφ+∆φ sin θ sinφ)x1(2, 1) + (−∆θ sinφ+∆φ sin θ cosφ)x1(3, 1)
Csz = − sin θx1(1, 1) + cos θ sinφx1(2, 1) + cos θ cosφx1(3, 1) +
sin θx∗1(1, 1)− cos θ sinφx∗1(2, 1)− cos θ cosφx∗1(3, 1)
Hsz = − sin θk13 + cos θ sinφk23 + cos θ cosφk33 + sin θRm(1, 3) − cos θ sinφRm(2, 3) −
cos θ cosφRm(3, 3)
C.1.2 Average value for different scan angles
The average value for a changing scan angle for each component can be written as (only the
∆Xs is written):
< ∆Xs >=
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
(Asx cosψ +Bsx sinψ + Csx)dψ =
1
2pi
Csx|2pi0 = Csx
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Therefore:
< ∆xs >=
 < ∆Xs >< ∆Ys >
< ∆Zs >
 =
 CsxCsy
Csz
 =
264 −∆θ sin θx1(1, 1) + ∆θ cos θ sinφx1(2, 1) + ∆θ cos θ cosφx1(3, 1)∆φ sin θx1(1, 1)−∆φ cos θ sinφx1(2, 1)−∆φ cos θ cosφx1(3, 1)
− sin θx1(1, 1) + cos θ sinφx1(2, 1) + cos θ cosφx1(3, 1) + sin θx∗1(1, 1)− cos θ sinφx∗1(2, 1)− cos θ cosφx∗1(3, 1)
375
C.1.3 Average value independent from scan angle
The average value independent from scan angle and heading for each component can be written
as (only the ∆Xs component is written):
<< ∆Xs >>=
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dψ
∫ β
−β0
dβ[(Dsx cosβ +Esx sinβ) cosψ + (Fsx cosβ +Gsx sinβ) sinψ+
+(Hsx cosβ + Jsx sinβ)] =
= 14piβ0 [
(
Dsx
∫ β
−β0 cosβdβ + Esx
∫ β
−β0 sinβdβ
) ∫ 2pi
0 cosψdψ+(
Fsx
∫ β
−β0 cosβdβ +Gsx
∫ β
−β0 sinβdβ
) ∫ 2pi
0 sinψdψ +
(
Hsx
∫ β
−β0 cosβdβ + Jsx
∫ β
−β0 sinβdβ
)
] =
= 14piβ0 [0 + 0 +
(
Hsx sinβ|β−β0 − Jsx cosβ|
β
−β0
)
ψ|2pi0 ] =
= 14piβ0 [Hsx(sinβ0 − sin(−β0))− Jsx(cosβ0 − cos(−β0))](2pi − 0) =
= 12β0 (Hsx2 sinβ0 − Jsx · 0) =
= sinβ0β0 Hsx
Therefore:
<< ∆xs >>=
 << ∆Xs >><< ∆Ys >>
<< ∆Zs >>
 =

sinβ0
β0
Hsx
sinβ0
β0
Hsy
sinβ0
β0
Hsz
 =
264 h·sin β0β0 (−∆θ sin θk13 +∆θ cos θ sinφk23 +∆θ cos θ cosφk33)h·sin β0β0 (∆φ sin θk13 −∆φ cos θ sinφk23 −∆φ cos θ cosφk33)
h·sin β0
β0
(− sin θk13 + cos θ sinφk23 + cos θ cosφk33 + sin θRm(1, 3)− cos θ sinφRm(2, 3)− cos θ cosφRm(3, 3))
375
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C.1.4 First and second derivatives – searching for maximum
If the first derivative of a component ∂∆xs∂ψ is 0, it represents an extreme of the this component
(∆Xs, ∆Ys and ∆Zs):
∂∆Xs
∂ψ = −Asx sinψ +Bsx cosψ = 0
ψ∆Xs = arctan
Bsx
Asx
∂∆Ys
∂ψ = −Asy sinψ +Bsy cosψ = 0
ψ∆Ys = arctan
Bsy
Asy
∂∆Zs
∂ψ = −Asz sinψ +Bsz cosψ = 0
ψZs = arctan
Bsz
Asz
To find out, which extreme represents the maximum of each component, the second derivative
should be negative ∂
2∆Xs
∂2ψ
< 0. In this case calculated ψ∆Xs represents the maximum of the
function ∆Xs (similar for ∆Ys and ∆Zs).
∂2∆Xs
∂2ψ
= −Asx cosψ∆Xs −Bsx sinψ∆Xs < 0 −→ ψ∆Xs max = ψ∆Xs
∂2∆Ys
∂2ψ
= −Asy cosψ∆Ys −Bsy sinψ∆Ys < 0 −→ ψ∆Ys max = ψ∆Ys
∂2∆Zs
∂2ψ
= −Asz cosψ∆Zs −Bsz sinψ∆Zs < 0 −→ ψ∆Zs max = ψ∆Zs
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C.2 Behaviour of the Schenk’s and the simplified error model in graphs
C.2.1 Influence of ∆Rs and ∆Rm
Figure C.1: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave (= ∆xs ave)
error model for different combinations of ∆Rs and ∆Rm (Table 6.1) and scan angle 0◦ with
variable heading angle. The simulation is done for roll and pitch errors of ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦, and
heading error ∆ψ = 0.007◦, and average magnitude of roll and pitch angles of 3◦ and flying height
of 1000 m. Error components: A) ∆X, B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.1: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem ∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu
modelu napak ∆xs ave za razlicˇne kombinacije ∆Rs and ∆Rm (kot so oznacˇene v Tabeli 6.1) in
kot skeniranja 0◦.
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Figure C.2: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave (= ∆xs ave)
error model for different combinations of ∆Rs and ∆Rm (Table 6.1) and scan angle 10◦ with
variable heading angle. The simulation is done for roll and pitch errors of ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦, and
heading error ∆ψ = 0.007◦, and average magnitude of roll and pitch angles of 3◦ and flying height
of 1000 m. Error components: A) ∆X, B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.2: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem ∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu
modelu napak ∆xs ave za razlicˇne kombinacije ∆Rs in ∆Rm (kot so oznacˇene v Tabeli 6.1) in kot
skeniranja 10◦.
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C.2.2 Influence of Rm
Figure C.3: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model for
different Rm values (m = mz = my = mx) and scan angle 0◦ with variable heading angle.
The simulation is done for flying height of 1000 m and ∆RINS values of ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦ and
∆ψ = 0.007◦, and average magnitude of roll and pitch angles 1◦. Error components: A) ∆X, B)
∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.3: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem ∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu
modelu napak ∆xave pri razlicˇni vrednostih kotov Rm, kotu skeniranja 0◦, viˇsini leta 1000 m ter
spremenljivem kotu pozibavanja ψ.
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C.2.3 Influence of RGEO
Figure C.4: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model for
different RGEO values, scan angle 0◦, with variable heading angle. The simulation is done ∆RINS
values of ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦ and ∆ψ = 0.007◦, and average magnitude of roll and pitch angles of
1◦. Error components A) ∆X , B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.4: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem ∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu
modelu napak ∆xave za razlicˇne vrednosti RGEO in kot skeniranja 0◦.
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Figure C.5: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model for
different RGEO values, scan angle 20◦, with variable heading angle. The simulation is done
∆RINS values of ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦ and ∆ψ = 0.007◦, and average magnitude of roll and pitch
angles of 1◦. Error components A) ∆X , B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.5: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu mod-
elu napak ∆xave za razlicˇne vrednosti RGEO, kot skeniranja 20◦ ter spremenljivem kotu pozibavanja
ψ.
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C.2.4 Influence of RINS
Figure C.6: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model
for different average magnitudes of roll and pitch values (RINS values) and variable heading
angle. The simulation is done for flying height of 1000 m and scan angle 0◦ and ∆RINS values of
∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦ and ∆ψ = 0.007◦. Error components: A) ∆X , B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.6: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu mod-
elu napak ∆xave pri razlicˇni srednjih velikostih kotov zibanja φ in guganja θ (RINS) ter spremenljivem
kotu pozibavanja ψ. Za viˇsino leta 1000 m in kot skeniranja 10◦.
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Figure C.7: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model for
different average magnitudes of roll and pitch values (RINS values) and variable heading angle
for two more combinations of average magnitudes of roll and pitch angles than on Figure C.6. Error
components: A) ∆X, B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.7: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu mod-
elu napak ∆xave pri razlicˇni srednjih velikostih kotov zibanja φ in guganja θ (RINS) ter spremenljivem
kotu pozibavanja ψ. Sˇe dve kombinaciji vecˇ kot na sliki C.6.
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C.2.5 Maxima
Figure C.8: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model
for different scan angle β, at flying height 1000 m. The simulation is done for ∆RINS values of
∆φ =∆θ = 0.02◦ and ∆ψ = 0.03◦, and average magnitude of roll and pitch angles of 1◦. Error
components: A) ∆X , B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.8: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem ∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu
modelu napak ∆xave pri razlicˇni kotih skeniranja za vrednosti ∆RINS ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.02◦ in ∆ψ =
0.03◦.
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Figure C.9: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model
for different scan angle β, at flying height 1000 m. The simulation is done for ∆RINS values of
∆φ =∆θ = 0.01◦ and ∆ψ = 0.02◦, and average magnitude of roll and pitch angles of 1◦. Error
components: A) ∆X , B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.9: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem ∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu
modelu napak ∆xave pri razlicˇni kotih skeniranja za vrednosti ∆RINS ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.01◦ in ∆ψ =
0.02◦.
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Figure C.10: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model
for different scan angle β, at flying height 1000 m. The simulation is done for ∆RINS values of
∆φ =∆θ = 0.005◦ and∆ψ = 0.007◦, and average magnitude of roll and pitch angles of 1◦. Error
components: A) ∆X , B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.10: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem ∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu
modelu napak ∆xave pri razlicˇni kotih skeniranja za vrednosti ∆RINS ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.005◦ in
∆ψ = 0.007◦.
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Figure C.11: Basic systematic errors by Schenk’s ∆xs and simplified average ∆xave error model
for different scan angle β, at flying height 1000 m. The simulation is done for ∆RINS values of
∆φ =∆θ = 0.003◦ and∆ψ = 0.004◦, and average magnitude of roll and pitch angles of 1◦. Error
components: A) ∆X , B) ∆Y and C) ∆Z.
Slika C.11: Osnovne sistematicˇne napake po Schenkovem ∆xs in poenostavljenem povprecˇnemu
modelu napak ∆xave pri razlicˇni kotih skeniranja za vrednosti ∆RINS ∆φ = ∆θ = 0.003◦ in
∆ψ = 0.004◦.
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Appendix D
Least square curve fitting
D.1 Derivation
Least square curve fitting can be performed by using different variations of the least square
method. Two possibilities of least square adjustment will be presented here on the example
from the page 96 (linear regression fitting between average ∆xs ave and maximal values ∆xs max
of basic systematic errors):
• general case with conditions
• adjustment of indirect observations
For the computations performed in Matlab the most straithforward method was used: adjust-
ment of indirect observations. More details on least square fitting can be found in Mikhail
and Ackerman (1976) and Albertella et al. (1997).
D.1.1 General case with conditions
A special example of least square method is a least square curve fitting which is applied for each
components separately (X, Y and Z) from page 96. We have calculated 32 values of ∆Xs ave
and 32 values of ∆Xs max which we would like to connect in linear way.
First we write down the general case of least square adjustment with conditions (obser-
vations and parameters):
Av +B∆ = f (D.1)
where: v are residuals of observations (original observations are l and corrected observations lˆ,
therefore lˆ = l+v), A is the cofactor matrix of residuals,∆ are unknown or searched parameters
which describe our searched line (∆ˆ =∆0+∆: where∆0 is the first approximation of unknown
parameters and ∆ˆ are the final unknown parameters), B is the cofactor matrix of unknowns
and f the vector of constants.
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Conditional equation
To solve the least square problem, a conditional equation C which describes the connection
between the observations and unknown parameters, has to be written. In the case of linear
fitting between ∆Xs ave and ∆Xs max the connection is:
C : ∆Xs max − k∆Xs ave ·∆Xs ave − k∆ψ ·∆ψ − k∆φ ·∆φ− kh · h− k0 = 0 (D.2)
where k∆Xs ave , k∆ψ, k∆φ, kh and k0 are 5 unknowns which describe the linear fit.
The vector of constants f is in the case of nonlinear condition equation C for least square solution
(the least square fitting counts under the nonlinear conditions) f = −C(l0,∆0), when l0 and
∆0 are first approximations of the observations and the unknowns. Matrix A is ∂C∂l and matrix
B is ∂C∂∆ .
Dimensions
c is the number of conditional equations or the smallest number of equations allowing the
solution of the system. n is the number of the given observations (estimates). u is the number
of (unknown) parameters and r is the redundancy or (statistical) degrees of freedom (r = n−u):
dimension(A) = c× n matrix (rank(A)= c) = 5 × (32×5) in our case
dimension(v) = n× 1 vector = (32×5) × 1 in our case
dimension(B) = c× u matrix = 5 × 5 in our case
dimension(∆) = u× 1 vector = 5 × 1 in our case
dimension(f) = n× 1 vector = (32×5) × 1 in our case
The vector of the observations is:
lT = [∆Xs max 1,∆Xs ave 1,∆ψ1,∆φ1, h1, ...,∆Xs max n,∆Xs ave n,∆ψn,∆φn, hn] (D.3)
The vector of the unknown parameters is:
∆T = [k∆Xs ave , k∆ψ, k∆φ, kh, k0] (D.4)
Weight matrix W of observations l has a dimension of n × n (in our case 160 × 160) with
diagonal term σ20/σ
2
1:
W =

σ20/σ
2
1 0 · · · 0
0 σ20/σ
2
2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 σ20/σ
2
n
 (D.5)
The matrix W with just one conditional equation C is written:
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
σ20
σ2∆Xs max1
0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 σ
2
0
σ2∆Xs ava1
0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 σ
2
0
σ2∆ψ1
0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 σ
2
0
σ2∆φ1
0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 σ
2
0
σ2h1
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...
. . .

(D.6)
If the observations are not correlated between each other, the cofactor matrix Q is:
Qll =W−1 (D.7)
The minimum condition by general least square method is:
Φ′ = vTWv − 2kT (Av +B∆− f) −→ min (D.8)
The derivatives of the minimum condition by residuals (v) and unknown parameters (∆) are:
∂Φ′
∂v
= 2vTW − 2kTA = 0 =⇒ Wv = ATk (D.9)
∂Φ′
∂∆
= 2− 2kTB = 0 =⇒ BTk = 0 (D.10)
From equation D.9 we express the residuals v:
v =W−1Ak (D.11)
Now we put equation D.11 in equation D.1, from there we can express the matrix k:
AQATk+B∆ = f =⇒ Qek = f −B∆ =⇒ k = Q−1e (f −B∆) (D.12)
while Qe = AQAT and We = Q−1e . Knowing that, the residuals of observations in the matrix
k can be calculated as follows:
v = QAWe(f −B∆) (D.13)
The unknown parameters ∆ can be calculated by inserting k in the Equation D.12 and in the
Equation D.10 of ∂Φ
′
∂∆ :
BTPeB∆ = BPef =⇒ N∆ = t =⇒ ∆ = N−1t (D.14)
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D.1.2 Adjustment of indirect observations
Adjustment of indirect observations is one of two classical cases of least square adjustment
(the second one is adjustment of observations only). The adjustment is performed with both
observations and parameters but with a restriction that each conditional equation (C) contains
only one observation. Therefore the number of conditional equations is the same as the number
of observations (c = n).
The general equations are of the form:
v +B∆ = f (D.15)
where v are residuals of observations, ∆ are unknown or searched parameters which describe
our searched line, B is the cofactor matrix of unknowns and f the vector of constants.
Conditional equation
In the case of linear fitting between ∆Xs ave and ∆Xs max a conditional equation C which
connects them is:
C : ∆Xs max − k∆Xs ave ·∆Xs ave − k∆ψ ·∆ψ − k∆φ ·∆φ− kh · h− k0 = 0 (D.16)
The conditional equations for the general and the indirect observation case are the same, there-
fore equation D.2 is identical to the equation D.16. The main difference is how the parameters
which are described in conditional equation are treated.
In the case of indirect observations, ∆Xs ave are treated as observations and ∆Xs max are treated
as constant values.
The vector of observations is:
lT = [∆Xs ave 1,∆Xs ave 2,∆Xs ave 3, ...,∆Xs ave n] (D.17)
The vector of unknown parameters is the same as in the general case (equation D.4):
∆T = [k∆Xs ave , k∆ψ, k∆φ, kh, k0] (D.18)
The vector of constant values is:
fT = [∆Xs max 1,∆Xs max 2,∆Xs max 3, ...,∆Xs max n] (D.19)
The cofactor matrix of unknowns is:
B =
 ∆Xs ave 1 ∆ψ1 ∆φ1 h1 1... ... ... ... ...
∆Xs ave n ∆ψn ∆φn hn 1
 (D.20)
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Dimensions
The dimensions of upper terms are:
dimension(v) = n× 1 vector = 32 × 1 in our case
dimension(B) = n× u matrix = 32 × 5 in our case
dimension(∆) = u× 1 vector = 5 × 1 in our case
dimension(f) = n× 1 vector = 32 × 1 in our case
The minimum condition by indirect observations least square method is:
Φ′ = vTWv = (f −B∆)TW(f −B∆) −→ min (D.21)
Φ′ =∆TBTWB∆− 2fTWB∆+ fTWf (D.22)
The derivative of the minimum condition should be 0:
∂Φ′
∂∆
= 2∆TBTWB− 2fTWB = 0 (D.23)
From the Equation D.23 we can extract ∆:
(BTWB)∆ =WBf =⇒ N∆ = t =⇒ ∆ = N−1t (D.24)
D.2 Statistical testing
D.2.1 Estimation of a-posteriori standard variance σˆ20
As we do not have a reliable a-priori common standard variance σ20 of all observations, we have
to use a-posteriori calculation σˆ20. This can be done using the results of least square fitting:
σˆ20 =
vTWv
c− u =
vTWv
r
(D.25)
D.2.2 Statistical testing whether a-priori and a-posteriori variances are equal
This statistical testing can be done, if the sample of observations is distributed by Gauss distri-
bution — normal distribution. We presume that this is true in our example.
As we do not have a reliable a-priori common standard variance σ20 of all observations (∆Xs max,
∆Xs ave, ∆ψ, ∆φ, h), we will take that its value is 1. Because the a-priori standard variation is
not precisely known (is given by presumption) we have first to check if its value is reliable. This
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is done by testing a-priori and a-posteriori variances as two variances of independent samples.
The null hypothesis is:
H0 :
σˆ20
σ20
= 1 vs. H1 :
σˆ20
σ20
6= 1 (D.26)
The null hypothesis H0 is tested by test F test. If a-priori variance would be known for certain,
the χ test would be applied.
The test is written as F (m1,m2)α/2 =
σˆ20
σ20
, when m1 = n1 − 1 and m2 = n2 − 1. In our case
m1 describes the a-posteriori and m2 a-priori data sample size. Both are the same in our case
(32× 5− 1). We use α = 10% as the hypothesis describes the two sided data sample, meaning
that the test is made with 10% significance level. We find the nearest value from F table for
F (30, 30)0.5. The null hypothesis is rejected when Fcalcualated < F (30, 30)0.5.
If the null hypothesis is rejected, the first possibility is to change σ20 and perform the whole
least square fitting again, and at the end to test the new a-priori and new a-posteriori variances
by equation D.26 once again. (We will not take into consideration the reason that the null
hypothesis is rejected because of: the conditional equation F does not describe the reality
correctly or the sampling is not done by normal distribution.)
When the null hypothesis, that a-priori and a-posteriori variances are the same, can be accepted,
we proceed with elimination of unknown parameters.
D.2.3 Statistical testing on the unknown parameters significance
First the precise estimation of residuals of observations and unknown parameters has to be
calculated, starting from equation D.14 or equation D.24 on.
The cofactor matrix of observations is:
Qll = Q (D.27)
The cofactor matrix of estimated (final fitted) observations is:
Qlˆlˆ = Q−Qvv (D.28)
while for general least square fitting is:
Qvv = QAT (We −WeBN−1BTWe)AQ (D.29)
The cofactor matrix of unknown (estimated) parameters is:
Q∆∆ = N−1 (D.30)
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Covariance for Q∆∆ parameters are gained by multiplying Q∆∆ with a-posteriori variance (or
a-priori — they should be the same) σˆ20:
Σ∆∆ = σˆ20Q∆∆ =

σˆ2k∆Xave
0 0 0 0
0 σˆ2k∆ψ 0 0 0
0 0 σˆ2k∆ψ 0 0
0 0 0 σˆ2kh 0
0 0 0 0 σˆ2k0
 (D.31)
The statistical test on insignificance of coefficients is based upon the null hypothesis that in-
significant coefficient has a value 0. After proving this, such coefficient can be neglected. The
least square fitting with (u− 1) unknown parameters should now be performed once again.
For statistical testing we are using a large sample (more than 30 observations by Sincich (1996)
is a large sample) therefore the t test statistic will be used.
To reject one parameter, e.g. we would like to test if k0 = 0, the null hypothesis is written as:
H0 : k0 = 0 (D.32)
z =
k0 − 0
σˆk0
Now we test the null hypothesis t1−α/2(n − 1) = z. We use α = 10% and n = 32 and read the
t1−α/2(n− 1) from the t table. The null hypothesis is rejected when t(30)0.5 > tcalcualated (in our
case t(from table)=1.684).
After finding unknown parameters which can be rejected, we get rid of them in equation D.2
and calculate the whole least square fitting once again. After this, we test the null hypothesis
of a-posteriori variance from the conditional equation C(r) written for all parameters with a-
posteriori variance σˆ20(r) and for the conditional equation C(r − 1) with reduced number of
parameters σˆ20(r−1) being the same:
H0 :
(n− r)σˆ20(r−1) − (n− r − 1)σˆ20(r)
r · σˆ20(r)
≤ F (1, n− r − 1)1−α (D.33)
The null hypothesis is tested by F distribution, as we are testing two independent variances.
The limit in our example was F (1.25)0.05 = 4.23.
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Appendix E
Case study area – the Nova Gorica test sample
The laser scanning point cloud, used for measurement of penetration rate in different vegetation
classes, was acquired in the scope of European Union co-funded Interreg IIIA Slovenia-Italy
2000-2006 project ”HarmoGeo: The production of common methodology for renovation and
harmonization of geodetic groundwork charts for local spatial planning needs on the cross-
border area of Slovenia and Italy”. The lead partner of this project was Municipality of Nova
Gorica in Slovenia, other partners were: Geodetic institute of Slovenia, University of Udine,
Municipality of Gorizia (Italy), Municipality of Sˇempeter-Vrtojba (Slovenia), RRA Koper, Icra
d.o.o.
The main outcomes of this project are:
• harmonization of cadastral maps in test areas on the cross-border area of Nova Gorica
(Slovenia) and Gorizia (Italy)
• Nova Gorica aerial laser scanning data for for acquisition of detailed 3D model, which was
used for detailed visualization of Nova Gorica
• knowledge dissemination in the cross-border area
The aerial laser scanning point cloud of Nova Gorica used in our test was acquired in early April
of 2006 with the average total point density of 15–20 pt/m2 and average flying height of 1000
m, covering 200 ha of Nova Gorica. The acquisition was made in early leaf-on season, meaning
that there was a lot of new vegetation present. The laser scanning point cloud was acquired
by the company OGS from Trieste (Italy). For laser scanning the ALTM3100 laser scanner was
used, with the frequency of laser pulses of 100 kHz. The applied INS system a had frequency of
200 Hz, an accuracy of INS angles of 0.02◦ in roll and pitch and in 0.04◦ in heading. The aerial
laser scanning acquisition was performed in ETRS89 coordinate system. In addition to the laser
scanning point cloud, color stereo-photographing was performed, used for production of digital
ortophotographies with a resolution of 0.5 m.
In the process of detailed 3D model production from laser scanning point cloud of Nova Gorica,
in the scope of HarmoGeo project, also the independent ortophotographies in scale 1:1000 were
used. These were ordered separately by Municipality of Nova Gorica as a classical photogram-
metric aero-photographing in spring 2006.
These two types of aerophotographies were also used in our test to enable easier identification
of the vegetation classes presented by the laser scanning point cloud.
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